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ABSTRACT 

During the First World War, the military and diplomatic efforts of individual 

Balkan states were directed towacd the fulfillment of national goals that had remained 

essentially unchanged since their fomiulation in the 19th century. Predating many of the 

Great Power rivalries that lay at the heart of the First World War, these aims contributed 

to the Balkan states' perception of the conflict as yet another oppoctunity to attain the 

elusive goals of irredentism and "national unification," and endowed the war in South- 

Eastern Europe with the characteristics of a Third Balkan War - the last stage of the 

Balkan liberation struggles initiated in the early 1800s. These aspirations did not always 

coincide with the broad diplomatic and military objectives espoused by the respective 

alliance systems on whose side the nations of South-Eastern Europe fought in the course 

of the war. For these countries, the dl-encompassing strategic priorities of the principal 

belligerents could rarely cepresent anything more than an abstraction. Consequently, 

Balkan statesmen considered such designs meaningfûl only if they offered the possibility 

of advancing their own national policy goals. 

The aim of this thesis is to analyze the influence of this perception of the nature of 

the conflict on Britain's Balkan strategy. An anaiysis of this kind will serve as the bais 

for the argument that conventional interpretations of the factors that s haped Britain's 

overall strategy in the First World War cannot, by themselves, account for the course and 

conduct of British strategy in South-Eastern Europe. Instead, they must be supplemented 

with considerations of the strategic priorities of Britain's Balkan allies and enemies, and 

their impact on the policies that guided British strategy in the region dunng the Great 

war. 

This thesis is based on a synthesis of a variety of primary and secondq sources. 

The doçumentary foundations consist of materials contained in the British Documents on 

Foreign Affairs: Reuorts and Paoers from the Foreim Office Confidential Print. These 

are supplemented with a selection of unpublished documents, including the Conclusions 

and the Memoranda of the British Wu Cabinet for the time period between December 

19 16 and September 1918. Lastly, a broad range of secondary sources, including 

mernoirs, published collections of private papers, and key monographs, has also been 

utiüzed. 
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Introduction 

BRITISH STRATEGY IN SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE DURING 
TEIE FlRST WORLD WAR: AN BISTORIOGRAPBICAL BACKGROUND 

Throughout the First World War, Great Britain maintained a substantial military 

presence in South-Eastem Europe. British and imperid troops first arrived in the region 

in early 1915, when units of the hastilysrganized Mediterranean Expeditionary Force 

landed on the Gallipoli Peninsula. At the the, a number of Britain's leading military and 

politicai figures believed that the diversion of some of the Entente's human and material 

resources from the Western Front to the Balkans might üigger a set of military and 

political developments that would bnng the war to an early and successful conclusion for 

the Allies. The failure of the Gallipoli expedition, combined with the unsuccessful 

Franco-British attempt to render military assistance to Serbia in the fall and winter of 

1915, discredited the notion that military operations in peripheral theaters such as the 

Balkans offered the best prospects for the defeat of the Central Powers. After the twin 

fiasco of the Dardanelles and Salonika, the strategic focus of most British leaders turned 

to other, seemingly more promising theaters of operations. 

In conformity with their new strategic priorities, British leaders attempted to 

effect a complete, or at least a partial disengagement fmm the Balkans. Nevertheless, 

although the retention of a large military force in the Balkans had seemingly ceased to 

conform with Britain's strategic interests, British units remained in South-Eastern Europe 

for the duration of the war. Altogether, the sheer number of troops that Britain and its 

allies maintained in the region until 1918, combined with the intensity of the inter-Allied 

disputes conceming the military and diplornatic conduct of the conîlict in South-Eastern 

Europe, transformed the Balkans into one of the most important theaters of the Great 

War. 

The corpus of historical titerature pertaining to the higher direction of Britain's 

war effort h l i y  reffects the prominent mle that the Balkans occupied in Britain's strategic 

calculations during the war. While there is no single monograph devoted exclusively to 

Britain's Balkan strategy, victually al1 of the principal studies of Britain's overall strategy 

between 19 14 and 19 18 accord a conspicuaus place to the Balkans. In analyzhg the 

forces that shaped Britain's Balkan srrategy, the majority of such studies present the war 



in South-Eastern Europe as an extension of the conflict as a whole, subsewient to 

Britain's wider strategy, war aims and pst-war ambitions. As a result, British strategy in 

the Balkans during the First World War is genedly viewed as having been influenced by 

the same considerations that also determined British strategy in other theaters of the w u .  

The most cornmon historical interpretation of the forces that influenced British 

strategy is rwted in the memoirs that Winston Churchill, David Lloyd George, Maurice 

Hankey and William Robertson wrote after the war to justifi the policies they had 

advocated, adopted or followed during the conflict itself. Their personal recollections 

have furnished the foundations for a sctiool of thought that dominated the historiography 

of Britain's strategic conduct of the Great War for several decades.' According to this 

interpretation, the course of British strategy was influenced primarily by the dispute 

between Bcitain's political and military leaders conceming the conduct of the war; a 

civil-military conflict that involved a ninning strategic debate between the so-called 

"Eastemer" and "Westemer" factions within Britain's supreme command establishment. 

The issue at the heart of the dispute in question was the controversy surrounding 

the selection of the geographical focus of Britain's war effort. In this context, the 

"Eastemers" - most frequently identified with Britain's senior political leaders such as 

Winston Churchill, David Lloyd George and Alfred Milner - are said to have favored 

operations in peripheral theaters such as the Balkans, Palestine and Mesopotamia Such 

"sideshows" would fulfill two functions. First, they would ensure that a pst-war 

settlement would take into account Britain's long-term irnperial ambitions and interests, 

particularly in the Middle East. Second, they ostensibly o f f e d  an attractive altemative to 

the Entente's futile and costly efforts to smash through the German detenses in France 

and Flanden. Since decisive results couid not be attained on the Western Front, the 

Eastemers argued, the Central Powers would have to be defeated by means of an 

"indirect approach that involved operations against Germany's diance partners in 

South-Eastem Europe as a prelude to an attack against Gennany's own vulnerable 

strategic rear. 

' Winston Churchill. The World Cnsig (London, 1923 - 1927); David Lloyd George, W_ar 
Memois (London, 1942); Maurice Hankcy, 1914 - 191 8 (London, 1%1); William 
Robertson. Soldiers and Statesrnen. 19 14 - 19l&(loadon, 1926). 



By contrast, the "Westerners" - usually identified with Britain's senior military 

leaders such as William Robertson, Henry Wilson and Douglas Haig - claimed that the 

Entente could attain victory only by inflicting a cmshiig defeat upon the main body of 

Gennany's field army. Since this objective could be attained only in France and Flanders, 

diversions of men and materiel away h m  the Western Front and into peripheral 

"sideshows" constituted a wasteful and counter-productive dispersai of scarce resources. 

These, the "Westerners" claimed, should instead be massed on the Western Front, and 

used to deliver a decisive blow against tbe land forces of the strongest of the Central 

~owers? 

The perception of the "EastemerlWestemer" controversy as the paramount 

determinant of Britain's higher conduct of the Great War has been perpetuated by a 

number of works dealing with the subject of British strategy in the years 1914 - 1918. 

The majority of the best-known general histories and surveys of the war explain the 

process of formulation and implementation of Britain's strategic designs with reference to 

the dispute between the two rival factions? Key monographs dealing with specific 

aspects of Britain's military experience in the First World War place an equaily heavy 

emphasis on the "Easterner~Westerner" debate, Foremost among them are David R. 

Woodward's studies of the strategic thought of David Lloyd George and William 

~obertson: and Paul Guinn's analysis of British strategy in the context of Britain's 

domestic politics. war aims and imperiai ambitions.' The tendency to view British 

strategy in the friunework of the "EastemerfWestemer" split is also evident in the rather 

For intmductory surveys of the "Easierner/Westemer" controversy, see David R. Woodward, 
"Britain in a Continental War: The Civil-Military Debate over ihe Strategical Dii t ion of the Great Wac, 
1914 - 1918," Albion, 12 (1980), 37 - 65; and Paul Kennedy, "Britain in the F i t  World War," in Allan R. 
Millet and Williamson Murray, eds., ' ' The First World W a  (London, 
1988). 37 - 49. 

' Set for example Basil Liddell-Hart, The Real War. 1914 - I 9 E  (Boston, 1930); James E. 
Edmonds, A Short Histow of World War 1 (New York, 1968); A S h o r t  of W d d  War L(New York, 
198 1); J. F. C. Fuiler, A A ,  - . . 6 
JO the Battle of LeMe Gulf. 1944 (New York, 1%6), chapters 5 - 8; Llewellyn Woodward, Great Bntam 
and the War of 1914 - 1918 (London, 1967). 

David R. Woodward, JAovd Georne a& the Gem& (London, 1983); and Field-Marshal Si 
William Robertson. Chief of the Tmwcial General S u f i  in the Çreat Wat (Westpocî, Cornecticut, 1998). 

Paul Guinn, British S m  and PoliticS. 1914 to 1918 (Oxford, 1965). 



limited number of English-language works concerning specific campaigns in South- 

Eastem Europe and the ~ d k a n s . ~  

The inclination to highlight the impact that the "Easterner/Westemer" dispute had 

on the formulation of Britain's rnilitary policies represents a valid interpretation of the 

dynarnics bebind the strategy-making process in Britain during the First World War. In 

the past two decades, however, a number of historians have pointed out that the debate 

between "Easterners" and "Westerners" cannot by any means be regarded as the only 

consideration that shaped British strategy between 1914 - 1918. Keith Nielson's analysis 

of Anglo-Russian relations during the war stands as one of the more prominent works 

arguing in favor of supplementing the "EastemerlH'estemer" school of historical thought 

with examinations of other factors that may have influenced Britain's strategic policies.' 

Neilson's main aim is to demonstrate the need for a new view of strategy that takes into 

account Britain's status as the member of an international coalition. The fact thaî Britain 

did not fight the war in a vacuum implied that in formulating their strategic designs, 

British leaders were compelled to take into account the interests of their ailies. 

Consequently, Neilson argues, any examination of British strategy must include 

considerations of Britain's alliance partners and their impact on British strategic planning. 

A similar rationale forms the basis of David Dutton's examination of Franco- 

British diplomacy and strategy on the Sdonika Front between 19 15 and 19 18." Echoing 

Neilson's cd1 for an alternative interpretation of British rnilitary policy, Dutton analyzes 

Britain's Balkan strategy through the prism of France's turbulent domestic politics and 

economic and political ambitions in the Near East. Specifically, Dutton argues that 

British leaders acquiesced in the maintenance of an Allied force at Macedonia only 

because of the concem that the termination of the Salonika enterprise would have had a 

destabilizing influence on France's domestic politics. In hm, this development might 

See Alan Palmer, The Gardeners of Salonib (New York, 1%5); and Robert Rhodes lames, 
Galliyk(London, 1965). Official histones include Cyril Falls, morv of the Great War: M W  
Ooeratians. Mac&ni&(London, 1933 - 1935); Charles Aspinal-Oglander, m o w  of the Great War: 
Militanr Oaetations. ûaiii~oii (London, 1929 - 1933). 

Keith Neilson, Smtew and S\lgblv: The &@O-R- 1914 - 1917 (London, 1984). 

* David Dutton, The Poliacs . . . . 
of Di~lomacv:Bnta in_and in the BgjlEgllS In the Fît Wodd 

War (London, 1998). 



have led to a serious deterioration of Anglo-French relations and would have subjected 

the Entente to a potentially serious intemal strain. Given these constraints, the British 

military cornmitment in the Balkans proved mcult to terminate and British troops 

remained in the region until the end of the war - long after their presence there had 

ceased to confonn to Britain's own strategic priorities. 

An even more radical challenge to the "Eastemer/Westemer" school has been 

posited by David French in his two-volume snidy of British strategy and war aims dwing 

the Great ~ a r ?  According to French, the view that British strategy was influenced 

chiefly by the struggle between the "Easterner" and "Westemer" factions within the 

British high command establishment is at best a distortion, and at worst a caricature of 

the strategy-making process in Briiain. Instead, French argues that the main driving force 

behind the formulation of British strategy was a dispute that focused on the constraints of 

time, rather than geography. in French's view, the controversy over where Britain's 

military resources should be deployed was much less important to British leaders than the 

problems associated with deciding at what point in the war Britain should endorse an all- 

out comrnitment of these resources in support of its continental allies. While some 

scholm have criticized French's interpretation of British ~ t ra te~y, '~  it would pmbably be 

unwise to dismiss it out of hand. 

Collectively, the "EasternerNesterner" controversy, combined with 

considerations of Britain's statu as a memôer of a multi-national alliance, and the debate 

conceming the timing of Britain's total commitment to the land war on the European 

continent may be said to be an accurate repmentation of the forces that shaped Brîtaio's 

overall strategy during the First World War. At the same the,  there can be little doubt 

that these general considerations were instrumental in the formulation of the strategic 

policies British leaders adopted specifically with regards to South-Eastern Europe. 

However, in light of the unique political conditions that prevailed in the Balkans 

shortly before and during the First World War, no analysis of the factors that infiuenced 

British strategy in the region may be considered complete without an examination of the 

David French, British Süaw and War Aims. 1914 - 1918 (London, 1986) and n e  S w  
rhe Llovd Georne Coalition. 1916 - 191 8 (Oxford, 1995). 

'O See for example David Dunon, . * T f i e p p . 6 - 7 . 2 0 - 2 1 ,  



relationship between the war aims of individual Balkan states and British military 

policies in South-Eastern Europe. Such an examination has yet to be written. Admittedly, 

there is no shortage of works devoted to the manner in which the national policy goals of 

the Balkan states interacted with British dipIomatic endeavors in the region. Most of 

these sources place a particularly heavy emphasis on the failure of the Entente's 

diplomatic efforts to constmct a "Balkan bloc" in the early stages of the war," and on 

Britain's role in the creation of the new territorial order that emerged in Eastern Europe in 

the aftennath of the wu.'* 

By contrast, not a single historical work exists that is devoted solely to assessing 

the influence of the national aspirations of Balkan countries on the formulation and 

implementation of the purely military aspects of British strategy in South-Eastern Europe. 

The want of such a study represents a potentially serious barrier to a comprehensive 

understanding of the forces that shaped Britain's Balkan strategy in the First World War. 

The possibility that existing historiography might prove incapable of accounting 

for al1 the factors that influenced Brihn's Balkan strategy is heightened by the degree to 

which the British decision-makers'perception of the Fit World War in South-Eastern 

Europe differed from that of their Balkan counierparts To a Great Power like Britain, the 

First World War in the Balkans could be said to have represented merely an extension of 

the war as a whole, subservient to Britain's broder strategic goals, However, when the 

Baikan dimensions of the Great War are scrutinized h m  the perspective of the Balkans 

states themselves, the war assumes an entirely different character. Such an analysis 

- .  . . " Examples include Lynn Cutaight, MudQle 1 n d e c i s r o n . n t ~ h  Policv 
Bal kan S tate s . Aumt 1914 to the Inception of ihe Dank&es C e  (Thcssaloniki, 1986); Christos 
Theocloulou, Greece and the Entente, Auwt 1.1914 - Se~iember 35.1916 (Thessaloniki, 197 1). 

IZ See Kenneth J. Calder, Britain and the -the Ne 
. . 

w Eurone. 19 14 - 19 B (Cambridge, 
1976); V. H. Rothwell, British Wat Airns and Peace Dido- 191 . . . . 4 - 1918 (Oxford, 1971); Wilfned 
Fest, Peace or Partition: The HabsburplMon- Pol& 1914 - 1918 (London, 1978); George 
Leontacitis, Greece in the First World Wac h m  Ne- 1917 - 1918 (Boulder, 
Colorado, 1990). In addition, che series of monographs dealing wiih the repscntations of individual 
Balkan states at the Paris Peace Conference make extensive references to BrWn's role in shaping the poste 
war territorial senlement in the South-Eastern Eumpe. Thcse works includc Sherman D. Spector, Rumania 
at the Paris Peace Conference: A Stud~ in the Diolonim of Ioan t C. B m  (Ncw York 1962); Ivo J. 
Lederer, Yupslavia at w s  Peace Conférence: A Shidv in F m n t i m  (New Haven. Connecticut, 
1x3); and N. Petsalis-Diomidis, Greece ai ihe Paris -nce. 1919 (ThessalonW. 1978). 



reveals that for the nations of South-Eastern Europe, the First Wodd War was a distinct, 

self-contained conflict, and a struggle apart from the general European conflagration. 

During the First World War, the military and diplomatic efforts of individual 

Balkan states were directeci toward the fulfillment of national aspirations that had 

remained unchanged since their achievement of independence in the 19th century. Pre- 

dating many of the Great Power rivahies that lay at the heart of the First World War, 

these aims contributed to the Balkan states' perception of the confüct as yet another 

opportunity to hilfill the goals of irredentism and "national unification." This dynamic 

endowed the war in South-Eastern Europe with the characteristics of a Third Balkan War 

and another phase of the Balkan liberation struggles initiated in the early 1800s. 

These aspirations did not always coincide with the broad diplomatic and military 

objectives espoused by the respective alliance systems on whose side the nations of 

South-Eastern Europe fought in the course of the war. For these countries, the all- 

encompassing strategic priorities of the principal belligerents could never represent 

anything more than an abstraction. For Balkan statesmen, such designs could be 

meaningful only if they offered the possibility of advancing their own national policy 

aims. 

in sum, the aim of this thesis is to analyze the influence of this perception of the 

nature of the conflict on Britain's Balkan strategy. An analysis of this kind will serve as 

the basis for the argument that conventional interpretations of the factors that shaped 

Britain's overall strategy in the Fit World War cannot, by themselves, rationalize the 

course and conduct of British strategy in South-Eastern Europe. hstead, they must be 

supplemented with considerations of the strategic priorities of Britain's Balkan allies and 

enernies, and their impact on the policies that guided British strategy in the region during 

the Great War. 



FROM "CONTINENTAL CO-NT" TO A PERIPEIERAL STRATEGY: 
BRITAIN TüRNS TO THE BALKANS, DECEMBER 1914/JANUARY 1915 

The century that preceded the outbreak of the F i t  Wodd War witnessed several 

instances of British diplomatic intervention in the Baikans. Most notable examples 

included Britain's diplomatic role in the establishment of the modem Greek state (1821 - 
1828), the settiement of the Great Eastem Crisis (1877 - 1878) and the resolution of the 

two Balkan W m  of 19 12 - 1913. By contrast, direct and independent Btitish military 

involvement in South-Eastern Europe prior to 1914 was limited. in 1854, Lord Raglan's 

expeditionary corps disembarked at Varna and spent several months there before 

continuing on its way to the crimes' M n g  the Great Eastern Crisis of 1877 - 1878, 

with the Russian m y  encarnped only a few miles from Istanbul, the British government 

dispatched a naval force first to Besika Bay, and then to the Sea of Marmara in ocder to 

make clear to St. Petersburg that Britain wwld not stand idly by if the Russians occupied 

Istanbul? This naval demonstration, supplemented with diplomatic actions, represented 

the limits of British intervention in the Balkans in the 1870s. Nevertheless, before the 

crisis was settied by peaceful means at San Stefano and the Congress of Berlin, the 

British govemment devoted at least attention to the possibility of sending a military force 

to the region in the event that the tensions with Russia boiled over into open wu? 

In the following decades, plans for military action against the Dardanelles would 

come to represent the principal focus of British &signs for operations in the Balkans in 

the following decades. This policy intensified in the eariy 1880s, as Anglo-Ottoman 

' Alan Palmer. The Bwer  of Bartlc: T h e S t o x r a f & o n d o n ,  1987). 

A. J. P. Taylor, DLailgPie for Mastem in Eurode. 1848 - 19 L8 (Oxford, L954). pp. 244,247; 
M. S. Andenon, The Eastern Ouestion. 1774 - 1923: A S n u l v _ i n  (London, 1966). 
pp. 196,209. 

' In October 1876, even before the outbreak of the Russdltomau War, twa officen of the Royal 
Esigîneers were sent to the region to conduct an exteasive examination of the westward apptoaches to 
Istanbul and ascertain the most advantageous position ihat couid be i;rken up by a British expeditionary 
force for the purpose of defendhg the Ottoman capital- S a  PRO FO 424138/169, Reporis and Memoranda 
Relative to the Defense of Constanhople and ûlher Positions in Thy, 1876 - 1877. 



relations began to deteriorate consi&rably? The new strategic realities cornplleci British 

miiitary planners to contemplate the possibiiity of a hypoîhetical Ottoman attack against 

Egypt and the Suez Canal, the min nodal points of Britain's imperid communications 

since their occupation by British forces in 1882. British military authorities were 

convinced that if such a contingency did take place, then an undertaking against the 

Dardanelles would represent the most effective means of pmtecting ~ g ~ ~ t . '  This rather 

lirnited outlook - one that viewed military or naval ventures in the Balkans merely as 

subordinate to the defense of Egypt - continued to characterize British strategic planning 

with nguds to South-Eastern Europe ~ntil1914.~ 

British strategists' perception of the region's potentiai as a possible theater of 

military operations began to undergo significant changes in the months foltowing the 

outbreak of the First Wortd War, When British leaders decided in favor of intervening in 

the war in August L9 14, they did so on the basis of two assumptions about the nature of 

the conflict that were also shared among the mling circles of ail other belligerent powers. 

First, Britain's leading political and military figures believed that the war wouId be of 

relatively short duration. A long war was assumeci to be impossible because neither the 

civilian populations of the contending powers, nor their economic, political and social 

' Several factors were responsible for ihi development. In the first place, Briiain's acquisition of 
Cypnis at the Congress of Berlin (1878) and the occupation of Egypt d the Suez Canal (1882) reduced 
significanfiy traditional British conccms with safeguarding ûîioman sovereignty against encroachmenis by 
0 t h  powcrs. The security of Britain's stntcgic position in ihe Eastern Mediterranean was no longer 
dependent on the preservation of the territorial integrity of ihc Ottoman Empire and ifie protection of the 
Straits against Russia. In addition, the memory of Ottoman aimciiies in Bulgaria during ihe Great Eastern 
Crisis of 1876 - 1877 turned a large segment of liberal public opinion in Briîain against the Ottomans. This 
trend was fpriher perpetuated by the revulsion with which the British pubïic rcactcd to the nprcssive 
policies adopted by Sultan Abdul Hamid II (r. 1878 - 1908) io ded with those uiiom he regardecl as the 
enemies of his autoctaiic regime. In p;uticular, it was lfie sultan's brutal maunent of his Armenian subjects 
that evoked disgust among lhe British public and political leaders. See Anderson, 
pp. 251 - 259; Taylor, The SinlpgLe for Mastery, p. 359. 

' British military planners were concerned chiefly with the coniingency of an altack against Egypt 
and h Suez Cand by Ottoman forces operaihg in conjwtion wiîh those of a n o h  Great Power, 
especially France or Russia. For an examination of ihe role of the Dardanelles in the context of British 

* * 
plans for the defense of Egypt see John GmL,  

. * 
straienv. c.1900 - 19 16 (London, 19741, pp. 238 - 265. 

Even Winston Churchill's November 1914 proposal for an aiîack agaiast Gallipoli and the 
Dardanelles was made with reference to the conmbution ihai such an operation would make to the defense 
of Egypt, See PRO CAB 2211. War Council Meeting, 25 November 1914, in Martin Gilbert, ed.. Winsio~ 
S. Churchill Cornpanion VoIume m. F+arî 1: Julv 1914- AMI 1915 (Boston, L973), p. 278. 



infrastructures could be counted upon to withstand for long the privations that would 

inevitably be caused by a prolonged and large-scale conflict? 

The conviction that a protracted generai war between the European powers was 

impossible found a practical manifestation in the nature of the strategic plans that the 

principal belligerents had been preparing for years prior to the conflict now confronting 

them. These plans anticipated that the outcome of the war would be settled within a few 

weeks, or at most months, through a series of major, decisive engagements that would be 

fought in France, Galicia and East ~russia? Consequently, none of the strategic 

blueprints that were to guide the operations of the belligerent annies in the coming 

conflict made any provisions for military action in theaters other than Western Europe 

and Russian Poland. As far as Britain was concemed, its small regular anny - the five 

infantry divisions and one cavalry division of the British Expeditionary Force - was to be 

deployed somewhere in France or Fîanders in support of French forces? 

' The assumptions underlying the "short-wûr illusion" are examined in Michacl Howard, War in 
Euroman Histocy (Oxford, 1976), p. 112, and "Europe 1914," in Robert Cowley, ed.. m e  of . . War; 
An Antholonv of Articles from the OW - ist (New York, 1992), pp. 282 - 283; 
David G. Hemnann, The Arminn of Euronc and the h@&,&j of the First World War (Princeton, New 
Jersey, 19961, pp. 28 - 29; and L. L. Farrar, The Short-War Illusion: &man Policv. S- 
Domestic Affairs. & p s t  - Deccmber 1914 (Santa Barbara, California, 1973), passim. 

a The historical literature concerning pre-war military planning of the Great Powers is immense. 
S o m  of the more notable works include Graydon A. Tunsîail, Planninn for Wac **t RRwa and $Wb& 

Hun- and G ennan M ilitûrv S t rwes .  1871 - 19 14 (Boulder, Colorado, 1993); Gerhard Ritter, 
-~chlieffçn Plan: Crithue of n M a U n d o n ,  1958); Paul Kennedy cd., 
Powers, 1880 - 1914 (London, 1979); Samuel R. Williamson Jr., m s  of Grand S- . . . . 
and France R e m  for Wu. 1904 - 1914 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1969). No comparable works on the 
subject of Russian strategic planning exist; pechaps the best treatment available is in Bruce Menning, 
Bavonels Beforc Bullets: The Imwrial -Y. 1861 - 1914 (Bloomington, Indiana, 1992). 
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France's aid. Ultimately, these mattea would be wocked out only when Britainentered the war. For a 
concise ireamient of the origins of the "Continental Committnent" s œ  Miihaei Howard, The C m  
Co mimieni: * The D i lemma of British Defense Policv in & Era . of the Two World Warg (London, 1972). 
pp. 3 1 - 52. For the CJB, meeting of 23 August 191 1, see Extracts h m  the Minutes of the Commiîke of 
Imperia1 Defence, 1 14' Meeting, 23 Aug. 191 1, doc. 314, in G. P. Gooch and tIarold Temperly, &, 
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Fmt World War: Gerrnanv and Austria-Hungjp. 1914 - 19l&(London, 1997). pp. 69 -71. 



The rigid nature of theit war plans left the combatants completely unprepared for 

dealing with the conditions that had corne to characterize the war by November 19 14. On 

the Western Front, following the German retreat from the Marne in September, and the 

unsuccessful Allied efforts to dislodge the German forces from their new positions on the 

Aisne (14 - 18 sept.)," both sides engaged in successive attempts to envelop each othefs 

open northem flank in the course of the so-called "Race to the Sea" (18 Sept. - 12 0ct.).IL 

These endeavors failed, and only resulted in the prolongation of the Front until the 

fighting line in the West extended from the Swiss border to the Flernish Coast. b a last- 

ditch attempt to seize the Channel ports, the OHL (Oberste Heeresleitung; the German 

Supreme Amy Conunand) now initiated a series of costly and ultimately futile attacirs 

against the thinly-held British sectors of the front in the vicinity of Ypres (12 - 20 Oct. 

and 29 Oct. - 11 Nov.). Similar attacks by Allied forces against Gennan lines in Flanders 

(20 Oct. - 28 Oct.) and Champagne (mid-December) also failed." Neither side could 

make any considerable headway against entrenched opponents anned with machine guns, 

magazine-fed rifles and quick-firing artillery. The result was tactical deadlock that 

precluded strategically decisive results on the Western Front and put an end to the 

illusion of a short war.I3 

In order to overcorne the stalemate in the West, some Allied leaders began to 

weigh the advantages of activating new theaters of operations. In Novernber 1914, 

Aristide Briand, the French Minister of Justice, suggested sending 400,000 Allied troops 

to the Balkans by way of Salonika in order to reinforce the Serbian m y ,  induce Balkan 

neutrals to declare for the Entente and launch an offensive against  ust tria-~un~ary.'~ At 

approximately the same time, General François Franchet d'Esperey, commander of the 

-. 
'O James E. Edmonds, Fisiorv of ihe Great W-iiary w o n s .  France 9iidsdnii9n. 1914, 

Vol. (London, 1929.3 19 - 399. 

'' Md.. pp. 400 - 408. 

H - J e  and BelW. 191 " James E. Edmonds. 's of 4, 
Vol. U (London, 1925). For secondary accounts see Anthony Farrar-Hockiey, k& of an (London. 
1967). pp. 73 - 181; and Herwig, The First World W a  pp. 114 - 116. 

l3 J. F. C. Fuller, ,4 M - m t o w  of ihe Wcskm World. Vol. p. 229. 

l4 David Dutton, The Politics of Di~lomacy, pp. 21 -22. 



French 5th Amy, proposed to dispatch five army corps, or some 185,000 tm~ps, to 

Serbia whence they were to march on Budapest in the spring of 1915." Though both 

plans stirnulated considerable interests in France' military and political circles, they were 

turned down by General Joseph Joffre. The French commander-in-chief categorically 

opposed any diversion of ttoops to the Balkans on the grounds that the success of the 

offensives he intended to launch in Artois and Champagne in the spring necessitated that 

al1 French units remain concentrated on the Western ~r0nt . I~  

Briand and Franchet d'Esperey were not aione in their conviction that military 

operations in peripheral theaters could contribute to overcoming the deadlock on the 

Western Front. On the other side of the English Channel, sirnilar proposais were also 

king considered. In laie December, acting without each other's knowledge, Lieutenant- 

Colonel Maurice Hankey, the Seccetary of the War ~ouncil," Winston Churchill, the 

First Lord of the Admiralty, and David Lloyd George, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

drafted a series of memoranda on the subject of the war's strategic conduct. Al1 three 

documents were based on the premise that since a breakthrough on the Westem Front 

was impossible, an alternative means of attaining strategically decisive results had to be 

sought. To this end, al1 three suggested undertaking major military operations in theaters 

other than France and Flanders. 

For his part, Churchill favored an amphibious descent on ~chleswi~-~olstein.~~ 

By contrast, Lloyd George and Hankey saw considerable potential in the prospect of 

'' Palmer, The Gardenets, pp. 19 - 20. 

l7 The War Council was a special Cabinet Committee established on 25 November 19 14 by Prime 
Minister Herbert Asquith to direct Britain's war effort. Initidly, the smtegic direction of the war was 
handled by the Cabinet itself, but the large size of that body (twenty-two memben), combined with the 
inexperience of most ministen in matten concemeci with the diition of la grande guerre, led Asquith to 
Dansfer many of ils war-related functions to the War Council, a much smaller organization made up only of 
some of the key ministers (including the service secretaries), and the service chiefs, See Hanlrey, 
Conunand. p. 237; Woodward, Great Britain _and the W& pp. 48 - 49; Guinn, pp. 33 - 34; and George EL 
Cassar, Asauith as War Leader (London, 1994). pp. 54 - 55. 

'' The aim of such an operation would be to close the Kiel Canal, bring Denmark into the war on 
the side of the Entente, establish British naval superiority in the Baliic, and "enable the Russian -es to 
be landeci within 90 miles of Berlin." Churchill Papen 26/1, Winston S. Churchill to IL H. Asquith, 29 
December 1914; and Churchill Papen 13/27, Winston Churchill, Memorandum, 31 December 1914, in 
Gilbert, ed., Churchill Com~anion, pp. 343 - 345; 347 - 349. 



military and naval ventures in South-Eastern Europe. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

suggested landing Britain's "New Armies," then still in the process of formation and 

training, at Salonika or on the Daimatian Coast. Lloyd George expected that such a 

massive military demonstration on the part of Britain would convince Greece and 

Romania to side with the Entente, and allow the British contingents to launch a massive 

offensive against Austria-Hungary in conjunction with Balkan armies. In Lloyd George's 

opinion, such an undertaking would offer two advantages. First, by securing a tangible 

military victory over the enemy, it would bolster public morale of the populations of the 

Allied counüies, and encourage them to endure what wouid clearly be a long war 

"without grumbling or stint." Second, it might conceivably induce Italy to openly side 

with the ~ntente. '~ 

Lloyd George's ambitious plan bore considerable semblance to the propals  

tendered by Hankey. The Secretary of the War Council believed that British participation 

in a campaign in the Balkans would convince al1 Balkan states to join the Entente. 

Specifically, Hankey advocated sending three British corps to the Balkans, where they 

would combine with Greek and Bulgarian armies in an attack against Istanbul, knocking 

îhe Ottoman Empire out the war, opening the Dardanelles to Allied shipping and 

restoring communications with the Black Sea. At the same time, Russian, Serbian and 

Romanian armies would launch a joint offensive against  ust tria-~un~aiy." 
Although al1 three memoranda advocated the initiation of large-de rnilitary and 

l9 David Lloyd George, Memorandum: Suggestions as to the Military Position, 3 1 December 
19 L4, in Gilbert, ed., pp. 350 - 356; and Lloyd George. War Memoin pp. 219 - 226. Lloyd George's 
eagemess to cnlist the aid of the Balkan states, particularly Greece, may have k e n  maiivated by more than 
simply strategic considerations. In particular, Lloyd George's design for an ofinsive in ihe Balkans might 
have been influenced by the counsels of Sir Basil Zaharoff, the notorious Angldjreek arms-rrchant who 
supportcd îhe expansionist foreign policy objectives espoused by Eleltherios Venizelos the prime minister 
of Greece. In the early stages of the war, Zaharoff repeatedly attempiod to assist Venizelos in bringing 
Greece into the war on the side of the Allies. At the same time, Zahaioff encouraged Uoyd George to 
endorse Greek national aspirations and was instrumentai in establishing unoîücial communications 
between the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Greek prime minister. See Gerolymatos, ''Lloyd George 
and Venizelos, 1912 - 1917," Journal of the M n i c  Di- 

. . Vol. 15, Nos. 3 - 4 (L988), p. 39; Donald 
McComiick, The Life of Sir Basil Zaharoff(London, 1965); and Guiles Davenport, 
of War (Boston, 1934). 

Churchill Papers 2611, Maurice Hankey, "Boxhg Day Memorandum," 28 December 1914, in 
Gilbert, ed., pp. 349 - 356. Also see Hankey, Suoreme C o d  pp. 244 - 250. 



naval undertakings in theaters other than France and Flanders, it is important to note that 

neither envisioned the transfer of the Entente's main effort away from the Western Front. 

An analysis of the three documents reveais that their authors still believed that victory 

could be attained only in the West. However, in light of the fact that the conditions 

prevalent on the Westem Front favored the defense, ail three recognized the need to 

create strategic diversions in other theaters. Such diversions, it was hoped, would compel 

the Germans to denude their defenses on that vital front in order to counter the threat of 

Allied offensives elsewhere. Once diversions of this kind had siphoned off enough 

German troops from France and Flanders, the Allies conceivably would be able to attain 

the decisive breakthrough that had eluded them so far. 

All three memoranda are very clear on this point. Thus, Churchill believed that if 

his scheme for an invasion of Schleswig-Holstein were to be carried out, it would force 

the enemy to "expend his strength simultaneously dong the largest front."2L Writing to 

Prime Minister Herbert Asquith a few days earlier, Churchill noted that the execution of 

his proposed diversionary scheme would mean that the Germans, "...while king closely 

held on al1 existing lines, would be forced to face new attacks directed at vital points and 

exhaust [themselves] dong a still larger perimeter."" Lloyd George's cal1 for an offensive 

in the Bdkans was also made chiefly with reference to the contribution that such an 

endeavor could make toward thinning out the German defenses in the West. Above dl, 

ihe Chancellor of the Exchequer emphasized "the importance of attenuating the enemy's 

line by forcing him largely to extend it," and expressed the conviction that "if the length 

of the German iine is doubled, even at the present rate of attrition, it might become at an 

early date so thin as to be easily penetrable."* Similarly, Hankey believed that it w u  the 

want of a major diversion on other fronts that was largely responsible for the Allies' 

2' Churchill Papers 13/27, Winston Churchill, Memorandum, 3 1 December 1914, in Gilbert, ed., 
p. 348. 

aChurchill Papers, 2611. Wiwton Churchill to H. H. Asquith, 29 Decemôer 1914. in Girt, d, 
p. 344. 

" David Lloyd George, Memorandum: Suggestions as to îhe Military Position, 3 1 Decernber 
L914, in Gilbert, mi., p. 351. 



inability to breach the Gcrman lins in ür west?* In sum, the thne memoranda pmvi& 

no evidence that either Churchill, Lloyd George, or Hankey were engaged in a search for 

the "soft underbelly" of the Centrai Powers. bstead, the principal purpose behind the 

activation of alternative theaters of operations was to attenuate the German line in France 

and Flanders as a means of creating conditions favorable to a decisive Allied offensive on 

the Western Front. 

Lloyd George and Hankey's plans, in particular, offered another advantage aside 

from the possibility of inducing neutrai Balkan countries to join the Entente, opening up 

the Dardanelles, and creating a strategic diversion that would force the German high 

command to weaken its defenses in the West. If these designs, or their variations, wete to 

be adopted and implemented by the Allies, they would hold out the prospect of rendering 

tangible assistance to Serbia. Since the second week of August, that country had been 

waging an unassisted but successiul struggle against numericaily superior Austro- 

Hungarian forces. By early December, the Serbs had managed to repel three separaie 

invasions of their territory, and had inflicted a series of stunning and humiliating defeats 

upon their ~ ~ ~ o n e n t s . ~  However, the heavy manpower and equipment losses incumd by 

the Sehs meant that their victory would a Pyrhhic one. Aitogether, in the course of the 

campaign of 1914, the Serbian army had lost 22,000 dead, 91,000 wounded and 19,000 

captured and missing, and was losing more to typhus, dysentery and cholera that broke 

out late in the year. These losses, combined with critical ammunition shortages, implied 

that Serbia's prospects for survival would now depend heavily on assistance from its 

allies and co-bel~i~erents.~~ 

The Ottoman Empire's decision to side with the Central Powers in November 

19 14 provided yet another argument in favor of AUed militaty involvement in South- 

" Churchill Papers 2611, Maurice Hankey. "Boxing Day Memorandum." 28 Deamber 1914, in 
Gilbert, cd., p. 340. 

7.5 For the military operations on the Serbian Front in 1914, see James B. Lyon, "Serbia and the 
Balkan Front, 1914," ünivetsity of Caiifornia, Los Angeles, 1995; and Guniher Roihenberg, "Tbe A u s e  
Hungarian Campaign against Serbia in 19 14," mai of M W  H . . istocyl53 (Aprii 1989), pp. 127 - 146. 
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Bela K. Kiraly and Nandor F. Dreisziger, eds., East Centrai SocieN in Wald W u  1 (Bodder, 
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Eastern Europe. The closure of the Straits of the Bosphoms and the Dardanelles as a 

result of the Ottoman entry into the war severed a vital route of communications linking 

Russia with its western ailies, thus restricting France's and Britain's ability to provide 

Russia with supplies of weapons and ammunition upon which its war effort depended to 

an extensive degree. In addition, the grain shipments whose export supplied Russia with 

the foreign credit that paid for French and British assistance were now trapped in the 

Black ~ e a ?  By implication, these developments put a premium on Allied military and 

naval operations in the vicinity of the Dardanelles and the Bosphoms. 

The proposais for a major Allied military effort in South-Eastern Europe were 

vulnerable to criticism on many grounds. Above dl, they ignored the difficulties 

associated with the poor state of the transportation and communications infrastructure in 

the region, and twk little account of the problems that a British expeditionary force 

operating in the Balkans would inevitably have to face due to the nature of local terrain. 

However, the most serious flaw inherent in proposais for a campaign in South-Eastern 

Europe was the extent to which the success of such designs was dependent on the 

willingness of the Balkm states to co-operate diplomatically and militarily not just with 

the Entente, but with each other. 

fn drafting their plans for an offensive against the Ottoman and Habsburg 

Empires, the advocates of such ventures presupposed almost as a matter of course that the 

nations of South-Eastern Europe would willingly participate in a Balkan alliance directed 

toward a common endeavor. Such assumptions clearly demonstrated that most 

contempocary British leaders lacked an accurate understanding of the diplomatic and 

political realities prevalent in the region at the time. Since theu attainment of 

independence from the Ottoman Empire at various times in the 19th centucy, the Balkan 

states had been engaged in the pursuit of irredentist ambitions and national aspirations 

whose conflicting nature had repeatedly led to regional conflict and instability. By 1914, 

the antagonisms and rivalries between individual Balkan countries had reached a point 

where any attempt to ceconcile their conflicting temtorial claims as a prelude to the 

establishment of a cohesive Balkan alliance was bound to encounter complications whose 

magnitude few British statesmen could initiaüy comprehend. 



TEE BALKANS AT THE: OUTBREAK OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

The diplomatic stance adopted by individual Balkan m e s  with regards to the 

First World War upon its eruption in the sumrner of 1914 was dictateci by the outcom of 

the two Balkan Wars of 19 12 - 191 3. During the Rrst Balkan War (Oct. 1912 - Apr. 

19 13), the armies of the Baikan League - Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece and Montenegro - 
combinecl to divest the Ottoman Empire of most of its remaining European possessions.' 

However, the provisions of the Treaty of London that ended the war in May 1913 left 

Bulgaria dissatisfied with its territorial gains, and motivated that country to tunr against 

ifs former allies only a few weeks afîer the conclusion of the First Balkan war? 

At the heart of the dissensions that caused the disintegration of the Balkan League 

and led to the Second Balkan War was the issue of the disposal of Macedonia Prior to 

the First Balkan War, when the Balkan League was still in the practss of formation, 

Serbia and Bulgaria had made an attempt to reach an accommodation concerning the 

division of Macedonia should that region be wrested from Ottoman control. The bais for 

this understanding was the treaty of alliance signed by the two countries on 13 March 

1912. The secret annex of that document stipulated that after the expulsion of the 

Ottomans from Macedonia, Serbia would be given temitories located north of the Sar 

' The impetus behind the creation of the Baikan League was originaily providcd by Russia. In the 
wake of the humiliating diplornatic defeat dealt to thai country by Ausiria-Hungary during the Bosnian 
Crisis of l m ,  Si. Petersburg aîkmpteû to bind the Baikan s t ~ c s  into a regional alliance hose iniended 
purpose was to act a check on the Dual Monarchy's ambitions in South-Eastern Europe. By 1912, Russian 
policy in South-Eastern Europe appeared to be bearing fniit as Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria aisd Monrenegro 
found a temporary solution to theiu dietences aud coacludcd as series of bi-lateral M e s  that effectiwiy 
bound them to a couunon purpose. At this point, ho-, ihe Balkan League began to assume a life of iis 
own as the four Balkan ailies commenced preparations for a war against the Ottoman Empire. Now M y  
aware that ihe League had the potcatiai to criait ri major intemational crisis, Russia attempkd to dissuade 
îlie Balkan States h m  hitiating a military contlict. Wm*ngs from Russia and the other Great Powers to 
the effect that no temtorial gains at the expense of the ûttoman Empire would be recognizad bad littie 
idluence on the four Leagw memben, and on 8 ûctober 1912, ihe Fmt Balkan War began. See Ernst 
H e b i c h ,  The Diolomacv of the Balkan Wars. 1912 - 1913 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1938). 

Standard Englisblanguage works on the diploautic aspects of rhe Balkan Wars indude 
Heimreich, The Didomacv of îhe Balkan Wars; artsi Lpigi Albcrtini, The 0- * - s of (hc Warof 1914, 
W (Oxfod, 1952). Mililitry Operations are coved in Bela K. Kiraiy and Dünitnje Djdjevic, eds., 
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Mountains, while Bulgaria would gain lands east of the Stmma River. Tbe issue of the 

disposal of the central part of Macedonia - the "Contested Zone" - was to be defemd 

until after the war. In the event that the Balkan aüies would not be able to reach an 

agreement regarding the "Contested Zone," its division was to be submiited to the 

arbitration of Czar Nicholas n of Russia. Nevertheless, the Serbian govemment indicated 

that its awn claims would not extend swth of the Kriva Palanka-Veld-Ohnd line. This 

implied that the remaining portion of the "Contested Zone" could be divided between 

Bulgaria and ~ r e e c e . ~  However, the provisions of the Treaty of London led Serbia to 

break the terms of the agreement with Bulgacia At London, Austria-Hungary and Italy - 
two States which sought to deprive Serbia from gaining access to the Adriatic - 
convinced the other Great Powers to sanction the creation of an independent Albanian 

state made up of territories the Serbian government had originally expected to obtain 

after the First Balkan wa2 
Its ambitions thwarted in Albania, the Serbs sought compensation by annexing 

those portions of Macedonia which had originally been allocated to Bulgaria.' At the 

sarne time, Greece effectively frustrated the ambitions Bulgaria entertained with regards 

to Salonika, Macedonia's largest city and saport! Unabk to convince its erstwhile allies 

to adhere to the original scheme for the partition of Macedonia, Bulgaria resorted to 

force of arms in an effort to reclaim what it considered as its share of tbe spoils of the 

First Balkan War. The resultant Second Balkan War (May - August 19 13) wiînessed the 

defeat of Bulgaria at the hands of Greece, Serbia, Romania and the Ottoman Empire, and 

furnished the bais for hrther tensions in the region. 

The Second Balkan War came to an end with the condusion of the Treaty of 

Bucharest (10 August 1913). The terms of the agreement ensured that al1 of its 

Charles Jelavich and Barbara Jelavich, o f  the B- National S w  
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signatories, even the defeated, would emerge fmm the war with at least some temtorial 

gains. Nevertheless, the post-war peace settlement could not be considered fully 

satisfactory by any of the countries involved, especially Bulgaria. At best, the Balkan 

states regardeci it as nothing more than an interlude of calm that could be used to prepare 

for a resumption of the endeavos for national unification? This state of affairs pnctically 

ensured that Balkan statesmen would regard the First World War as yet another 

opportunity for the completion of that part of their territorial aspirations that had been 

frustrated in the aftennath of the Balkan Wars. 

This point was equally tnie for both ihe victors and the defeated. The Ottoman 

Empire, having lost al1 of its European possessions except Eastern Thrace, entenained 

ambitions of re-acquiring some of its former European provinces, including Western 

Thrace and the Aegean Islands? In addition, the Ottomans sought to exploit the political 

chaos that prevailed in Albania following the Balkan Wars in a far-fetched effort to re- 

establish their authority in that region.I0 

In Bulgaria, the redistribution of the Ottoman Empire's European territories after 

the Balkan Wars was deemed completely unacceptable. During the First Balkan War, 

Bulgaria had made the largest military contribution to the struggle against the ûttomans, 

and incurred the greatest losses, but its temtorial acquisitions were the most meager of ail 

the members of the Balkan League.I1 Admittedly, the Treaty of Bucharest did allow 

C. A. Macartney and A. W. Palmer, -OF: A History (London, 1962). 
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Bulgaria to gain access to the Aegean. However, this gain could in no way compensate 

for Bulgaria's inability to secure its share of Macedonia Serbian and Greek 

unwillingness to observe pre-war agreements concerning the division of that region were 

resented by the Bulgarians al1 the more because of the fact ihat Macedonia had been at 

the heart of Bulgaria's territorial ambitions since the Congress of Berlin had ruied against 

its inclusion in the Bulgarian principality creaied after the Russo-Ottoman War of 

1877 - 1877.'~ Consequently, endeavors to acquk the ana had fomled a pivotal element 

of Bulgarian foreign policy ever since. '' However, Bulgarian grievances were by no 

rneans lirnited to the issue of Macedonia. In addition, the Treaty of Bucharest stipulated 

that Bulgaria cede the southern Dobruja - Bulgaria's most productive agricultural region 

- to Romania.I4 

Bulgaria's neighbors, though victorious and intent on preventing any attempts to 

revise the Treaty of Bucharest to Bulgaria's advantage, also found it difficult to express 

unresewed contentment with the peace settkment. The territorial settiement that 

terminated the Second Balkan War left Greece in possession of Macedonia south of the 

l2 The Congres of Bedin nvised the Tmty of San Stefano (March 1878) that terminated the 
Russo-Ottoman War. Among the most important provisions of the Treaty of San Stefano was the creation 
of a large Bulgarian state that extended h m  the Danube in the north to the Aegean in the south, and h m  
Thrace and the Black Sea in the east to Skopje and Lake Ohrid in the West. The territorial extent olthis 
"Big Bulgaria" ensured that the new suie would play a teading rob in the Balkan Peninsula Fearing that a 
large Bulgarian state would allow Russia to dominate the region, Great Britain and Austtia-Hungary 
pcessured St. Petersburg to agree to ;i modification of ihe San Stefano agreement. The nsultant misions, 
decided upon during a meeting of the npresentatives of the Great Powcrs at Berlin in June 1878 drastically 
ceduced the territorial extent of Bulgaria to ihe ana between the Danube and the Balkan Mountains (but 
including Sofia). Eastern Rumelia, the area sauth of the Balkan range, bccame a semi-outonornous province 
of the Ottoman Empire and was eventuaily aanexed by Bulgaria in 1908. Most impoctantiy, however, 
Bulgaria was deprived of Macedonia, which reverted to tk Sublime Porte, As a result, Macedonia k a m e  
the primaq focus of Bulgarian Foreign policy and Uredentist aspirations afkr 1878. See Suvrianos, 
m. pp. 408 - 4 12. William N. Medlicotî, Cong~ss of Be-: A D i p !  History of 
N Near Eastern Seillement. la78 - 1880 (Hamdcn, Connecticut, 1963). 

l3 See Richard C. Hall, m s  Road to the F i  W d d  W x  - I (Boulder, Colorado, 1996). 
pp. 1 - 7. 

Id Romania became interested in the southern hbni ja  during the Fmt Balkan Wac when it 
demandai the region as compensation for Bulgatia's temitorhl acquisitions elsewhen. As could be 
expected, the Bulgarians r e W  to consider ihe Romanian d e d .  In ifre latter stages of the Second 
Balkan War, Romania took advantage of the Bulgarian army's pnoccupation wiîh Greek, Serbian and 
Ottoman forces to intervene in the latter stages of the Second Balkan War and simply took possession of 
the disputed territory by force. See R W. Seton-Valson, A: Fmm R o m  
Times to the Com~letion of Uni& (Cambridge, 19341, pp. 457 -458; Albectini, Vol 1, pp. 460 - 461; and 
Keith Hitchins, Rumania: 1866 - 1947 (Oxford, 1994)' pp. 151 - 153. 



line extending approximately h m  Lake Ohrid through Doiran, the Rupel Pass and then 

dong the Nestos River to the Aegean. This tektory included the cities of SaIonika, 

Seres, Drama and Kavalla, and their hinterlands to a distance of up to 60 - 80 kilometers 

north of the coast. In addition, CSreece gained the southern half of Ephs,  and sorne of the 

Aegean Islands. '' On the surface, these acquisitions allowed Greece to make signifcant 

advances toward the realization of the "Great Idea" - the concept that had served as the 

ideological guiding p s t  of Greek foreign policy since the 1840s." Nonetheles, the 

decision of the Great Powers to mate  an independent Albanian state, combined wiîh 

Italy's determination to maintain its hold over the Dodecanese Islands it had occupied 

during its own war with the Ottoman Empire in 191 1 - 1912, deprived Greece of an even 

larger share of Ottoman territory. For the tirne being, the vision of a Greece stretching 

over "two continents and five seas" remained nothing more than an ideal. At the end of 

the Balkan Wars, five million Greeks were still living outside of the Kingdom in 

unredeemed territories such as Notthern Epirus, Asia Minor, Cyprus and Thrace.I7 

The Great Powers' resolve to minimize the damage inflicted by the Balkan Wars 

on Europe's delicate diplornatic balance also Fnistrated the ambitions of Serbia. On the 

surface, that country's leaders had few grounds for dissatisfaction with the division of the 

spoils in 1913. The Serbian state had, afier dl, nearly doubled in geographical size while 

'-' For Greece's territorial gains aCtcr the Bdkan Wars see Douglas Dakin, TheClnificaiion of 
Greece. 1770 - 1923 (London, 19721, pp. 199 - 200. 

"The 'Great Idea" was first articulated in 1844 by loannis Kolettis, one of ihe most distinguished 
Greek statesmen of the 19' cenhq.  The ideological underpinnings ofthe "Great Idea" emphasizeô the 
territorial expansion of the modem Greek state into regions histcnically associated wiih Heltenic 
civilization. In practical ternis, thii concept implitd that the Foreign policy of the Kingdom of Grecce 
would revolve arouad atternpts io acquire Thessaly, Macedonia, E p h ,  Thrace, the Aegean Islands, Crete, 
Cypnis, the Ionian coast of Asia Minar, and ihe iemtory located between ihe Baikan ami iht Rhodope 
Mountains. The capital of ihis enlargeci Greek state was to be located at Constantinople once it had been 
wreskd back fiom the Ottomans. Greece never possessed the reswrces necessary for th realization of UR 
"Great Idea," but the concept itseif- reflective of the classical as well as the Bymntine heritage of the 
Greek state - reiained a powerful hold on the minds of Greek statesmen and i n t e i i ~ s  until the early 
1920s when it was Finally discredited aRer the disasmus conclusion oCGreece's Anatolian venture. See 
Charles lelavich and Barbara JeIavich, pp. 77 - 78; and Richard Clogg, A Concise Flisîorv of Greew 
(Cambridge, 1992). pp. 47 -48. 

l7 Alexander S. Mitrakos, Ecénçe in Greece W d d  War k A Siudi i  the PoI~t~cs . . of Powq 
(Boulder, Colorado, 19821, p. xvii. 



its population grew from 2.9 million to 4.4 milli~n.'~ As aiready mentioned, however, the 

Balkan Wars did not satisfy Serbia's temtorial ambitions completely. Not only was 

Serbia unable to gain access to the Adriatic, but the settlement of 1913 feu short of the 

ambitions that Serbia's ruling Radical Party entertained with regards to Habsburg territory 

and the Serbs living in it, particularly Bosnia-He~cegovina.'~ These aspirations were only 

the latest manifestation of a program of territorial expansion whose ideologicai origins, 

üke those of the "Great Idea," were moted in the 1840s." For the time king, however, 

the goal of unifying al1 Serbs under the scepter of the Kiuadjordjevic dynasty remained 

just as elusive as its Greek counterpart. 

The wars of 1912 - 1913 did equally little to further the national aspirations of 

Romania, the third beneficiary of the Treaty of Bucharest. Romania did acquise the 

southern Dobruja at Bulgaria's expense, but this prize could in no way reduce the designs 

that nationalist circles within Romania entertained toward Transylvania and Bessarabia; 

regions which formed integni parts of Austria-Hungary and Russia, respectively?' The 

prospect of acquiring those temtories, however, appeared remote in light of Rornania's 

practical inability to challenge effectively its Great Power neighbors. Particularly 

awkward was Romania's relationship with the Dual Monarchy, to which Bucharest was 

" Michael Boro Peuovich, A Historv af Modem Serbia l8O4 - 191 8. Vol. II (New York, 1976), 
p. 600. 

Macariney, -, pp. 27,33 - 34,40. 

The origins of Serbian irredentism are to be found in the Nur?ertu~Ce. a document drafted in 
1844 by Ujia GaraSanin, Serbia's foreign mi~stet at the time. Although iis importaace caanot be 
overestimated, the document provided a bluepnnt for the expansionist policics of subsequent Serbi i  
govenunents. The Nafertanjie called for the unification of al1 the territories inhabited by S e r b i  and 
Orîhadox populations into state whose extent would correspond roughly to that of the medieval Scrbian 
empire of the Czar DuSan. The fulfillment of this aim required the acquisition of Bosnia-Hercegovina 
Montenegro, the Banat, Srem, Batka and northem Albania with an outlct to the Adriatic. Though it 
underwent a number of modifications, this blueptint for temtorial expansion remained the core component 
of Serbian irredentism until the First World War, when the concept of a 'Yiceaîer Serbia" began to mrge 
with the notion of South Slav unity. Even then, however, Serbian leaders continued to envision Serbia as 
the dotninant component in any South Slav s tak  Sa Charles Jelavich and Barbara klavich, p. 63; and 
David MacKenzie, "Serbia as Piedmont and the Yugoslav Idea, 1804 - 1914:' East Em4çgg Chiarterly 
Vol. 28, No. 2 (June 1994), pp. 153 - 182. 

'' For Romanian temtorial aspirations see BarbaraJelavich, "Romania in the First W d d  Warr 
The Re-War Crisis, 19 12 - 19 14," Snternational HistotyBeview, 14 (August 1992). pp. 441 -442- 



bound by ties of a secret alliance and which made an aggressive stance on the 

Transylvanian issue virtually imp~ssible.~ 

So long as the Great Powers remained at peace, any attempt by the Balkan states 

to unilaterally finalize their national aspirations was bound to fail. Attempts to attract the 

patronage of a Great Power in order to facilitate the attainment of the goal of national 

unity were not an appealing option, as "client states" were compelled to adjust their own 

aims to those of their "patron." in the lgh century, the Great Powers' constant concem 

with upholding the European balance of power led them to oppose Balkan irredentism on 

the grounds that the national ambitions of the Balkan states, if permitted to run their 

course, would precipitate the collapse of the Ottoman Empire and destabilize South- 

Eastern Europe and the Eastern ~editerranean.~ By the late 19" century, however, the 

last vestiges of the "Concert of Europe" had vanished. It was this deveiopment that 

permitted Greece to acquire Thessaly and Crete from the Ottomans in the thirty-year 

period between 188 1 and 1 ~ 8 y  

Nevertheless, the nature of the relationship between "client states" and "patron 

states" did not undergo significant changes. Those Balkan states that followed a Great 

" Ibid,, p. 442. Romania's irredentist aspirations with regamis to Transylvania wcre made even 
more complicared by the family tics that bound the Romanian and German d ing  houses. King Charles 1 of 
Romania was a member of the Sieg-ngen branch of the Hohenzollern family, and felt an emotional 
attachent to the Central Powen and their cause. This state of affairs made it even less likely that Romania 
would be able to iulfill iis territorial ambitions in any foresecable future. See Glenn Torrey, "ïrredentism 
and Diplomacy: The Central Powen and Romania, August - November 1914," in Glenn Torrey, ed., 
Romania and World War J (Iqi, 1998). 30 - 3 1. 

Theodore A. Couloumbis, John A. Petropulos and Hamy S. Psomiadw, 
Greek Politics: An Historical P e m  (New York, 1976), p. 22. 

2.1 Thessaiy was awacdeâ to Greece at the Congress of Berlin in 1878, aithough the final 
delineatîon of the new Greco-Ottoman hntier did not takc place until1882. The annexation ofl'hessaly 
was made possible in large measun by Britaïn's dcsire to cultivate good relations with G m e  in an effort 
to counterbaiance the dissemination of Austro-Hungarian and Russian infiuence in the Balkans and the 
establishment of German infîucnce in the Ottoman Empire. As far as Crck was concerne4 its inhabitants 
had k e n  agiîating for an enosis (union) with Greece throughout the lgh century. wiih rheir de& 
occasionaily fiaring up into open revolt against the Ottoman administration. The Greek govetnment's 
support for one such revolt in May 18% led to a war with the Ottoman Empire in -ch Grecce suffered a 
humiliaring defeat Nevertheless, under the pressure of the Great Powers, the Ottomans agreed to grant to 
Crete the siatus of an autonomous province, with Ptince George of Gnece, the second son of King 
George 1, as govemor. Greece finally annexed Crete in 1912, according to the stipulaiions of the Treaty of 
London that ended the F i t  Balkan War. See Couloumbis et ai. Foreid&&ence in Greek Pol&& 

. . 
pp. 29 - 30; Theodore G. Tatsios, The h@&&a and the Greck-T& War of 1897: nie In]Oact of the 
&(New York, 1984). passim. 



Power patron not only had to make economic concessions and provide harbor facilities 

(as was characteristic of Gteece's relationship with Britain), but also were dependent on 

their patrons for military technology and training. Greece's role in the Balkan Wars, for 

example, would have been impossible without the contribution that French military and 

British naval missions made to the training of the Greek armed forces prior to the 

c~nf l i c t .~  Lastly, the Balkan states continued to confonn to their Great Power patrons in 

the sphere of foreign policy, as was the case with the Gmek decision to accept the Italian 

occupation of the Dodecanese lslands in order to accommodate British interests, 

Another alternative o p  to Balkan statesmen seeking to realize their respective 

nations' aspirations was regional cosperation. The viability of this paru'cular option had 

been demonstrated in the course of the First Balkan War, when fout Balkan countries, 

none of which was strong enough by itself to challenge the Ottoman Empire, combined 

their military resources toward a common goal. Unfortunately, the subsequent fallingsut 

between the allies showed that îhe effectiveness of the concept of a Balkan League was 

conditional upon the existence of a temporary common interest or a cornmon enemy, of a 

kind that had ceased to exist immediately after the Ottoman Empire had lost al1 but a tiny 

fraction of its European provinces in 1913. In effect, Balkan military alliances were "one 

issue/one war" alliances of convenience. The complex territorial expectations left little 

room for compromise. The only peacetime allies were Greece and Serbia, since they had 

no competing territorial interests. 

The outbreak of the First World War opened up yet another avenue of approach 

Balkan statesmen could utilize to fulfdl their national agendas. This method involved the 

exploitation of the belligerents' eagemess to secure the Balkan states' participation in the 

conflict. What made this method possible was the fact that with the exception of Serbia, 

no other Balkan state was immediately pulled into the war. In spite of the varying degrees 

of diplomatic and economic influence exercised by the Great Powers in most Balkan 

nations, the states of the region were able to rernain outside of the alliance networks 

whose activation had transformed a limited confüct between Serbia and the Dual 

Monarchy into a general European war. This allowed the uncommitted Balkan states the 

Paul G. Halpern, The Medite- . - Naval Situahon. 1908 - 1914 (Cambridge, Massachusens, 
1971), ch. 11. 
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freedom to remain neutral and observe the course of the war until it had become clear 

which side would gain the upper hand. In tum, such a stance would theoretically permit 

for the extraction of maximum gains with the minimum of commitment to either side. 

The general attitude outlined above, as well as ihe degree to which the states of South- 

Eastem Europe were able to cling to non-alignment, is illustrated by the diplomatic 

positions adopted by the Balkan neutrals at the outbreak of the war. 

In the initial stages of the war, it was the Central Powers that assumed the 

initiative in the stniggle to secure the dlegiance of the Balkan states. As early as 4 

August 1914, Wilhelm II appealed to his brother-in-law, King Constantine 1 of Greece to 

range his country alongside Genniiny and Austria-Hungary "in the stniggle against 

Sla~ism."'~ Constantine, though personaily sympathetic to Gennany and willing to 

acknowledge the debt he owed to the Emperor in exchange for Gemany's support of 

Greece at the Treaty of Bucharest, prudendy declined Wilhelm's offer. He cited his 

country's vulnerability to British and French sea power as the main cause of his 

unwillingness to side himself with the Central P o ~ e r s . ~  Privately, Constantine was 

convinced that Greek participation in a war between the Great Powers could be justified 

only if the rewards for intervention were so great as to be impossible to refuse.= 

Given Greece's isolated geographic position, it is rather difficult to see how its 

intervention in the war on the side of the Central Powers would have enhanced its 

strategic situation. For this reason, it is probably safe to assume than neither Berlin nor 

Vienna were too concemed with Constantine's rebuff. However, the failure to secure 

Romanis's adhesion to the Central Powers was, without a doubt, a serious setback to 

Gennany and Austria-Hungary. 

Officially, Romania was an ally of the Central Powers, bound to them by a treaty 

originally concluded in 1883 and repeatedly renewed since then. The country's strategic 

Albertini, Vol. LU, p. 637. 

Miuakos, France in Grecce, p. 1. Constamine was also tesenthil of the personal nanrre of 
Wilhelm's appeal. See Erskine to Grey, telegram, 5 Aug. 1914. Doc. 7, t106701256, British Docwnents on 
Foreixn Aff* (BDFA) Part ii, Series El, Vol. 1. pp. 3 -4. 

to Sarai a For the text of the treaty, see F- R Bridge, 5 n S a d o w a  evo: The Foreten Policv of 
Ausiria-Hunnary. 1866 - 1914 (London, 19'72). p. 409. 



importance to the Centrai Powers was critical. In the eyes of German and Austro- 

Hungarian military planners, Rornania's immediate entry into a hypothetical war with 

Russia was a crucial requisite for the success of the Central Powers' entire eastern 

strategy. If Romania were to fulfill its treaty obligations, the Central Powers' total 

rnilitary strength would be reinforced by five army corps deployed within striking 

distance of the Ukraine and Ode~sa .~  More importantly, these formations were expected 

to tie down as many as three Russian armies, thus diverting a significant proportion of the 

Russian army's combat power from more important fronts in Galicia, Russian Poland and 

East Prussia" Lastly, Rornania's willingness to intervene in the war on the side of 

Germany and Austria-Hungary would block direct Russian access to its Balkan ally, 

Serbia?' 

Conversely, if Romanian leaders adopted either a neutral or outwardly hostile 

stance toward the Central Powers, Germany ûnd Austria-Hungary's straiegic outlook in 

the East would worsen considerably. Thus, in a memorandum written in May 1914, 

General Helmuth von Moltke the Y~unger,'~ the Chief of the Geman General Staff, 

plainly informed Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann-Hollweg that Rornania's defection 

from the Central Powers'camp would complicate Austria-Hungary's strategic situation in 

the Balkans to such an extent that Germany would no longer be able to rely on its 

Habsburg ally to launch an offensive into Russia." 

Moltke's views were shared, and CO a large degree influenced by the opinions of 

his Austro-Hungarian counterpart, Generd Franz Conrad von Hotzendorf. The latter was 

particularly mistrusttùl of Romania, and suspicious of the support the Romanians gave CO 

Serbia during the Second Balkan War. Conrad's assessrnent of the strategic problem 

Seton-Watson, G_Bis\orY of the R o m ,  p. 468. 

" Gordon A. Tunstall, for War A~ainst Russia and Serbih possim., esp. ch. 4 and 5. 

" Seton-Watson, A Histom p. 469. 

" To distinguish him h m  his more famous, and altogeiher more compeient uncle Helmuih von 
Molîke the Elder (1800 - 1891) who, as Chief of the Russian (!am German) General SiaE between 1858 
and 1888 laid the foundhons for PNssia's victoria over Denmark (1864), Austna (1866) and France 
(1870 - 1871). 

" Gerhhad Ritter, The-and (Cod Gables, Florida, 1969). p. 250. 



posed by Romania was encapsulated in the memorandum he submitted to the Austro- 

Hungarian foreign minister in July 1914, shortly before the fatehl7 July meeting of the 

Duai Monarchy's joint  abi in et?^ No evidence exists to suggest that Conrad's 

memorandum was discussed ducing the meeting, or tbat Conrad himself ailuded to the 

Romanian ~roblem?~ Nevertheless, the document itself is an effective summary of the 

complications that Romania's refusal to honor its Waty could cause for the Central 

Powers. 

According to Conrad, Romanian neutrality in a war with Russia would reduce the 

Centrai Powers' order of battle by as many as twenty divisions, or 400,000 ttoops. Such a 

diminution of combat strength would have had the potentiai to completely undermine the 

fundamentai assumptions upon w hich the Central Powers' eastem stcategy was based. 

Since the war plans of the Central Powers emphasized the deployment of the majority of 

the German army's combat strength against France in the opening stages of the conflict, 

the burden of the stmggle with Russia in the first few wceks of the war would inevitably 

have to be borne by Austro-Hungarian forces." In Iight of its numencal infeciority in 

comparison to its Russian counterpart, the Austro-Hungarian m y  would hardiy be able 

to fulfill its role without Romanian military support.% 

As serious as such a contingency would have ban, its repercussions would have 

paled in comparison with the consequences of Romania's outward defection of the 

Central Powers and its intervention on the side of the Eniente. To begin with, such a 

contingency would effectively double the loss of manpower alluded to a b ~ v e ? ~  Even 

more cciticaily, it would expose Hungary to invasion by way of the mountain passes that 

traversed the Carpathians and the Transylvanian Aips which ran dong the Romanian- 

'' It was in the cause of this meeting hat the Ausîro-Hungarian leadership approved the dispatch 
of a politically unacceptable ultimanun to Serbia in the wakc ofthe Sarajevo assassination. 

'' Ritter, Swod and the Sceater. Vol, Ii& p.239. 

" ibid., p. 238. 

ibid. p. 238 - 2%. 
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Hungarian bordecm Although these passes afforded a co~venien! invasion route into 

Hungary via Romania, they had never been fortüied on account of the Austro-Hungarian 

government's conviction that Rornania could be regarded as a diable dy." 

The doubts expressed by senior Gerrnan and Austro-Hungarian military leaders 

regarding Romania's conunimient to the Centrai Powers were reflective of sentiments 

harbored by their civilian counterparts as well. By 1914 both Vienna and Berlin were 

increasingly calling into question Romania's readiness to fulfill the stipulations of the 

treaty. Romania's only incentive for concluding the pact in the fmt place was its fear of 

Russia; a fear grounded in the events that following the Congress of Berlin when Russia 

"repaid" for Romania's aid during the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877 - 1878 by annexing 

Romanian BessarabiaJ2 With the passage of time, Romania's mistrust of Russia gradually 

abated, to be replaced by a cotresponding increase in the tensions between Romania and 

the Duai Monarchy. At the heart of the growing estrangement between the allies was the 

status of Romanians in Transylvania. The intense policies of Magyarization to which the 

Hungarian government subjected its Romanian subjects were a constant source of friction 

between the two count1ies4~ 

In addition, the Romanians cesented what they regarded as Austria-Hungary's 

failure to tender unqualified support to Romania's claims against Bulgaria during the 

Balkan WarslJ Austria-Hungary's attempts to improve its relations with Bulgaria in an 

effort to create a Balkan counterweight to Serbia acted as yet another source of irritation 

to Romanian leaders. Having only recently annexed the southern Dob~ja,  the Romanians 

feared and mistrusted Bulgaria to the point of resisting al1 of the Dual Monamhy's 

attempts to teconcile the two Balkan neighbors or strengthen BulgariaCr 

" Seton-Watson, A Hi- p. 469. 

" Charles R Cnithrrell, Histow of the Great War. 1914 - 191&(Oxford, 1936). 
pp. 294 - 295; and Tunstall. passim. 
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Austro-Hungarian and German politicai and rnilitary leaders were well aware that 

Romania's growing disenchantment with its alliance parmers was accompanied by a 

corresponding improvement in relations between Bucharest and the Entente, particularly 

Russia By October 19 13, Ottokar von Czemin, the special envoy dispatched to Romania 

by Leopold von Berchtold, the Austro-Hungatian Foreign Minister in an effort to patch 

the Dual Monarchy relations with its Balkan ally, concluded that things had deteriorated 

so badly that the alliance was now nothing more than a "worthless piece of paper.Iw His 

views were corroborated less than a year later, when Nicholas II of Russia, accompanied 

by his foreign rninister Sergei Sazonov, made a highly publicized and controversial visit 

to Romania in June 19 14, thus demonstrating the new spirit of diplomatic reconciliation 

between the two countries." 

Romania's attempts to distance itself from its former allies were not necessariiy 

synonymous with the adoption of an exclusively pro-Entente stance. Admittedly, 

educated opinion in Romania favored the cause of the Entente, while the Francophile 

sentiment of Ion Briltianu the Romanian Prime Minister lefi little doubt as to where the 

preferences of his Liberal govemment lay. At the same time, however, it must be 

remembered that Bucharest was still distrustful of Russia, dismissive of the western 

powers as king too far off to be able to render any effective aid to Romania in the event 

of that country's intervention in the war, and fearful of the possibility of a Bulgarian 

attack:' 

Romania's estrangement h m  the Centrai Powers had progressed so far by the 

summer of 19 14 that the country's automatic e n y  into the war on the side of Gennany 

and Austria-Hungary could by no means be assured. As late as 24 July, King Charles 1 of 

Romania informed Czernin that he would do everything he could to ensure that Romania 

would fulfill the stipulations of the ueatyJ9 However, the king's loyalty to the Central 

ibid., p. 447. 

" ibid., pp. 444 - 445. 
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Powers - based to a great extent on the monarch's famiiy ties to the &man imperid 

house - was shared by few members of Romania's d i n g  elite. During the meeting of the 

Romanian Crown Council on 3 August 1914, convinced that Germany and Austria- 

Hungary would win the war, Charles expressed himself in favor of honoring Romania's 

alliance obligations and proposed an inunediate intervention on the side of the Central 

Powers. Only the leader of the Romanian opposition backed the king. The ceminder of 

the political notables who made up the council endorsed the policy proposed by Bratianu. 

The Prime Minister argued that since Austria-Hungary had not consulted Romania prior 

to dispatching its ultimatum to Serbia, the treaty had become void and had released 

Romania fiom its obligations. The best policy, Briitianu maintained, was the adoption of 

armed neutrality. Though embittered and disappointed, Charles promised to abide by the 

ultimate decision of the council to demonstrate his respect for Romania's constitution.= 

As had been the case with Greece, the political and military leaders of the Central Powers 

discovered that their ability to exercise any degree of influence within a Balkan state was 

not enough to guarantee its participation in the war on the side of Germany and Austria- 

~un~aq: '  

The Centrai Powers' attempts to attract Bulgaria to their side represented little 

more than a continuation of this pattern. From the perspective of Gemany and Austria- 

Hungq, Bulgaria's entry into the war would facilitate the defeat of Serbia and allow the 

Austro-Hungarian high command to mass its forces in Galicia. Though Moltke and 

C o n d  were at odds regarding the relative importance of the Balkan theatre of 

operations, both agreed that Bulgaria's participation in the war would be insinimental for 

the purpose ofdefeating Serbia Writing to his Ausuian counterpart on 5 August 1914, 

Accounts of the meeting may be found in Seton-Watson. A History, pp. 476 -477, and 
Albertini, Vol. Iü, pp. 572 - 57 5. 
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Moltke counseled Conrad to "Concentrate your entire strength against Russia..ïet the 

Bulgarians loose against Serbia and let the pack kiil one another off. Now there can be 

but one objective: Russia!"" 

Conrad's reply implicitly challenged Moltke's insistence that the struggle against 

Russia should be accorded priority over operations in the Balkans. However, it also 

showed that the Chief of the Austro-Hungarian General Staff shared his German 

colleague's views regarding the importance of securing Bulgarian rnilitary CO-operation 

against Serbia: 

... the situation calls for a successful stroke in the Balkans as soon as possible. 
Success there would be assured if Bulgaria would immediately take the field 
against Serbia. We are using al1 levers to induce Bulgaria to do so, but she 
hesitates ... She quite overlooks the consideration that by immediate joint 
action with us she could tid herself of the Serbs for al1 time?' 

The last two sentences of Conrad's message to Moltke also afford a glimpse of the 

frustrations that Austro-Hungarian diplomats expenenced in their endeavors assure that 

the Bulgarian anny fulfilled the role that both Conrad and Moltke had envisioned for it. 

On the surface, there were few reasons why Bulgaria's adhesion to the Central Powers 

should present so many difficulties, In the wake of the Second Balkan War, Bulgaria had 

found itself diplomatically isolated after a series of blunders committed by the country's 

leaders cost Bulgaria the support of its traditional Great Powers protector: Russia" To 

compensate for the loss of Russian patronage, Bulgarian leaders attempted to reorientate 

their foreign policy toward Austria-Hungary which shared Bulgaria's eamity for Serbia. 

Domestically, this shift in diplomatic orientation was reflected in the replacement 

of S toyan Danev's discredited Russophile cabinet by Vasil Radoslavov's ostensibly pro- 

Austrian govemment in late July 19135' Moreover, in July 1914, Bulgaria bad contracted 

a German loan in order to repay old loans, stabilize the country's economy foiiowing the 

As quoted in Albertini, Vol. ïU, p. 59 1. 
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Balkan wam and finance the integration of newly acquired territories into the Bulgatian 

econ~my.~  In accordance with the terms of the loan, Gennany was granted control over 

some of the most important sectors of the Bulgarian e~onomy.~ Given these burdensome 

economic stipulations, it would probably have been only naniral to assume that 

Germany's newly established economic influence over Bulgaria would be sufficient to 

ensure the country's unquestioned, albeit unofficial, allegiance to the Central Powers in 

the event of a general European confiict. Nevertheless, neither the pro-Austnan leanings 

of the new Bulgarian govemment, nor Bulgaria's new econ~mic relationship with 

Germany were sufficient to guarantee that Bulgaria would immediately respond to the 

Central Powers'calls for intervention once the war had began. As fat as the German loan 

was concerned, it carried no political terms at dl." Hence, the increase in German 

economic interest in Bulgaria was not synonymous with a corresponding increase of 

German diplomatic influence. 

The Central Powers found it equally difficult to convert the Russophobe stance of 

Mme Minister Vasil Radoslavov's cabinet into tangible diplomatic capital. In the months 

leading up to the war, the Radoslavov ministry had made two offers of alliance to 

Austria-Hungary. On both occasions, in July 1913 and February 1914, the Bulgarian 

alliance overtuns were ~ebuffed.~ Several major obstacles barred the way to an Austro- 

Bulgarian understanding prior to 1914. The first of these was the opposition of Germany 

to any such scheme. The Emperor Wilhelm II believed that an alliance between Austria- 

Hungary and Bulgaria would complicate his &signs for reconciliation between Austria- 

Hungary and Serbia, and would alienate Romania, whose allegiance to the Central 

Powers was regarded as absolutely c ~ c i a i  by the ruling elites of Germany and the Dual 

MonarchyM Consequently, Austro-Hungarian and German statesmen made it clear to 

'' Sieon Damianov, "Bulgaria's Decision to Enter ihe War: Diplomatie Negotiatiow, 
1914 - 1915," in Bela K. Kiraly and Nandor F. Dteis21*gert eds., &t Cen-uean SOC* in Woda 
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Bulgaria that an Ausiro-Bulgarian detente was conditional on a comsponding 

improvement of relations between Bulgaria and Romanis!' 

Unfortunately for Bulgaria, in 19 13 and 19 14, the possibility of reconciliation 

with its northern neighbor was slim at best. In the aftermath of the Balkan Wm, the 

Romanians distmsted Bulgaria." For their own part, the Bulgarians had little inclination 

to resign themselves to the finality of the Treaty of Bucharest by reaching an 

understanding with a country which had "stabbed them in the back during the Second 

Balkan War.Q Overall, the Austrian insistence on a Bulgarian-Romanian rapprochement 

must only have increased the Bulgarians'opinion of the Habsburg monarchy as an 

unreliable ally - a sentiment created, in large part, by what the Bulgarians regarded as the 

Austro-Hungarian failure to obtain a revision of the Treaty of Bucharest in their favor.@ 

An equally significant reason for the Central Powers' inability to secure Bulgarian 

intervention at the start of the war was the personal animosity that existed between King 

Ferdinand of Bulgaria and the leading members of the Austro-Hungarian and German 

mling houses. While the significance of this factor cannot be overestimated, Ferdinand's 

references to Francis Joseph as an "idiot" and an "old dotard," as well as the personal 

dislike he harbored toward Francis Ferdinand and Wilhelm II could hardly have 

improved the prospects for a successful reorientation of Bulgaria's foreign policy toward 

the Central Powers or its immediate entry into the conflict on the side of Germany and 

Austria-H~ngary.~ 

The antipathy toward the Central Powers was not confined to the Bulgarian court 

or government. Although the intensity pro-Russian feelings of Bulgaria's educated 

opinion had dampened after the Balkan Wars, it was still potent in the sumrner of 191406 

" Constant, Foxv F e r d w ,  pp, 290 - 29 1. 
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Simultaneously, the Bulgarian public regarded the Central Powers with suspicion. 

Gennany was still unpopular on account of the diplornatic support it offered to the 

Ottoman Empire during the Balkan W a r ~ . ~  Austria-Hungary was also mismsted for 

reasons alluded to above. Rridoslavov hirnself had few doubts as to where the sympathies 

of his constituents lay. "If we stand on the side of the Triple Ailiance against Russia," he 

remarked to one of his ministers, "the people will stone us."" 

On a more immediate level, the actual course of military events in the first few 

weeks of the war aIso favored Bulgarian neutraiity. To Radaslavov, the overail strategic 

situation appeared uncertain. In the first month of the war, the Austro-Hungarian anny 

suffered an unexpected defeat at the han& of the Serbs, while the Russians experienced 

the debacle at the Battle of Tannenberg. The best course Bulgaria could follow was to 

remain neutral and try to discern which of the two waning alliances could more 

effectively sais@ Bulgaria's main aim -the revision of the stipulations of the Treaty of 

Bucharest, especially as it applied to Macedonia - at least as neither side was able to 

obtain a clear advantage in the ~truggle?~ 

Even the Ottoman Empire, the only Balkan neutral to join the Central Powers in 

1914, did so only grudgingIy. The extensive advantages which Ottoman participation in 

the war on the side of the Central Powers are summarized most effectively by Sazonov: 

The possibility of Turkey siding with the Central Powers was particularly 
dangerous to Russia, for in that case the Black Sea would be open to the enemy's 
fleet, and a considerable part of our anny needed on the [Eastern] front would 
have to be retained on the Turkish frontier [Le. in the Caucasus - S. LI, and, 
the Black Sea being closed, we should be cut off h m  direct communication with 
our allies and be paraiyzed econornically, having noîhing but the distant and in 
every way inconvenient port of Archangel for an outlet?' 
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The German-Ottoman treaty of alliance was signed on 2 August 1914, but its 

implementation was delayed by three months. The treaty was unpopular with many 

members of the Cornmittee of Union and Progress that g o v e d  the Empire, who 

preferred an alliance with the Ententen Even those members of the Ottoman niling elite 

who supported the alliance, including the Minister of War Enver Pasha, made their entry 

into the war conditional upon Germany's willingness and ability to pressure Bulgaria and 

Greece into conceding to the Ottoman Empire portions of Thrace and some of the Aegean 

Is land~.~ It was not until late October that the Ottoman govemment became willing to 

openly side the Empire with the Central P0wers.7~ 

In contrast to the Central Powets'diplomatic endeavors in South-Eastern Europe 

in the early stages of the war, the Entente's efforts wete initially directed at securing the 

Balkan states'benevolent neutrality rather than belligerence. The Allies at first actuaily 

went as far as to chi11 the pro-Entente ardor of Elefthecios Venizelos, the Greek prime 

minister who, as early as 18 August 1914, infomed Edward Grey, the British Foreign 

Secretary that Greece was ready enter the war on the side of the Entente?' Nevertheles, 

Grey felt compelled to decline Venizelos' offer. In the eyes of the Foreign Sectetary, 

Greece's intervention had the potential to provoke Bulgaria and the Ottoman Empire to 

side imrnediately with the Centrai ~owers." Moceover, Grey felt that whatcvcr help the 

Greek army could have offered to the Entente would have been of negligible value so far 

from the principal fronts of the stmggle. Most imponantly, however, Grey feared that the 

acceptame of Venizelos' offer might cause offence to Russia. 
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For the Entente as well as for the Central Powers, the straîegic deadlock that 

settled over the war's principal fronts by late 1914 tmsfarrned the Balkans into the focal 

point of diplomatic activity. Both ailiance systems had been making diplomatic overtures 

to states in the regian since the beginning of the war. However, the conviction that the 

conflict would be of short duration, and hat iis ultirnate outcome would be decided on 

battlefields in France and in Russia implied that endeavors to secure the sympathy of 

Balkan countries would enjoy only a limited priority in the minds of the political and 

military leaders of both watnng alliances. 

For the first few months of the conflict, such efforts were intended to fulfill 

relatively limited goals. For example, the notion of reviving the Balkan bague, or 

cmting a Balkan confederation as advocated by a number of British leaders including 

Foreign Secretary Edward Grey and Chancellor of the Exchequer David Lloyd George, 

was to facilitate the fulfillment of a small number of specific goals. These included 

preventing the diffusion of the war into South-Eastern Europe, discouraging the Ottoman 

Empire from intervening in the conflict on the side of the Centrai Powers, and 

forestailing a Bulgarian intervention against ~ e r b i a . ~  Similu efforts initiated by the 

Central Powers in an atîempt to sway select Balkan states to their side also appear to have 

been motivated by strictly limited aims. The most important of ihese was Germany and 

Austria-Hungary's initially unsuccessful search for assistance against Serbia whose early 

defeût would allow the AOK (Amee Oberkommando; the Austco-Hunghan Army High 

Command) to focus its attention and resources on the more important Russian front?g 

The &adlock in the West, and the resultant proposais advanced by several 

members of the War Council for the activation of an alternative theatre of operations, 

heightened British interest in the Balkans. Aithough the proponents of a Balkan offensive 

recognized that the creation of a pro-Entente Balkan alliance would requin the 

reconciliation of the conflicting temtonal ambitions of the Balkan states, they compktely 

underestimated the difficulties that ihe attainment of this goal woutd entail. 

-- 
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in large measure, this state of affairs could be atûibuted to the general scarcity of sources 

British leaders could access to obtain reliable information pertaining to the Balkans. In 

1914, in spite of the fact that South-Eastern Europe at had been repeatedly at the forefront 

of the intemational agenda since the 1870s, the number of British diplornatic posts in al1 

of the Balkan states put together was smaller than those maintained by the Foreign Office 

in Chile alone.8' In these circumstances. British leaders proved responsive to the advice 

proffered by independent "experts" and special interest groups with no official standing 

in the hierarchy of the govemment. 

In 1914, one of the most influential of such groups was the soçalled "Balkan 

Cornmittee." Originally formed in the early 1900s for the purpose of pressuring the 

British govemment to react to the Ottoman maladministration of Macedonia. In the wake 

of the Balkan Wars, the Committee assumed a decidedly pro-Bulgûrian character, with 

the majority of its leading members strongly opposed to the territorial provisions of the 

Treaty of ~ucharest?' One of the most prominent members of the Balkan Cornmittee was 

the Bulgarophile Noel Buxton, a Liberal member of Parliament who had traveled 

extensively in South-Eastern Europe since 1~99:~ As early as August 19 14, acting with 

the support of Lloyd George and Churchill, but without any official backing from the 

Foreign Office, Buxton left for the Balkans once again, hoping that his visit would sway 

Balkan leaders in favor of the ~ n t e n t e . ~ ~  

Buxton returned to London by January 1915. The results of his mission were 

highly encouraging to Lloyd George, who accepted Buxton's assertion that a Balkan 
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alliance was feasible provided that Bulgaria's neighbors were willing to satisQ its 

unfulfilled territorial ambitions in exchange for compensation with Ottoman and Austro- 

Hungarian terr i t~ry.~ Buxton's optimistic predictions tbat a lasting territorid settiement 

in the Balkans lay within the realm of possibility also made a positive impression on 

AS~U~~II? '  

Buxton was not, by any means, the first to propose a formula for territorial 

cedisiribution in South-Eastern Europe with a view to constructing a Balkan alliance. 

Venizelos had advanced a similar proposal only a few days after the outbteak of the 

w u .  Since then, Entente diplomats had k e n  making npeated attempts to the same 

effect." However, it is plausible to assume that his favorable reports conceming the 

diplomatic conditions in South-Eastern Europe made an important contribution toward 

convincing British leaders to persist in the belief thaî the rivalries of the Balkan states 

could be reconciled by means of territorial exchanges, In addition, it may have played a 

significant part in the War Council's eventual decision to endorse major military ventures 

in the region. For much of 19 15, this conviction would remain at the center of Britain's 

diplomatic enâeavors in South-Eastern, while its ultirnate failure to pass the test of redity 

was bound to have dire consequences for Britain's Balkan strategy. 
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Chapter Three 

THE DARDANJZLLFS, GALLIPOLI, AM) THE FALL OF SERBIA, 1915 

In the course of several meetings held in early January 19 15, the War Council 

deliberated the d t s  of the proposals submitted by Churchill, Lloyd George and 

Hankey. By now, Churchill had h o m e  enthused about the prospect of forcing the 

Dardanelles defenses by means of a naval assault that would open the way to Istanbul and 

precipitate the collapse of the Ottoman war effort. The First Lord's eloquent presentation 

of the advantages offered by this particular project were sufficiently impressive to 

convince the War Council on 13 January to sanction the preparations for a naval effort 

against the Straits. Churchill's Dardanelles plan not only promiseci to secure ail the 

advantages offered by Lloyd George and Hankey's designs, but also appeared to provide 

the means by which Britain might respond to the appeal, made on 2 January by Grand 

Duke Nicholas, the Russian Commander-in-Chief, for a diversion that would ease 

Ottoman pressure on Russian forces in the  auc cas us.' 
On 19 February, the Royal Navy's Aegean Squadron commenced the 

bombardment of the outer defenses of the Dardanelles. The initial nesults of the 

bombardrnent were encouraging, with the outer defenses of the Straits - the forts at Sedd- 

el-Bahr and Kum Kale - falling silent within a matter of days. Nevertheless, the question 

of supplementing the naval assault with an amphibious descent on the Gallipoli Peninsula 

increasingly began to preoccupy the War Council. By late March, an expeditionary force 

consisting of 75,000 British, Australian, New Zedand and French troops had been 

assembled on Mudros and in ~lexandria.~ 

On 18 March, an initiaily successful attack was broken off when three Allied 

battleships sank and one was damaged after straying into an unswept minefield in Eren 

' For the War Council meeting of 13 January 1915, see Cabinet Papen 2 2 1 ,  in Gilbert, ed., 
pp. 407 - 41 1. The endotsement of this operation was not synonymous wiih a complete rciection of Lloyd 
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Keui Bay located well inside the ~traits? Vice-Admiral L M. De Roebeck, commanding 

the Aegean Squadron, now decided that a renewal of the naval attack could be successful 

only if combined with landings on the Gallipoli  eni insu la? These took place just over a 

month later, on 25 April. After securing the beachheads, the attackers began to move 

inland, but their advance soon ground to a hait in face of unexpectedly determined 

Ottoman resistance. By 8 May, stalemate of the very kind that the operation was intended 

to circumvent had settled on the peninaila? The transformation of the Gallipoli 

expedition into a protracted campaign enhanced the importance of securing the military 

and diplomatic CO-operation of the Balkan states as a means bringing it to a successful 

conclusion. Ironically, the operation that aimed, among other goals, to facilitate the 

intervention of the Balkan states into the war on the side of the Entente, now depended on 

the same countries' assistance for success. 

British leaders attached a singular importance to the attitude that Bulgaria in 

particular was likely to adopt towatd the projected military and naval initiatives in South- 

Eastern Europe. The conviction that Bulgaria's diplomatic position had the potential to 

considerably influence the Entente's fortunes in the Bdkans was mted in an interplay of 

two factors: an exaggerated estimate of the Bulgarian anny's effectiveness, and an 

accurate recognition of the degree to which the country's geopolitical location endowed 

with a strategic importance that was out of ail proportion to its size or military 

capabilities. 

The Bulgarian army enjoyed the high regard of British military authorities since 

the early 20th centuryP However, it was the two Balkan Wars of 1912 - 1913 that 

contributed to a significant increase in British policy-makers' perceptions of Bulgarian 

miütary effectiveness? These assessments were influenced to a great extent by the 

' AspinaIl-Oglander, pp. 96 - 98; Corbctt, Vol. II, pp. 213 - 223. 
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inaccurate and biased press reports filed by the pro-Bulgarian war corresponâents of 

Times of London, who accompanied the Bulgarian army in its campaign against the 

Ottomans in Thrace in the winter of 1912.8 The performance of Bulgarian troops in that 

campaign was more than adequate, but their comrnanders did not succeed in inflicting a 

decisive defeat upon the Ottomans. As a result, the Ottoman Eastem Amy was able to 

carry out a relatively orderly retreat to the safety of the fortified Chatalja Lines West of 

htanbul? At the same time, the Bulgarians'conduct of the campaign was played by a 

variety of problems which revealed that the Bulgarian high cornmand still had quite a lot 

to l e m  about such basic rudiments of rniiitary operations as staff work, administration, 

logistics, and cornmand and contr~l.'~ 

The Bulgian army's combat effectiveness was further reduced as a result of the 

human and material losses sustained in 1912 and 1913. At the beginning of the Great 

War, it was barely capable of clothing its soldiers, and suffered from shortages of such 

basic accoutrements of war as greatcoats, bots, mcksacks, water canteens, cartridge 

belts and blankets. The deficiencies in weaponry were equally serious. Only one-third of 

the Bulgarian arrny's 1,200 cannon and howitzers were modem, quick-firing artillery 

pieces, while the allotment of artillery ammunition was far below the planned 1,000 

rounds per gun. Modem rifles were also in shon supply. Out of a total of over 520,000 

rifles available, only 373,000 were modem Miindichers, This shortage forced the 

Bulgarian high command to supply its troops with obsolete or obsolescent weapons. Even 

more importantly, the losses incurred in the Balkan Wars included hundreds of 

implaceable officers who would be sorely missed in an army that had always been short 

on commissioned personnel." In spite of the problems outlined above, Britain's wattime 
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leaders continued to hold the Bulgacian army in high esteem, and the three mernomda 

that collectively represented the conceptuai foundation of Britain's strategy in the Balkans 

al1 made provisions for Bulgaria's active participation in the sirategic designs advocated 

by the authors of the individual documents.12 

Bulgaria's location at the heart of the Balkan Peninsula fuimished British leaders 

with another incentive to seek the active cosperation of that state in their strategic 

designs. The central position Bulgacia occupied in the region endowed the country wiih a 

three-fold significance. To begin with, it meant that Bulgaria's diplornatic stance would 

directly influence the prospects of Greek and Romanian intervention on the side of the 

Entente. The architects of Britain's Balkan strategy viewed these countries' participation 

in the war as a vital ingredient of their strategic designs. At the beginning of 1915, the 

govemments of these states were in the han& of leaders with strong pro-Allied leanings. 

However, it was highly unlikely that either would declare openly in favor of the Entente 

so long as the possibility existed that such a course of action would provoke a Bulgarian 

attack. 

Second, the peculiarities of its geographical location established a direct link 

between Bulgaria's diplornatic attitude and the Serbia's continued ability to mist renewed 

assaults by the Austro-Hungarian army. So long as the Serbs had to contend only with an 

assault from the north and West, they could conceivably hold their own, as demonstrated 

in the course of the Austro-Hungarian invasions of Serbia in August and November- 

December 1914. The spectacular victories won by the Setbs over General Oskar 

Potiorek's Balknnstreitkrafre in the first weeks of the war were the product of a 

combination of factors, including the structural and doctrinal flaws prevaient in the 

Austro-Hungarian army, the high levels of professional competence among Serbia's 

military planners and leaders, and the dedication and courage of the Serû anny's rank and 

file.I3 It was clear, however, that the Bulgarian government's decision to rernain neutral 
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also played a significant role in facilitating the Serbs' success. Bulgarian neutrality 

permitted the Serbian high cornmand to concentrate the majority of its forces in northem 

Serbia, and leave only small covering detachments to watch the Bulgacian border. In fact, 

the oniy tangible threat that confronted the Serbs h m  the direction of Bulgaria in the 

first four months of the war consisted of the activities of Bulgacian ircegulars who, at the 

instigation of Radoslavov's government, made frequent forays into the Vardar valley in 

an attempt to sever the Salonika-Belgrade railway, Serbia's oniy link to its western 

allies.I4 

It was clear, however, that Sedia would probably collapse if an Austro- 

Hungarian offensive in the north were to be combined with a Bulgacian attack from the 

east. In order for Serbia to survive, the Allies had to secure Bulgaria's intervention on the 

side of the Entente, or at the very least, assure Bulgaria's fiiendly neutrality. The 

importance that individual members of the Entente accorded to Serbia's participation in 

the war underscored the urgency of reaching an accommodation witb Bulgaria. As long 

as Serbia continued to fight, thereby tying down substantial numbers of Austro- 

Hungarian trmps in the Balkans, the AOK would not be able to concentrate its forces 

against the Russians in Galicia. Serbia's continued su~vivai was also a necessary requisite 

of the Entente's diplomatic efforts to secure the intervention of Romania and Bulgacia. As 

British leaders realized, allowing Serbia to be ovemn by its enernies would impair 

seriously whatever hopes existed of winning the allegiance of the remaining Balkan 

neutral~.'~ 

Lastly, Bulgaria's diplomatic orientation was a crucial factor in the context of the 

Entente's rnilitary and naval operations in the region of Istanbul and the Straits. Bulgaria's 

adoption of a favorable stance toward the Entente might enable the Allies to land troops 

at the Aegean ports of Dedeagatch and Porto Lagos as a preIude to an advance against the 

Ottoman capital. Likewise, the Russians might be able to utilize the harbor facilities of 

Burgos on the Black Sea as a staging base for the attack ihey ptoposed to carry out 

" Hall, BulWa's R d  pp. 292,297. 

'' ~assar, &g&h as War LR;ider. p. 64; Herbert H. Asquith, 
1852 - 1927. Vol- Qflmnto, 1928). pp. 67 - 68. 



against the defenses of the Bosphotus. Even more importantly, the vaunted Bulgarian 

army might actually assist the Mies'efforts by advancing into Ottoman Thrace. in 

addition, persuading Bulgaria to adhere to the Entente would once and for ail sever the 

transit route between Cenîrai Europe and the Ottoman Empire, and effectively prevent 

the latter from receiving German military supplies and technical personnel that helped to 

sustain its war effort.I6 Because the Romanians had been adamantly refusing to ailow the 

trans-shipment of German munitions through Romanian territory since the beginning of 

the war, Bulgaria's intervention on the side of the Entente could have a potentially 

disastrous effect on the Ottoman war effort." 

in addition to preventing substantial amounts of supplies from reaching Istanbul 

from Germany, Bulgaria's adhesion to the Entente would produce an effect that would be 

particularly welcome to British strategists. The termination of communications between 

the Ottoman Empire and its allies would put an end to the possibility that Germany might 

exploit the Ottoman Empire's staius as the world's leading Muslim state for the purpose 

of disseminating Pan-Islamic propaganda in Egypt and india in an effort to undermine 

Britain's position in the Middle East and Asia.18 In addition, the physical isolation of the 

Porte from Germany could conceivably avert the specter of yet another contingency that 

British military and politicai leaders had feared for years prior to the war - the possibility 

that the Ottomans, acting at the instigation and with the assistance of Germany, might 

launch an attack against Egypt and the Suez Canal, the collective capstones of Britain's 

'' H. Charles Woods, The Cradle of the War: The Near East and Pan-Ge& (Boston, 1919). 
p. 93. 

" Seton-Watson, A History, p. 485. 
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imperial strategy." Because îhis isolation could be enforced oniy if Bulgaria were to side 

with the Entente or adopt a benevolently neutrai stance, that country's diplomatic 

allegiance had the potential to seriously influence the future of Britain's position in the 

Middle East. 

The same reasons that made Bulgaria so important to the Allies made its attitude 

toward ihe conflict of equal importance to the Central Powers. Efforts &signeci to induce 

Bulgaria to intervene on their respective si&s were initiated by the diplomats of ihe two 

rival alliances almost as soon as the First World War broke out in July 1914. The 

particular nature of Bulgaria's national policy goals meant Bulgaria would throw its 

support behind the alliance whose ability to satiate that country's maximum territorial 

ambition was most convincing. It also implied that Bulgaria's strategic aims could be 

satisfied only at the cost of infiicting territorial losses on Bulgaria's hostile neighbors - al1 

of whom were either actively patticipating in the war on the side of the Entente (Serbia) 

or had pro-Ailied leanings (Greece and Romania). in tum, the stipulations u p n  which 

Bulgaria's participation in the war were conditional ensured that the Entente would be 

unable to obtain Bulgaria's military participation. The Allies' inability to do so would 

have serious repercussions on the fate of their rnilitary and diplomatic initiatives in the 

Balkans. Because Bulgaria's co-operation was a crucial requisite for the success of the 

strategic designs that the British supreme command proposed to imptement in the South- 

Eastern Europe in 1915, the Entente's faihre to prevent Bulgaria from joining the Central 

Powers was an important contributing factor to the failure of the Allied effort in the 

Balkans. 

For much of the First World War, ihe conduct and direction of Bulgarian foreign 

policy were in the hands of two individuals: King Ferdinand of Coburg, the Gerrnan 

prince who had ruled Bulgaria since 1886, and Vasil Radoslavov, his German-educated, 

Austrophile Prime Minister. As King of Bulgaria, Ferdinand exercised extensive 

constitutional powers. in addition to king the supreme commander of the armed forces, 

the king had the right to appoint and dismiss cabinet ministers, convene or disband the 

Sobrmje (Bulgaria's National Assembly), and conclude secret üeaties and alliances. 



Ferdinand was aware that many other European monarchs did not regard him as their 

equal and, therefore, attempted to use his tight grip on the conduct of Bulgacia's foreign 

policy to advance the cause of territorial aggrandizement that would satisfy his desire for 

personal glorym 

Ferdinand's aims of territorial expansion were fully in keeping with the national 

policy aims espoused by his fmt minister. A seasoned and skillful politician, Radoslavov 

had been involved in politics since 1884, frequentiy serving as a cabinet minister and 

eventually attaining the position of the chairman of the Sobranje?' He came to power in 

July 19 13, succeeding Stoyan Danev, whose misplaced reliance on Russian support 

during the Second Balkan War completely discredited his policies and forced his 

re~ignation.~ In formulating the strategic policy aims that would guide Bulgaria's 

diplomatic and military efforts during the Great War, Radoslavov emphasized the 

attainment of his country's maximum territorial aspirations. Specifically, these included 

the fulfillment of the elusive dream of "San Stefano Bulgaria," whose realization had 

dashed by the Treaty of Berlin of 1878.U In this context, Bulgarian national policy 

stressed the acquisition of the southern Dobmja, Eastern Thrace and Macedonia." 

However, the latter was by far the most important of the Bulgarian irredentas, and the 

procurement of that region remained the principal focus of Bulgarian foreign policy 

throughout the late 19th and early 20th  enn ni ries.^ 

The fulfillment of Bulgaria's maximum territorial ambitions as the pnce for its 

involvement in the war represented the principal criterion on whose basis Radoslavov 

assessed the alliance offers repeatedly subrnitted to Bulgaria by the Entente and the 

James M. Potts, "The Loss of Bulgaria," in Alexander Dallin, ed.. Pussian Di@- 
Eastern Europe. 1914 - 1917 (New York, 1%3), p. 1%. 
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Central Powers throughout the protracted period of negotiations that lasted fmm August 

1914 to September 1915. As early as 2 August 1914, Radoslavov made it clear to Count 

Adam Tamowski, the Austro-Hungarian Minister to Bulgaria, that any alliance which 

Bulgaria might conclude with the Central Powers would have to be based on Germany 

and Austria-Hungary's willingness to assist Bulgaria in gaining al1 the temtories to which 

that country had a "historic and ethnic right," particularly Serbian and Greek 

Maced~nia.~~ Radoslavov unambiguously reasserted the tenns of Bulgaria's participation 

in the war in April 1915. "Bulgaria," he stated, "cannot be denied its historical and 

ethnic rights. It cannot exist without Madonia, for which it has shed so much blood. 

Bulgaria wants al1 of Macedonia, Kavalla, Sem, Drama and also Enos-Midian 

Radoslavov's decision to stay aloof from the war until September 19 15, and 

ultimately to enter the conflict on the side of the Central Powers, was to a great extent a 

the result of his dissatisfaction with the inability of either alliance system to expiicitly 

guarantee that Bulgarian intervention would be rewarded with the acquisition of al1 the 

temtories to which it aspired. In general, Allied offers to Bulgaria fell far short of 

Radoslavov's expectations and made it clear to the Bulgarian government that the Entente 

could not be depended upon for assistance in fulfilling Bulgaria's national aspirations. 

The Bulgarian government's reactions to some of the offers made by the Entente 

throughout the period of Bulgarian neutrality collectively represent a case in point* On 24 

November 1914, the Entente submitted to Radoslavov a joint note prornising Bulgaria 

"important territorial advantages" if it remained neutral and hinted that these awards 

might be increased if Bulgaria chose to actively assist the Entente in its fight against the 

Ottoman Empire or Austria-Hungarya Radoslavov's official response to the Allied offer 

was to teaftïrm the policy of strict neutrality Bulgaria had been pmfessing since the 

Silberstein, p. 129; Hall, p. 287. 

" As quoted in Hall, -a's Ro& p. 298. 

ai For circumstances sumiundhg the November 1914 offer sec Grey to Bax-Jronside. telegram. 
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beginning of the ~ a t . ~ '  in reality, it was the imprecise nature of the AUied offer that 

convinced the Bulgarian Prime Minister to reject it. in a conversation with Gustav 

Michahelles, the German Minister to Bulgaria, Radoslavov stated that the territorial 

concessions offered by the Entente were so vague as to be worthle~s.~ Given Bulgaria's 

ambitions with respect to Macedonia, it was highly unlikely that anything short of a 

promise of an immediate possession of that region could persuade Radoslavov to agree to 

enter the war." Radoslavov's answer to the next Entente offer, that of 9 December 1914, 

was similar. This time, the Allies submitted offers of "an equitable readjustment of 

[Bulgaria's] Macedonian frontier," as well as Eastern Thrace up to the Enos-Midia line in 

exchange for an assurance that Bulgaria would remain neutral if Greece attempted to help 

Serbia repel another Austro-Hungacian invasion.32 Fmm the perspective of Bulgaria, 

however, offecs of Eastern Thrace could mean little unless accompanied by concrete and 

specific promises of tenitory in Macedonia. Not surprisingly, this offer was rejected on 

the grounds that it was not substantial en~ugh .~~  

The most important proposal made by the Entente to Bulgaria in 19 15 suffered 

from the same limitations and shared the sarne fate as its predecessors of the prevkus 

year. On 29 May 1915, the Allied diplomatic representatives approached Radoslavov for 

the first time since the previous December. in exchange for a Bulgarian commitment to 

an attack against the Ottomm Empire, the Entente offered an irnmediate cession of 

Ottoman Thrace up to the Enos-Midia line, and pst-war cession of the "Uncontested 

Zone" of Serbian Macedonia and parts of Greek Macedonia including the port of 

Bax-ironside to Grey, telegram, 9 Dec. 1914, Doc. 376, #10818/404, BDFA, Part n, Series H, . . . . Part 1, p. 195; Harry N. Howard, J'he P a o n  of T a v :  A D i ~ i o m m & & t &  191 3 - 1923 (New York, 
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 avall la^ Bulgaria's acquisition of the Serb and Greek territories offered by the Allies 

was to take place only if Greece and Serbia were to receive compensation in Bosnia- 

Hercegovina and Asia Minor, respectively, after the conclusion of the war?' Not 

surprisingly, the conditions and limitations with which the Allied offer was hedged 

reduced its appeal to Radoslavov. He responded only on 15 June, demanding 

clarifications with regards to the exact extent of the concessions the Entente was willing 

to offer to Bulgaria, as well as the specific nahue of the territorial compensations 

envisioned for Greece and Se~bia .~  

Ultimately, inter-allied frictions praduceà by disagreements over the wording and 

scope of a prospective reply to Radoslavov's request prevented the Entente Foreign 

ministers from satisfying the Bulgarian demands for ~larifications.~ At any rate, the 

Allies were already too late. The spectacular success of the Central Powers' offensive in 

Galicia and Russian Poland, combined with the evident failure of the Gallipoli campaign 

convinced Radoslavov and Ferdinand that Bulgaria could hope to satisfy its national 

aspirations only by taking the side of the Central Powers, rather than the Entente?8 In 

late July, the Bulgarian Council of Ministers agreed to dispatch a "hi& ranking" military 

The 16Uncontested Zone," was the portion of Macedonia south of the Kriva Palanka-Veld-Ohrid 
line that the Serbian government claimed in 1912 as the maximum limit of its temtorial ambitions in 
Macedonia. 
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officer to Gemany to examine the possibility of an alliance with the Central P ~ w e r s ? ~  

Aniving at the Geman Amy Headquarters at Pless on 3 August, Lieutenant-Colonel 

Petar Gantshev initiated talks that evenîually Ied to the conclusion of an alliance between 

the Central Powers and Bulgaria, and paved the way for Bulgaria's entry into the war on 

the side of Germany and Ausiria-Hungary in ûctobeza In the meantime, the Entente 

submitted two brther offers to Bulgaria on 3 A U ~ U S ~ ~ '  and 13 septemberP2 but their lack 

of substance, combined with the Bulgarian lders'conviction that the Central Powers 

would emerge triumphant from the war rendemi these last Allied approaches to Bulgaria 

fut iw3 

The indefinite charmer of the Allied pmposals to Bulgaria was a manifestation of 

an even p a t e r  problem that hampered the Entente's diplornatic efforts in the Balkans 

and ultimately contributed to the breakdown of Britain strategic designs in the region. 

The problem in question was a direct consequence of the geographical extent of 

Bulgaria's national aspirations. Their emphasis on Serbian Macedonia and parts of Greek 

Macedonia meant that the Entente could only satisfy the conditions for Bulgarian co- 

operation by compeliing actual or potential allies in the region to sacrifice temtories 

which collectively made up a crucial component of those countries* own national and 

historic lands.J4 

Initially, the incompatibility of "San Stefano Bulgaria" with Greek and Serb 

- -- -- - 
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temtorial interests did not appear as an insunnountable obstacle. Entente statesmen were 

convinced that a temtorial rearrangement of the political map of South-Eastern Europe 

dong national lines would produce results that would ceconcile the national interests of 

al1 Balkan states and facilitate the creation of a Balkan alliance that British leaders 

regarded as a vital requisite for the success of their strategic designs in the r e g i ~ n . ~  

in exchange for ceding to Bulgaria the areas that lay at the heart of that country's national 

aspirations, the remaining Balkan states were to be rewarded with promises of pst-war 

compensation with tenitories to be taken away h m  enemy states.* 

As far as the application of this formula to Serbia was concemed, the Entente 

sought to harness the cause of Yugoslav unification for the purpose of creating conditions 

favorable to the creation of a Balkan alliance?7 in the words of Winston Churchill, 

It is only by reclaiming from Austria the temtories which belong natutally to the 
Balkan races that the means can be provided to satisfy the legitimate needs 
and aspirations of al1 the Balkan States. Without taking Austrian territory, there is 
no way by which any Balkan State can expand except by internaine war. But 
the application of the pnnciple of nationality to the Southem Provinces of Austria 
will produce results so advantageous to the Balkan States that the memory and the 
consequences of former quarrels could be assuaged for ever." 

in order to ensure that the rosy picture painted by the First Lord of the Adrniralty 

became a reality, the Entente followed a generai policy of endeavoring to persuade Serbia 

to cede to Bulgaria the so-called "Uncontested Zone" of Macedonia as defined in the 

Serbo-Bulgarian treaty of alliance signed in Iuly 1912, As compensation, Serbia would 

receive Bosnia-Hercegovina, sections of the Adriatic littoral, and portions of Croatia. The 

precise extent of the temtories to be gained by both states vacied in the context of 

individual proposais produced by the Aies in the first twelve months of the war. 

However, the fundamental premise upon which Entente diplomats based their efforts to 

" Calder, Britain and ihe WP . . 
of the New EU~QQÇ, p. 3 1- 
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reconcile Serbian and Bulgarian territorial aspirations remained constant throughout the 

period under examination. Aiiied diplomats were well aware that because Macedonia was 

an integral part of both Greater Bulgaria and Greater Serbia, the existence of the two was 

incompatible. At the same time, they mistakenly believed that "San Stefano Bulgaria" 

could conceivably CO-exist with a Yugoslavia because the proponents of a South Slav 

state allegedly did not regard Macedonia as a vital component of such an entity. Given 

this state of affairs, Entente leaders sought to persuade the Serbian govemment to 

relinquish its emphasis on creating a Greater Serbia, and re-orient its policies toward the 

ideal of South Slav unity propounded by the so-called "Yugoslav C~mrnittee.~~ 

On the surface, the Allies' general plan for reconciling Serbia and Bulgacia by 

means of a territorial exchange appeared to have fair prospects of success. Serbia had 

always been desirous of obtaining the territories the Entente was offering as 

compensation for the cession of Macedonia to Bulgacia. The acquisition of Bosnia- 

Hercegovina was one of the most important aims of Serbian national aspirations, and one 

had to look no further than the crisis of 1908 for proof of that region's central place in the 

context of Serbian nationali~m.~ Similarly, Entente leaders could hardly be blamed for 

believing that the Serbs could be willing to relinquish a part of Macedonia in exchange 

for the prospect of gaining sections of the Adriatic shoreline. After dl, this component of 

the Allies' territorial compensation package was fully in keeping with Nikola Pdic's 

-- - 
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repeated attempts to obtain an outlet to the sea as a means of breaking his landlocked 

county's economic dependence on the Dual Monarchy:' 

Even more imponantly, Serbia's own officia1 war aims appeared to mirror the 

Entente's scheme for the territorial redistribution in South-Eastern Europe. As early as 29 

July 19 14, only one day after Austria-Hungary's declaration of war against Serbia, Crown 

Prince Alexander issued a manifesto pmlaiming that Serbia's principal war aim would 

be to solve once and for d l  Austria-Hungary's historically demonstrated inability to 

resolve the Yugoslav question.= In late August of the same year, PdiC traced the 

Klagenfurt-Maribor-Szeged line as the projected northern border of the post-war state? 

Just over a month later, the Serbian leader officially notified the Entente of Serbia's 

interest in Dalmatia." The outward hannony between Serbian war aims and the Entente's 

offers received its final confirmation in the context of the soçalled NiS Declaration of 7 

December 1914, when the Serbian govemment fomally defined its view of the war a 

"struggle for the liberation and unification of ail our captive brethren Serbs, Croats, and 

Slovenes."" 

Unfortunately for the Allies, outward evidence of Serbia's seemingly favorable 

stance toward the prospect of territorial exchanges with Bulgaria proved to be deceptive. 

A combination of circumstances, however, ensured that the Entente's plan for reconciling 

the national aspirations of the two Balkan rivals would never bear fruit. To begin with, 

the Allies' scheme overlooked the intense emotional attachment that the Serbs felt toward 

temtory aiready within the boundaries of their state. The failure to accurately assess the 

importance of national sentiment was a serious error on the part of the Entente. 

While the prospects of acquiring access to the Adriatic was an attractive one, the 
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Serbs remained consistently opposed to successive Allied attempts to persuade them to 

the uncontested zone to Bulgaria. At best, as had been the case in ûctober 1914 for 

example, PaSi6 was willing to relinquish only the east bank of the Vardar.% Aiiied 

demands for the forfeiture of the entire uncontested zone repeatedly provoked a hostile 

response from the Serbs. The Entente's joint demarche to Serbia in August 1915 moved 

PdiC to remark sourly to the French Minister to Serbia that "the Alties were disposing of 

the Serbs as though they were African tribe~."~ At the same tirne, PdiC made clear bis 

preference for Macedonia to al1 the territories the Allies offered in compensation?' 

Eariier, in May 1915, when the Russian Minister to Belgrade confidentiaiiy infocmed 

Pdik of the Allies' intention to intensiij their pressure on Serbia in an effort to satisfj. 

Bulgaria, the Serbian statesman announced that "[elvery Serb will prefer to be trampled 

under with Serbia, than make a concession to the Bulgarians."" 

The Serbian Prime Minister's determination to perish instead of reaching a 

territorial accommodation with Bulgaria was shared by his subordinaies. In November 

1914, Francis Elliot, the British Minister to Athens met with his Serbian counterpart. 

When Elliot told his colleague that Serbia should hand the "Uncontested Zone" over to 

Bulgaria, the Serbian diplomat answered that rather than cede Macedonia, his 

government would sooner transier every soldier from the border with the Dual Monarchy 

and allow the Austro-Hungarian army to conquer the country while the Secbs dealt with 

the Bulgarians in the south.* One of Grey's attempts to persuade the Serbian Minister to 

London of the necessity for a territorial settlement with Bulgaria elicited an equally 

drarnatic response. Writing after the war, the Foreign Secretary recalled how "[tlhe 

Serbian Minister closed one conversation with me that they would al1 rather die than let 

Bulgaria have Monastir. A preference for death put an end to al1 argument, and I became 
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On certain occasions, Entente pressure, a deterioration of Serbia's military 

situation, or a combination of both would induce Pdi t  to grudgingly agree to the m e s '  

requirements for concessions to Bulgaria But the Serbian Prime Minister's acceptance of 

the Entente's demands would be customarily hedged with so many limitations and 

conditions as to render it meaningless. In September 1914, Pdid indicated to the Russian 

Mnister that Serbia might be willing to cede to Bulgaria unspecified territories in 

exchange for the Croatian littoral? At the same tirne, however, PaSid insistence that bis 

offer be kept secret made it practically useless in the Entente's negotiations with 

B~lgaria.~ In addition, Pa% made it clear that any concessions would have to be 

approved by the Skupitina (Serbian National Assembly), which undoubtedly would not 

be favorably inclined toward giving up territories whose conquest and defense during the 

two Balkan Wars had been so costly to Serbia.& Exactly one year later, Pdid at last 

appeared to have yielded to Allied demands. Even then, however, he made acceptance 

conditional upon a redefinition of the uncontested zone's boundaries in a manner which 

significantly reduced its s i ~ e . ~  Moreover, Pdid insisted that Bulgaria take over the zone 

only after the w u .  These two stipulations made it unlikely that the offer would be 

accepted by Bulgaria. 

In addition to underestimating the intensity of Serbian national feeling toward 

Macedonia, the Entente also misjudged the Serbian govemment's commitment to the 

notion of South Slav unification as espoused by the Yugoslav Cornmittee. By the 

beginning of the First World War, the Serbian royal house had become the symbolic 

Grey, Twen-Five Years, p. 203. 
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focal point of South Slav unity, but the majority of Serbian military and political leaders 

were always accorded more pricaity to creating a Greater Serbia than a "~u~os lav ia"~  

PaWs own vision of a future South Slav state lefi littie doubt that he regarded the 

process of its creation as a continuation of the process of Serbian territorial expansion 

that began early in previous century. While he was cornmitteci to the Yugoslav idea, Pdi6 

saw Serbia as the dominant element in the South Slav state, and accordingly, he desired 

that the "liberation and unification" of the South Slavs take place under Serbia's aegkm 

Perceiving the future Yugoslav state as a variation on the theme of Greater Serbia, and 

concerned with upholding Serbia's status as the leaâing light of South Slav unificatian, it 

was only natural that P*iC would prefer to keep Macedonia rather than trade it for 

uncertain promises of a South Slav state in which Serbian politicai supremacy might be 

~hallenged.~~ This made it ail the more uniikely that the Serbs would ever reconcile 

themselves to giving up Macedonia to Bulgariam 

The Allies' own diplomatic priorities in the first nine months of the war also 

contributed to dashing whatever hopes may have existed that Serbia might agree to 

temtorial concessions to Bulgaria. As eager as ihe Allies were to construct a Balkan 

alliance, that aim never assumed a position of precedence over the goal of convincing 

Italy to join the Entente. However, the temtorial guarantees which Italian leaders 

demanded from the Entente as a price for their entry into the war clashed directly with 

Serbia's own national aspirations. Initially, the Italian claims in the Adnatic and the 

Balkans were limited to and Trieste and the Albanian port of Valona?' By March 19 15, 

however, Sidney Sonnino, the new Italian Foreign Minister, had raised the price of Italian 
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intervention by advancing claims that included Istria and Dalmatian 

The Itdian demands with regards to Istria were not particularly offensive to Pdik 

That territory was inhabited by Croats and Slovenes, and the prospect of îheù inclusion 

within the borders of an Italian, rather than a Yugoslav state was certainly upsetting to the 

members of the predominantly Croat and Slovene Yugoslav C~mrnittee.~ Pa!%& on the 

other hand, more interested as he was in creating a Greater Serbia raîher than a 

Yugoslavia, was not ovedy concerned with the prospect of an Italian annexation of 

Istria." But Italian demands for control of parts of the Dalrnatian coastline were another 

matter altogethet. As early as September 1914, in the same communkation in which 

PagiC notified Sazonov of his assent to Italian ambitions in Isttia, the Serbian statesman 

emphatically asserted that "Dalmatia desires to be united with Serbia."" The following 

month, he warned that Italian inuusions into Dalmatia would be resisted by force and hat 

the population of the region in question "...wishes to join SerbiaAis is ... the constant 

desire of the Serbo-Croat pe~ple."'~ 

Among the Allies, however, only Russia, fearfd of Italian aggrandizement in the 

Balkans, displayed any willingness to uphold the Serbs'claims on the Adriatic. 

in September 19 14, the Russian govemment provided a powerful endorsement of Serbian 

national aspirations when Sazonov, in a conversation with Michel Paleologue and Sir 

George Buchanan, the French and British ambassadors to Russia, respectively, outlined a 

thirteen-point program of Russian war airns. This agenda made specific provisions for the 

creation of a Greater Serbia that would indude Bosnia-Hercegovina, Dalmatia and 

northem Albanian In November 1914, Sazonov attempted to take his endorsement of 
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Serbian interests one step furtber by suggesting that the Allies specifically guarantee 

Secbia the territories with which it was to be compensated in exchange for ceding 

Macedonia to Bulgarian Grey and Delcasd refuse4 reasoning that such an action might 

antagonize Itdy and reduce the prospects of its intervention14 For the sarne mason, the 

France and Britain did not offiçially endorse the Yugoslav program as spelled out in the 

NiS Declaration." 

From Grey's point of view, îhe diplornatic and military advanrages that might 

accrue to the Entente as a result of Italy's entry into the war fully justified the prospect of 

alienating Serbia. Itdian intervention, Grey reasoned, might provoke a diplornatic "chah 

reaction" in South-Eastern Europe and convince the Balkan neutrals to join the Entente. 

Naturally, the same results might be achieved by continued efforts to effect a territorial 

settlement between Bulgaria and Serbia, but given the state of Serbo-Bulgiuian relations, 

the Italian option appeared much more attractive to Grey, even if it implied infringing on 

Serbia's clairns in the Adriatic: 

We must therefore decide either to admit the Itaiian daim or forgo the prospect of 
Itaiian CO-operation. Italian cmperation will decide that of Romania and 
probably so other neutd States. It will be the tuming point of the war and will 
very greatiy hasten a successtùl conclusion?' 

This policy received its final seai appmval on 22 March 1915, when the Cabinet 

agreed that acceptance of Ital y's territorial demands was justified given the importance of 

secwing that country's intervention.* 

Evidence ihat select members of the Entente were willing to ovemde Serbia's 

national ambitions in favot of Italy's temtorial aspirations made the possibility of a 
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Serbo-Bulgarian territorial settlement even more remote. The negotiations between Itdy 

and the Entente in the winter of 1914 and spting of 1915 were conducted in secret, but it 

was not long More nimors of the Allies' promises to Italy with regards to Dalmatia 

leaked out and ceached the ears of the Serbs. When they did, they ensured that the Serbs 

would become al1 the more suspicious of the sincerity of their allies and by implication, 

even more reluctant to make temtorial concessions to Bulgaria." The Serbs'opposition to 

the Entente's pressure for a territorial accommodation with Bulgaria solidified after the 

signing of the Treaty of London, signed on 26 April L91S.M The treaty committed Italy to 

an intervention in the war on the si& of the Allies in exchange for the Entente's 

agreement to most of Italy's tenitorid dernands in the Adriatic." 

The Pact of London made provisions for Serbia's interesr in Dalmatia and 

stipulated that after the war, a significant part of the Adriatic littoral was to be awarded to 

Serbia.& However, it was unlikely that these arrangements would assuage the Serbs' 

suspicions or make them more amenable to concessions to Bulgaria. To begin with, the 

Treaty stipulated that the sections of the Adriatic coast awarded to Serbia were to be 

neutralized." Second, the Entente never made the Serbs privy to the negotiations leading 

up to the agreement and did not inform them of the tteaty's specific provisions." This 

state of affairs could hardly be counted upon to inspire the Serbs with trust in their AiIies, 

and did Iittle except produce damaging rumors conceming the tenns offered by the 

Entente to These reportedly created so much cesentment in Serbia as to make 
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elements of the Serbian amy consider making peace overtures to the Central Power~.~ 

Two weeks after the treaty was signed, Grey sent ParCi6 an i n f o d  letter assuring him 

that the treaty would leave Serbia in possession of Bosnia-Hercegovina and a wide outlet 

to the Adriatic?' However, at the insistence of Sidney Sonnino, the Italian Foreign 

Minister, the Entente never revealed the treaty's exact terms to the Setbs.* 

Attempts to effect a territorial compromise between Serbia and Bulgaria 

represented only one facet of the Entente's scheme to teconstnict the Baikan alliance by 

means of a compensatory territorial settlernent in tbe region. The Allies'endeavors to 

reconcile Bulgan'a and Gceece were another, equally important part of the same design. 

The Entente's ability to satisfy the territorial daims Bulgaria entertained with respect to 

its southern neighbor was expected to make a significant contribution toward convincing 

Bulga~ia to side with the Allies. At the same time, however, a final territorial sertiement 

between the two rivais would remove the last obstacle to Greece's adhesion to the 

Entente. 

If relations between these two rival States could be stiibilized, Greek fears of a 

Bulgarian attack would cease, and with Bulgaria now on the si& of the Allies, the Greek 

armed forces would be able to render assistance to the Entente's war effort. The Greek 

army would be free to march north to assist the Serbs. Altematively, it could be àeployed 

to participate in operations in the region of the Dardanelles. In addition, the Greek navy, 

at the time the largest and most powerful in the Eastern Meditenanean, would be in a 

position to reinforce Allied naval units in the Aegean in îheir anticipated assault against 

the defenses guarding the entrance to the Sri;iits. In order to ensure the redization of 

îhese prospects, the Entente sought to persuade Greece to relinquish the Kavalla, Sem 

and Driuna districts of Greek Macedonia to Bulgaria. In exchange for these sacrifices, 

Greece was to be tewarded with territory in Northern E p i ~ s  and even mote significantIy, 

in Asia Minor. These proposais were best exemplified by the official appeal presented to 

9' Calder, p. 38. At the same rime, Grey gave similar, unofficid asmfapces to ihe Serbian Minister 
in London. See Grey to Des Graz, despatch, 6 May 1915, Dac, 576, #10944/170. BDFk Part K S d e s  H, 
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Venizelos on 24 January 19 15 by Sir Francis Elliot, the British Minister to Greece. 

As was the case with the Entente's endeavots to produce a Serbo-Bulgarian 

senlement, attempts to effect a similar Greco-Bulgarian reconciliation appeared full of 

promise. The vision of Greek national interests espoused by Eleftherios Venizelos, the 

pro-Entente prime minister of that country at the outbreak of the war, was fully in 

keeping with the Allies' proposais. The offer of Asia Minor in particular was in 

conformity with twin pillars of Venizelos' national policy objectives: Greek temtorial 

expansion and the transformation of Greece into a major Mediterranean power in keeping 

with the spirit of the 'Great ~dea.'*'~ 

In confonnity with the leaders of other Balkan States, Venizelos believed thai the 

First World War might be exploited for the purpose of completing the task of Greek 

national unification that had been initiated early in the 19th c e n h q .  With al1 three of 

Greece's protective powers fighting against the Ottoman Empire, it appeared that Great 

Britain, France and Russia would no longer place any obstacles in the paîh of Greek 

territorial ambitions in Asia ~inor?'Determined to take advantage of this oppominity, 

Venizelos attempted to convince King Constantine of the advisability of accepting the 

Entente's offer. The Greek prime minister stated his position in the context of ttiree policy 

memoranda submitted to Constantine between 24 January and 2 March. According to 

Venizelos, the acceptance of the Allied proposal and the cession of Kavalla and its 

hinterland to Bulgaria would imply the renunciation of some 2,000 square miles of 

temtory inhabited by roughly 30,000 Greeks. As serious as such a sacrifice appeared, 

Venizelos believed that the compensation that Greece would gain on the eastem shores of 

the Aegean would more than make up for the loss of Kavalla, According to the Rime 

Minister's calculations, the areas Greece stood to gain in Asia Minor amounted to nearly 

125,000 square miles of territory populated by 800,000 Gteeks. The abandonment of 

neutraiity and the cession of Kavalla to Bulgatia, Venizelos aqped, were a reasonable 
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price to pay for the attainment of Greek national aspiraions in 1onia96 

Venizelos' favorable attitude toward the Entente's plans for a Greco-Bulgacian 

territorial settlement disguised the dficulties that would leaà to the demise of Allied 

proposals and contribute to the downfall of British strategy in the region in 1915. The 

chief obstacle barring the way to Greece's acceptance of the Entente's designs was rooted 

in the complexities of Greek domestic politics of the period. While Venizelos' approval 

of the Allied scheme of territorial redistribution in South-Eastern Europe was 

encouraging to the Entente, his drearn of a Greater Greece on both sides of the Aegean 

was only one of two visions of national future prevalent in Gteece during the First World 

War. 

The rival vision was that was espoused by the loose group of politicians who 

centered around the royal court of Constantine, whose influence on the conduct of Greek 

foreign policy was considerable. in contrast to Venizelos, the prime minister's opponents 

generally placed emphasis not on Greek territorial expansion, but on the pceservation of 

its territorial integcity and the protection of the gains Greece had acquired since the 

attainment of independence. This conviction was rooted in the "anti-Venizelists*' 

perception of the course of the war as a whole. Believing that the Central Powers would 

emerge victorious in the end, Constantine and his supporters seriously doubted the 

Entente's ability to fulfiil its promises?7 Given these circumstances, it was inadvisable to 

give up portions of Greek Macedonia in exchange for vague promises of temtories that 

were to be acquired only after the conclusion of a war whose outcome was stiîî in 

doubt?' Considerations of national prestige reinforced this argument even hicther - the 

prospect of ceding to Bulgaria temtories that the Greeks had only recently "redeemed at 

great cost was bound to be unpopulfl 
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The anxieties entertained by many of VenizeIos' opponents with mgards to the 

regionai balance of power in the Balkans pmvided yet another argument against ceding 

Kavalla in exchange for a promise of iemtory in Asia Minor. Constantine womed that 

any cession of temtory to Bulgaria would contribute to the temtorial aggrandizement of 

that country to the point where Bulgaria would be able to assume a position of political 

dominance in the region and threaten the temtorial integrity of Greece. For the King, the 

retention of Greece's portion of Macedonia was an insurance against the specter of a 

long-term Bulgarian threat.Iw 

The intensity of the opposition that Constantine and his supporters put up to 

Venizelos' vision of a Greater Greece ensured that the Entente's plan for territorial 

revisions between Greece and Bulgaria would be as unsuccessful as its proposais for the 

cession of Serbian tenitory. Venizelos'resignation from office on 6 March 19 15 made it 

even less likely that the Greeks would accept the Allied plan. The prime minister had 

been compelled to step down after Constantine refused to sanction the dispatch of three 

Greek divisions to help the Allies seize ihc Gailipdi   en insu la."' The cabinet which 

replaced Venizelos' government, while outwardly favorable to the Allies, made Greek 

intervention conditional on the Entente's willingness to guarantee Greek territorial 

integrity - a stipulation the Entente refused to grant, since its acceptance would have 

mled out the possibility of Bulgaria's acquisition of  avall la'^^ 
Whether the Allies would have ken abte to induce Greece to hand over Kavalla 

to Bulgaria if Venizelos had been able to cling to power throughout the spring and 

summer of 19 15 is also debatable. Closer sc~t iny  reveals that Venizelos' enthusiasm for 

the Entente's plans might not have been as pnounced as his memoranda to Constantine 

might initially indicate. Venizelos was as womed about the prospect of Bulgarian 

territorial aggrandizement as was Constantine, and his approbation for the Allied 
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proposais was always tempered by the fear that a redistribution of tecritory dong the lines 

suggested by the Mies might strengthen Bulgaria to an extent that would be 

unacceptable to ~ r e e c e . ~ ~ ~  Moreover, the prime minister had been a late convert to the 

idea of handing Kavalla over to Bulgaria and had consistently opposed this course of 

action throughout 1914. While he favored the attempts to neutraiize Bulgaria or bring it 

into the war on the side of the Allies, he would have preferred to have the Mies satiaîe 

Bulgaria's territorial appetite with Serbian, d e r  than Greek territory. His endorsement 

of the Allied proposal in early 1915 was a very guarded one, and he hedged his approval 

with the stipulation that Buigaria was to take possession of Kavalla only after the war. 

Bulgaria's entry into the war brought the conflict between Venizelos and his 

opponents at the royal court and the Greek General Staff to boiling point. Venizelos was 

re-elected in late August 1915; the following month he once again clashed with his 

sovereign over the interpretation of the Greco-Serb treaty of 1913. In the face of 

Bulgaria's mobilization against Serbia, the Prime Minister insisted that Greece fulfill its 

part of the treaty by assisting Serbia in repelling the attack of the combined German, 

Austro-Hungarian, and Bulgarian forces. Constantine argued that by the tens  of the 

treaty, Greece was obliged to aid Serbia only in the event of an attack by Bulgaria alone, 

and not, as was now the case, by any of the Great Powers. Nevertheless, Constantine did 

reluctantly agree to Venizelos* decision to appeal to the Entente to send 150,000 men to 

Salonika as a means of helping the Serbs and allowing Greece to meet its obligations 

toward its ally. However, when Venizelos by-passed the king in convincing the Greek 

parliament to permit Greek forces to assist the Serbian army, Constantine demanded that 

the Prime Minister step down.lO" 

in spite of Venizelos' resignation, Allied landings at Salonika continued. A 

Franco-British force under General Maunce Sarrail, fomer commander of the French 3rd 

Army in the Verdun sector, began to disembark in Salonika harbor on 5 October. The 

smaü force commenced its advance into Serbia a few days later and engaged the 

Bulgarians in a series of sharp engagements in the Vardar valley, but was unable to 
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establish contact with the main body of the Serb forces. In late November, Sarrail ordered 

a generai withdrawai to Thes~aloniki.'~~ 

Sarrail's foray up the Vardar was the last major military effort undertaken by the 

Allies in the Balkans in 1915. Earlier, in August, the failure of the Suvla Bay landings at 

Gallipoli confirmed the Allies' inability to bring that campaign to a successful 

conclu~ion.'~~ On 11 October, the question of evacuating the Meditemean 

Expeditionary force from Gallipoli was raised for the fint time.lm Ckarly, the campaign 

had failed. However, the landings at Thessaioniki could not be considered to have 

represented a viable alternative to the grand design of seizing the Dardanelles. 

Admittedly, the presence of Allied contingents at Thessaloniki appeared fully in keeping 

with the plans advocated to the same effect by David Lloyd George at the beginning of 

the year. Nevertheless, the purpose of the landings carried out in October was much 

different from that envisioned by Lloyd George. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

advocated activating another front in the Balkans only after careful preparation and as a 

means of diverting German tmops from the  est.'" The ûctober 1915 landings, on the 

other hand, were carried out on short notice, with practically no preparations and in a 

haphazard manner so characteristic of the Entente's approach to operations in peripheral 

theatres of operations. The extemporaneous and improvised manner in which they were 

initiated bears testimony to the fact thaî they undertaken with the immediate and short- 

term objective of succoring the remnants of the Serbian army rather than with the aim of 

opening up another front designed to thin out the German lines in France and Flanders. 

Ultimately, despite numerous attempts, the Entente proved unable to forge a 

regional alliance that British leaders regarded as a crucial determinant of the success or 

failure of their Balkan strategy for 19 15. Such a coaiition could come into king only if 
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the Allies succeeded in reconciling the conflicting territorial aspirations of the Balkan 

states. However, the leaders of the Balkan states could see no advantage in a diplornatic 

project whose realization depended on their willingness to compromise on their 

respective countries' territorial ambitions. Their own national policy a h ,  grounded in 

the perception of the First World War as an oppominity to complete the task of national 

unification began in the 19th century, understandably enjoyed priority over whatever 

strategic designs Britain and the Entente adopted to follow in the Balkans for the purpose 

of defeating the Central Powers. By late 19 15, the mirage of the Balkan alliance had 

faded, but considerations of the national interests of the Balkan states would to exert 

influence on British strategic designs in South-Eastern Europe. 



Chapter Four 

THE ROMANIAN WîERVENTION, 1916 

The failure of the Entente to Save Serbia h m  king ovemn by German, Austro- 

Hungacian and Bulgarian armies in the fall of 1915 marked the nadir of the AUies'Balkan 

strategy for that year. With the onset of the second winter of the war, the grandiose 

strategic designs formulated at the beginning of 1915 lay in tatters. For al1 intents and 

purposes, French and British influence in the Balkans on New Year's Day, 1916 extended 

no further than the pathetically small footholds to which their forces still clung in South- 

Eastern Europe. At Gallipoli, after the evacuation of the Suvla and ANZAC (Austcalian 

and New Zealand Army Corps) beachheads on the night of 19/20 December, 20,000 

soldiers of the British 8th Corps remained at Cape   elles.' Three hundred kilometers to 

the West, three French and five British divisions - a total of 150,000 tcoops - were busiiy 

engaged in the constmction of a fortified perimeter around Thessaloniki in the 

expectation of a Bulgarian onslaught that never materialized? The Allies' fortifications 

not only transformed the Aegean port into the most heavily defended city in the Balkans 

but also provided German propagandists with a priceless opportunity to label the armed 

camp with an epithet that was destined to adhere to the Allies' Macedonian enterprise as 

a whole for the remainder of the war. Confined to their "bird cage" far from the main 

fronts of the conflict, the Allies, claimed German military commentators, had merely 

enclosed themselves in "the greatest intemment camp in the wor~d."~ More than anythmg 

else, the antiçlimactic conclusion of the attempt to rescue Serbia stood as the most 

poignant symbol and reminder of the süategic emrs comtnitted by the Entente in the 

Balkans since the start of the war. 

' The Cape Helles ganison was evennially evacuated on 9 Ianuary 1916. For the evacuation of the 
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The immediate reaction of the British leadership to the Balkan fiasco of 1915 was 

one of complete disillusionment with any further military or diplomatic ventures in 

South-Eastern Europe. Faced with what appeared to be a total collapse of their strategic 

designs in the region, the British were determineci to effect a complete disengagement 

from the Balkans. On 23 December 1915, the War committee4 concluded its meeting by 

resolving to recommend to the Cabinet that the tirne bad come to evacuate the Cape 

Helles beachhead at ~alli~oli.' Mier that month, even before the Anglo-French forces 

in Macedonia had retreateâ completely back across the Greek frontier after their 

unsuccessful bid to effect a junction with the Serbian army, the British began to pressure 

the French govemment to agree to a complete withdrawal from Thessaloniki. Fearing that 

"the retention of the present force of 150,000 at Salonika is ... dangerous and likely to lead 

to a great disaster," the British made their case for the abandonment of Thessaloniki at 

the Calais Conference of 4 December 1915: 

From a strictly military point of view, the British insistence on the inunediate 

termination of the Allied military cornmitment in the Balkans made perfect sense. 

At the beginning of December, the Anglo-French expeditionary force in Macedonia was 

deficient in artillery and unsport? A combined Geman-Bulgatian offensive against 

Thessaloniki was believed to be imminent, increasing the possibility that British 

contingents might be destcoyed? Moreover, in spite of the assurances of the Greek 

government, the British were still not entirely certain whether Constantine would not 

- -  -- - 

The War Commiuee came inIo existence on 2 November 1915 when it replaced the Datdanelles 
Committee as the body responsibte for the straiegic direction of Briiain's war effort. Iis creation provides 
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order the Allied force to be disarmed and interned as soon as it crossed the frontier and 

re-entend the territory of neutral ~reece? Most imporrtantly, however, the Thessaloniki 

expedition appeared to have lost its original purpose. After dl, contact with the retreating 

Serbian anny had not been established, and the latter was now retreating westward to the 

Adriatic through Montenegro and Albania, rather than southward to the ~ e ~ e a n . "  In 

these circumstances, the British argued, the evacuation of Thessaloniki was the only 

viable alternative ieft to the ~llies." Ultimately, the force of British arguments prevailed. 

Despite the initial refusal of French Prime Minister Aristide Briand, and his War Minister 

Joseph Gallieni, to endorse the evacuation, the British representatives ultimately left the 

conference with their French counterparts grudgingly accepting the demands for quitting 

the ~ d k a n s . ' ~  

This triumph of British policy was destined to be short-lived, however. At the 

inter-Allied military conference held at Chantilly between 6 and 8 December, General 

Archibald Murray, the Chief of the Imperid General Staff found that the French, Russian, 

Italian and Serbian representatives al1 favored maintaining the Entente's military 

commitment at ~hessaloniki.'~ Stunned by the about-face executed by the French, the 

Falls, Vol. 1, pp. 46 - 48. In reality, it was highly unlikely that Constantine would ever dare to 
take such a dmtic step. 
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British ultimately caved in to their allies'views with qards  to the Balkans. After 

dispatching Kitchener and Grey to Paris on 9 December to settle what was quickly 

becoming a serious inter-aiiied dispute, the British resigned themselves to a compromise. 

For the time king, the Entente forces in Maceàonia would take up defensive positions 

around Thessaloniki, while the Allies would postpone making a final decision about the 

fate of their Balkan cornmitment until an undetennined point in the 

The British govemment's willingness to back down from its insistence on 

disengaghg h m  the Balkans was motivated primarily by the concern tl~at the fallout 

from a possible refusal to agree with the French would have a potentially hannfiil effect 

on inter-ailied relations. The decisions of the Calais Conference created a plitical crisis 

in France. The Socialist elements in Briand's Union Sacrée govemment threatened to 

abandon the coalition and bring about its fall if the Prime Minister agreed to the 

withdrawal from the ~alkans." Convinoed that the dissolution of the Union Saçrée, and 

an accompanying resumption of fractious domestic plitics in France might gravely 

weaken the effectiveness of the Allied rnilitary effort as a whole, the British could do 

little else but agree to the accommodation outlined above.'" 

The same consideraiions of domestic politics furnished the French leadership with 

the principal motive for insisting on the maintenance of an Allied military presence in the 

~a1kans.l~ However, the ostensible reasons behind such an insistence were coucfied 

" French, British Smtegy, p. 151; Neilson, p. 124. Also see Lloyd George, pp. 315 - 3 16. 

" George Cassar, &au&, p. 142; Duiton, The Politics, p. 72. 

l6 Dunon, The Politics, p. 73. 
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purely in the language of strategy and diplomacy. At Calais, for exarnple, the French 

delegates cauntered the British demands for the evacuation of Thessaloniki by 

expounding upon the dire consequences that would arise if such a course of action were 

to be adopted. Greece, the French argued, would declare for the Central Powers, while 

Romania would be compeiled to do the same. German and Austro-Hungarian submarines 

would be able to use Thessaloniki as a base to strike at the Allies' shipping in the 

Mediterranean. The Italians would lose the incentive for intervening in the Balkans by 

way of Albania, while the Russians would become seriously demoralized. The Serbs, 

feeling completely abandoned by the Allies, might choose to conclude a separate peace 

with the Central ~owers. '~ At Chantilly. the French attempted to justify keeping the 

Balkan front active by alluding to an issue to which the British were always sensitive - 
the security of Britain's imperial possessions in the Middle East and Asia. Apparently, the 

French claimed that an Entente force at Thessaloniki would act a menace to the strategic 

flank of any German enterprise directed against the Middle East and indirectly assist in 

the defense of ~ ~ ~ ~ t . ' ~  in addition, an Allied m y  in Macedonia could pmvide an 

inducement for Romania to join the ~ntente?' 

The emphasis on the d e  of the Balkan front as a determinant of Romanis's 

attitude was merely a continuation of arguments that the French had been advancing for 

weeks prior to the Calais and Chantilly Conferences in an endeavor to defend the 

prime minister feared that a withdrawal tkom the Balkans - a theatrc commanded by France's most 
prominent left-wing general - would have been hte~reted by the Left as a goveniment consphKy against 
Sarrail, In tum, this would have resulted in the Radical Socialists' defection tkom the Union Sucde and the 
fa11 of Briand's govenunent. ït was the desi i  to avert such a contingency that motivated the French 
representatives at Calais and Chantilly to argue so vehementiy in support of maintaining the AUi i  military 
presence in South-Eastern Europe. See Tanenbaum, Gene- pp. 55 - 74; Palmer, Xhg 
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cornmitment and maintenance of Allied troops in the Balkans. Writing to Asquith in early 

November to appraise him of the results of a meeting with Briand and Gallieni, Kitchener 

reported that the French Prime Minister and War Minister both believed the intervention 

of Romania on the side of the Entente was one of the benefits that might accrue to the 

Allies if Anglo-French forces nmained in the ~alkms." Simüarly, on 

1 December, the French cabinet iesolved not only to remain at Thessaloniki but also to 

ask Britain to send in reinforcements that would increase the expeditionary force in 

Macedonia to 300,000 troops. Once again, the possibility that such a military 

cornmitment might convince Romania to openly declare for the Entente figured as one of 

the major reasons for the French govemment's de~ision.~~ 

in holding out the prospect of Romanian intervention as one of the benefits of 

remaining in the Balkans, the French cabinet found a responsive audience among the 

small minority of British leaders who did not favor a complete disengagement from 

Southeastem Europe. The most important among them was David Lloyd George, who 

also supported the retention of the position at Thessaloniki for reasons among which the 

possibility of Romanian intervention figured prominently.'l 

Lloyd George's favorable stance toward the prospect of Romania's entry into the 

war evoked the high regard with which many other British leaders viewed the possibility 

of Romanian intervention at a time when the disasters of 19 15 were still in the future. At 

the beginning of the war, in August 1914, the British opposed Russian attempts to 

convince Romania to attack Austria-Hungary for the same reasons that compelled them 

to mm dom Venizelos* offer of Greek intervention? However, beginning in late 19 14, 

Romania began to figure prorninently as a crucial component in the numerous designs 

advanced by British military and political leaders in favor of a "Balkan bloc" that was to 

be directed against either the Ottoman or the Austro-Hungarian Empires. 

'' Dutton, The Politics, p. 62. 
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The memoranda pcoduced by key members of the War Cabinet in late December 

1914 and early January 1915 al1 made allusions to Romania and the potentially 

significant contribution that its intervention might make to the fulfillment of the strategic 

opportunities that allegedly awaitcd the Entente in the Balkans. In his "Boxing Day 

Memorandum" of 28 December 1914, Maurice Hankey speculated that a joint attack by 

Russia, Serbia and Romania against Hungary might result in a complete collapse of the 

Dual Monarchy's war effort.2s Writing to Winston Churchill less than a week later, 

Adrniral John Fisher, the First Sea Lord, envisioned the Romanian participation in a 

Russian and Serbian offensive against Austria-Hungary that was to be mounted to 

coincide with a combined operation aimed at seizing the Gallipoli Peninsula and forcing 

the ~ardanelles.~~ Similar recommendations for Romania's role in the war were advanced 

at the same time by Lloyd George who estimated that the Romanians could contribute 

300,000, and perhaps as many as half a million troops to a massive Entente offensive 

against the Austm-Hungarian ~ r n p i n . ~  Lastly, Winston Churchill conjectured that 

Romania's entry into the war, combined with the intervention of Italy, and the pressure of 

Allied military and naval operations on diverse fronts might significantly hasten the end 

of the war?" 

By late 1916, with the optimistic hopes of the previous year gone, and the concept 

of a strategic concentration of effort in the Balkans discredited by the events of 1915, 

many of Britain's leaders were skeptical about Romania's ability to make a positive 

contribution to the Entente's war effort. Doubts with this regard were especially 

pronounced in British military circles. Already at the Chantilly Conference of December 

1915, Murray expressed the opinion that immobilizing 150,000 troops at Thessaloniki 

25 Maurice Hankey, Memorandm, 28 Dccembet 19 14. in Gilbert, ed., pp. 349 - 356. 

26 Churchill Papers 13/56. Fisher to Churcfüll, 3 Januaq 1915, as quoted in Gilbert, ed., 
pp. 367 - 368. 
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Churchill Papers, 13/27. Wmton Churchill, Memomdum, 31 December 1914, as quoted in 
Gilbert, ed. pp. 347 - 348. 
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was an excessive price to pay in exchange for the possibility of Romanian inte~ention.~' 

General William Robertson, who succeeded Murray as Chief of the hperial General 

Staff in late December 1915 shmd this view1° Believing firmly that the w u  could be 

only in France and Flanders, Robertson viewed the diversion of the Entente's human and 

material resources to peripheral theriters such as the Balkans as a wasteful diversion of 

energy and effort that hindered the attempts to effect a maximum concentration of 

strength on the Western ~ront.~' He had little faith in the eficacy or wisdom of the 

Entente's rnilitary commitment in the Balkans, and while reconciling himself to the 

retention of Thessaloniki as agreed to by the British in December 1915, he sought to 

reduce the British involvernent in the region to a bare minimum?' The self-imposed 

guidelines Robertson outlined in a letter written to a subordinate in March 1916 were 

indicative of the strategic policy Robertson would in fact follow until he stepped down as 

Chief of the Imperid General Staff in Febmary 19 18: 

Briefly my policy is to get as many iroops away €rom Salonika as possible and as 
soon as 1 cm. Refuse to take offensive action in the Balkans until the situation 
changes very much. To keep Egypt reasonably secure. To keep a reserve in Egypt 
for India as long as it seems likely to be required. To get everybody else to 
 rance?^ 

a Neilson, p. 124. Mumiy was equdly doubiful that ihc mainienance of a fctothold in the B d h s  
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Lastly, realizing tbat the diplornatic efforts to sway Romania to the side of the 

Entente might produce calls for the reinforcement of the Allied garrison at Thessaloniki 

as a prelude for an offensive against Bulgaria, Robertson consistentiy opposed such a 

course of action and was generally unenthusiastic about the prospect of Romanian 

inter~ention?~ 

In practical terms, Robertson's opposition to any schemes involving Romania was 

of a threefold nature. Fint, Robertson consistently expressed his lack of faith of 

Romania's rnilitary effectiveness. The single most conspicuous example of this tendency 

was the memorandum Robertson presented at the meeting of the War Cornmittee on 3 

May 19 16 in an attempt to thwart the designs for an offensive from Thessaloniki that the 

Rornanians demanded as a condition for their intervention. While the allegedly doubtful 

military value of the Romanian army was only one of the points addressed by Robertson, 

it undoubtedly ma& a major contribution to the effectiveness of the argument as a whole 

- an argument so strong that even Lloyd George had to temporarily acknowledge its 

validity?' In turn, Robertson's lack of faiih in Romania's rnilitary effectiveness no doubt 

influenced bis inclination to disapprow sending miliisiy supplies to r orna nia^^ - the 

second element of his opposition to strategic designs based on the possibility of 

Romanian intervention. 

Finally, Robertson exerted great efforts - to which an allusion has already been 

made - to counter any proposais for an Allied offensive from Thessaloniki to persuade 

Romania to join the Entente. Correctiy believing that the repeated French calls for such 

an operation were in fact politically motivated, Robertson consistently made it clear 

throughout the first half of 1916 that in his view, a major military undertaking in 

Macedonia was neither possible nor desirable at the moment. As early as January 1916, 

Robertson niled out the possibility of an offensive in the Balkans for the time king? 
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The following month, in the course of the Chantilly Conference of 14 Febmary 1916, he 

categorically refused to listen to Joffre's suggestion that the Ailied contingent at S d l  

be reinforad by another 100,000 troops that would enable General Maurice Sarrail, the 

commander of the Franco-British force in Madonia to launch a limited offensive which 

might convince Romania to join the ~ntente?' For the remainder of 1916, as illustrated 

by even a selective examination of his correspondence for that year, Robertson on the 

whole remained fm in his opposition to a Balkan offensive in support of Romania right 

up to the time in late August when the War Committee reluctantly agreed to sanction 

British participation in an offensive designed to coincide with Romania's entry into the 

war that r n ~ n t h . ~ ~  

The doubts expresseci by Robertson with regards to the effectiveness of Romania's 

m e d  forces and that country's possible entry into the war were shared by many of 

Russia's senior political and military leaders. However, the Russians were not nearly as 

consistent as Robertson in claiming that the Entente would have M e  use for Romania's 

participation. Sergei Sazonov, the Russian for@ minister, claimed after the war that his 

wartime policy toward Romania was merely a continuation of the diplomatic efforts he 

had initiated prior to the confîict. Thmughout the war, Sazonov averred, he had preferred 

to focus h i s  energies on widening the aiready yawning diplomatic breach between 

Romania and the Central Powers, rather than strive for that country's active 

interventi~n.~~ Romania's active participation in the war on the side of the Entente, he 

argued, would merely impose on Russia military burdens of a kind that the Imperia1 

A m y  would find difficult to fulfill. Given this state of affairs, Sazonov claimed that he 

chose to confine his activities to securing h m  Bucharest assurances of benevolent 

neutrality. in Sazonov's opinion, such a course of action would effectively bar the Central 

Powers from access to Romania's raw materials without quiring Russia's aiready 

" Neilson, p. 146. Also see Robertson to Haig, 17 Fkbmary 1916; and Robeason to Murray, 15 
March 19 16, as quoted in D. Woodward, cd., M i l i w  ComgOqnPulEe p p  36 - 37,40 -42. 
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overburdened military establishment to commit itself to the potentially problematic 

assignment of assisting a weaker  al^^.^' 
Sazonov's pst-wac claims provide only a fiagmentary and simplistic depiction of 

Russia's diplornatic stance with regard to Romania in the first two years of the conflict. 

Contrary to the assertions sumrnarized above, securing Romania's benevolent neutrality 

did not represent the sole focus of Sazonov's position with regards to Romania. Instead, 

Sazonov oscillated between attempts to assure Romanian neutrality and efforts to win 

Romania over as an active ally. From July 1914 onwards, Sazonov made a number of 

proposals to Bucharest aimed at attaining the latter goal. However, victually al1 of these 

proposals were made at times when Russia needed Romania's intervention to counter the 

effects of a military misfortune, or prevent one from taking piace. Sazonov's efforts to 

effect Romanian intervention in M y  and August 1914, for example, were most likely 

motivated by the desire to find a practicd means of rendering direct Russian military 

assistance to ~erb ia"  Similady, in the summer of 1915, the Russians - with heavy 

pressure from their French and British allies - sought to induce Bucharest ta join the 

Entente in the hopes that Romanian intervention would at Ieast counterbalance the 

military disasters suffered by the Russian m i e s  in the wake of the Central Powers' 

breakthrough at Gorlice in ~ a ~ ! ~  The last Russian appeai for Romanian intervention, 

4' Ibid., p. 266. 
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made in the autumn of 1915, was equally a cal1 of desperation, and represented a Iast- 

ditch attempt on the part of the Entente to Save Serbia from total defeat.4 

The timing of al1 three appeals makes it possible to contend that Sazonov was 

always wary of the prospect of Romania's entry into the war and that he resoded to calls 

for that country's intervention only when unfavorable rnilitary situation and the pressure 

of the other Allies left him with no other recours. if this is indeed the case, then 

Sazonov's memoirs may be seen as an accurate reflection of the Russian Foreign 

Minister's preferred policy toward Romania in the First World War. 

The views expressed by the Russian military authorities with regards to the 

advisability of Romanian intervention were also fai. from consistent. On the whole, 

however, Russian generals were as dubious of the benefits of Romania's participation in 

the war as was Sazonov. The Russian military leaders' perception of Romania was 

nothing short of a paradox. Admittedly, the Russian General Staff was keenly aware of 

Romania's strategic position. As early as February 1914, General Piilinski, the then 

Chief of the Russian General Staff, drew attention to the fact that Romanian neutrdity in 

the event of a general European war would permit the Russians to reduce their forces 

dong the Russo-Romanian frontier and delegate an army corps for amphibious 

operations around the ~os~horus.'~ Mer the war had broken out, whik the fomign 

rninister was engaged in the first round of negotiations with Bucharest in late summer of 

1914, he was informed ihat the Russian General Staff was strongly in favor of Romania's 

immediate entry into the conflict. Securing Romanian intervention in at that particular 

point in time held out the prospect of creating a continuous battle Iine ninning dong the 

Danube and the Carpathians h m  Serbia to Galicia, thus significantly weakening the 

Austro-Hungarian m y  by forcing it to attenuate its front even further.& 

The importance of Bucharest's diplornatic stance to Russia's military planners was 

augmented by Romania's location astride the traditional, direct route of overland advance 

fiom Russia to Istanbul. With the anival of the Goeben and the Breslau in Istanbul in 

" Rieber, pp. 264 -266; Vinogradov, "'Romanis in the Fmt World War," pp. 457 -458. 

4s Rieber, p. 235. 

" Ibid., p. 252. 



August 1914 and their subsequent incorporation into the Ottoman navy, the risks inhecent 

in a Russian amphibious assault against the Bosphoms increased considerably. This 

development implied that any hypothetical venture the Russians might mount against the 

Straits would have to follow the overland route through Romania. in tum, this 

assumption made that country's willingness or unwillingness to co-operate in such an 

enterprise a chief element of its suaess or failun." 

Rornania's sîrategic location in the Balkans appears to have ken  the single most 

important determinant of the Russian generals' periodic calls for Romanian intervention. 

They certainly were not based on the Russian assessments of Romanian military 

effectiveness. In geneml, Russian estimates of the capabilities of the Romanian anny 

were as low as those voiced by Robertson. The Russians, though they respected the rank- 

and-file of the Romanian army, entertained a rather low opinion of the of the officer 

corps? General Polivanov, the Russian Minister of War, was so doubtful of Romanian 

military abilities that he recornmended the Russians send 300,000 troops to aid the 

Romanians in the event of a Bulgacian attack fmm across the ~anube? Gened Milchail 

Alexeyev, the Chief of the Russian General Staff, also subscribed to the belief in the 

limited value of Romanian military establishment and cesisted the diplornatic projects 

designed to facilitate Romania's intervention.JO In Alexeyev's opinion, Romania as an ally 

would prove to be more of a liability rather than an asset, if only because its entry into the 

war would imply the extension of the front by 300 kilometers, or 600 kilometers if Russia 

agreed to fulfi11 one of Romania's conditions of intervention and took up the 

isponsibility of protecting Romania fmm ~ul~aria." Furthemore, Alexeyev feaced that 
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a hypotheticai Romanian defeat would expose nearly 400 kilometers of Russia's southern 

fl ank, thus providing the Central Powers with a new avenue of atttack against ~ussia?' 

Hard reality bore testimony to the Russians' pessimistic assessrnent of the 

Romanian army and the problems that Romania's intervention was likely to create for the 

Entente in general and Russia in particular. Tme, the Romanian army looked impressive 

on paper. Its commendable performance in the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877 - 1878 may 

have created unreaiistically high expectations among those who did favor Romanian 

intervention in the First World ~ a r ? ~  Upon mobilization. its peacetim estaôlishment of 

460,000 men distributed among five army corps could expand to over 800,000." 

Including the reserves, Romania had the potential to mobilize 1,230,000 men capable of 

beacing arms - roughly 15% of the country's total population of 8 million, and 30% of its 

mak population~s These represented a potentiai infusion of manpower that the Entente 

would have been foolish to ignore. It is little wonder that when Romania ultimately 

joined the Allies in August 1916, the size of its anny alone seemed enough of a reason to 

justify the belief that Romanian intervention would have a decisive effect on the course 

of the conflict." 

The splendid facade of big battaiions conceaied some unpleasant tmths. Al1 the 

distinction that the Romanians army had won while stocming the Grivitsa Redoubt at 

Plevna nearly focty years previously57 could not compensate for the fact that in 1916, 
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Romanian officers and soldiers had virtualfy no pctical knowledge of modern warïare. 

None of the enterprises carcied out by the Romanian army subsequent to the Russo- 

Ottoman War contributed to broadening its combat experience. In 1907 it was called 

upon to crush a serious peasants' cevolt - a task which it accomplished with a bnitaiity 

and nitbiessness that were excessive even by the standards of the ~alkans?%onone 

among the Bdkan States, Romania did not participate in the First Balkan War, while its 

armed forces involvement in the Second Balkan War was amounted to a littie more than 

an unopposed parade into Bulgarian territo~~.'~ 

The Romanians' deficiencies in weaponry and equipment were grave. Rifles for 

the infantry and carbines for the cavalry were in desperately short supply. It mattered 

little that Romania could mobilize over 1,000,000 men when there were only 440,000 

rifles with which to ann them. From this number, only 330,000 were relatively modern, 

Austrian-made Miinnlichers. The test were older Martini-Henry weapons captured îtom 

the Bulgaians in during the Second Balkan ~ a r . ~  The aitilkry had about 1.3W pieces, 

but only 760 of these were modem, quick-firing guns."l There were only 500 machine- 

guns, and their scarcity compelled ihe Romanians to allocate those weapons to first-line 

the Ottoman Empire with fum diplornatic backing at a time when the Russian amies were poised to enter 
Istanbul in early 1878. In turn, this ensured that ihe û t t o m  Empire w d d  survive the Great Eastern 
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units only, w i h  h o  machine-guns pcr battali~ii .~ Thecc were no trench moiws. 

chernical weapons, gas masks, hand grenades, and only a few field te1ephones,6~ 

The quality of the human material that made up Romania's vaunted miilion-man 

army was uneven, and generally correspondeci to the Russian military leaders' opinions 

regarding the attributes of Romanian officers and soldiers. The Romanian enlisted 

personnel were mainly peasant conscripts of little or no education but theit bravery was 

unquestionable and with time would be aclcnawledged even by their opponents.~ By 

contrast, the quality of the officer corps was deplorable and few foreign obsewers, 

attactied to the Romanian m y ,  had anything kind to say about its comrnissioned 

personnel? The training and expience of most officers were deficient. while maay 

divisionai, corps, and army commandes wete simply in~ompetent.~ Staff work was 

P r .  There were a few highiy capable senior officers but they were an exception to the 

prevalent rule? 

Considerations of military doctrine also had the potential to seriously limit the 

effectiveness of hypothetical operations against the Central Powers. Prior to 19 14, 

Romanian military planning was geared toward a possible war in which Romania would 

be fighting dongside, rather than against, the Central Powers. The most likely enemy was 

Russia, and if a confrontation with the former were to occur, it would most iikeIy take 
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place on the plains of Moldavia. Consequently, the Romanian army had never given 

rnuch consideration to training or equipping its units for mountain warfare - even though 

a war with the Dual Monarchy would involve combat in the Transylvanian Alps and the 

~arpatlsians.' As late as 1914, the only war plan at the disposa1 of the Romanian Oeneral 

Staff provided for an attackon RomanUis nocthem neighborem In Januiuy 1915, Rime 

Mis te r  Briltianu finally ordered Romanian military plamers to begin drafting plans 

against   us tria-~un~ary.7' However, it was unlikely that the Rommian army could 

effectively reverse the orientation of its training and doctrine ovemight. 

Nevertheless, whatever doubts may have been expressed by select British and 

Russian political leaders, the Entente could not afford to overlook the advantages that 

could be gained from Romania's intervention. These benefits were especially notable in 

the economic sphere. The transformation of the Great War into a protracted, industrial 

conflict endowed Romania with great importance for the Mies. The intervention of 

Romania on the side of the Entente would place that country's considerable economic 

assets at the disposal of the Allies, while at the same time completely depriving the 

Central Powers of access to the sarne resources. By any standards, Romania's economic 

potential was impressive. At the outbreak of the First World War, Romania's nine million 

hectares of cultivated arable land made it the second largest producer of agricultud 

staples, the second largest exporter of corn and the fifth largest exporter of wheat in the 

world. In addition, the country possessed considerable deposits of iron, copper, coal, and 

mercury, most of which had not yet been exploited. Lastly, and perbaps most imporîantly 

from the point of view of industrialized powers waging a war of economic attrition, 

Romania was the world's fourth largest producer of oil, with its oil fields turning out 

nearly Z,ûûû,ûûû tons of oil a year by 19131' 

Whether the Allies would be able to induce Romania to CO-operate in the 

ambitious schemes formulated by British strategists, or allow its economic resources to 

6% Tim~s Historv of the Wnr. VolumcXI(London, 1917), p. 227. 
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be hamessed to the Entente's war effort was yet another matter altogether. Since the start 

of the war, Allied diplomats had launched numemus initiatives to induce Romania to 

enter the war. For a few months in 1915, the Entente's endeavors to obtain Romanis's 

active participation in the war appeared to stand on the threshold of success. Between 26 

February and 2 March, the Royal Navy's Aegean Squadron under Vice Admirai Carden 

succeeded in destroying the outer defenses of the Dardanelles. This developrnent had a 

galvanizing effect on the neutcal States of the Balkans, including Romania. Eleftherios 

Venizelos, the Prime Minister of Greece, offered to land a Greek corps of three divisions 

on the Gallipoli Peninsula to help the Entente seize the ~trai ts?~ At the same time, 

Bulgaria's relations with the Central Powers cooled considerably, encouraging Grey to 

request the Bulgarian Minister to London to state the terms of his country's CO-operation 

with the ~ntente." L w l y ,  the British Cabinet received reports that Romania was leaning 

toward active inter~ention?~ 

Rumors concerning the possibility of Romanian intervention began to assume a 

more tangible form nearly two months later. On 26 April, Italy signed the Treaty of 

London, which paved the way for chat country's eventuai entry into the war 24 ~ a ~ ? '  

Encouraged by the Entente's military and diplomatic victories, Btatianu expresseci his 

willingness to consider joining the Allies. Negotiations continued for several weeks, but 

by late July, Briltianu himself began to have doubts about the advisability of intervention. 

The Entente's military fortunes were deteriorating rapidly. On the Eastern Front, the 

Centrai Powers'breakthrough at Gorlice set in motion a general Russian retreat to the 

east, allowing German and Austro-Hungarian armies to cecapture much of Galicia and 

conquer al1 of Russian Poland by the end of August. At Gallipoli, the failure of the Suvla 

Bay landings that same month confirmed the Allies' inability break the deadlock at the 
- - - - - - - - - - - 
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Dardanelles. These developments chilled Briltianu's intewentionist ardor and effdvely 

dashed any hopes for Romania's entry into the war in 19 15. 

The Entente's deteriorating military fortunes in the second year of the war 

undoubtedly played a major role in the Allies' failure to induce Romania to enter the war. 

Ultimately, however, it was the peculiar nature of Romania's national strategic policy 

objectives that lay at the heart of the Allies' inability to secure Romania's cosperation in 

1915. Btatianu perceived the First Worid War as a war of national unification, which held 

out to Romania the prospect of realizing its irredentist aspirations?' Consequentiy, 

Briltianu was willing to commit Romania to war alongside the Entente ody if the 

members of the latter provided written assurances that afkr the war, they would satisfy 

Romania's maximum temtorial dernand~?~ Specificaily, these included those portions of 

the Romanian irredenta located within the borders of the Austro-Hungarian Empire: 

Transylvania, the Criqana, the Bukovina, and the Banat of Temegvar - temtocies 

collectively populated by nearly 3,000,000 ethnie ~omanians?~ Romanian nationdist 

ambitions also extended to Russian Bessarabia. By 19 14, however, the Romanians' anger 

over the Dual Monarchy's diplomatic support for Bulgaria during the Balkans Wars, 

combined with the their resentment of the Hungarian government's treatment of the 

Romanian minocity in Transylvania ensured that during the Great War, Romania's 

irredentist impulses would be directed chiefly against Austria-Hungary rather than 

~ussia.~' 

Briitianu's detennination to ensure tbat Romania's national aspirations would be 

fulfilled were directiy responsibte for the Entente's inability to attain its goal of Romanian 

intervention in 1915. The formal offer of intervention submitted on 3 May to Sazonov by 

l6 An examination of the Entente's negotiations with Romania in 1915 may be found in Torrey, 
"Rumania and the Belligerenis," L82 - 184. For the effecu of the Allied failute at Gallipoli on the attitudes 
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Constantin Diamandi, the Romanian ambassador to ~etro~radb' made Romania's entry 

into the war conditional on Russia's - and the Entente's - willingness to concede to 

Romania al1 of its ambitious territorial claims agaimt r us tria-~un~ary?~ The Russian 

govemment's imrnediate response was one of shock and angers3 

Since Transylvania and the southem potion of the Bukovina were recognized as 

ethicdly Romanian, BrZitianuls ciaim to those ~ g i o n s  seemed r e a s o ~ b l e . ~  However. the 

Russians strongly objected to the other components of Bratianu's package of demands. 

Romanian aspirations in the northem half of the Bukovina, a region populated chiefly by 

Ukrainians, clashed with Russia's own ambitions in that ares." As far as the 

predominantly Serb-populated Banat was concerned, Bdtianu's desire to see that region 

incorporated into Romania conflicted with Serbian designs with respect to the same 

territ0ry.8~ The Serbs wanted the Banat for themselves to improve the strategic position 

of their capital city, so that Belgrade, Iocated just across the Danube fmm Hungary. 

would no longer be so close to the temtory of a foreign power?' 

Romania's ambitions in the Banat were particularly imtating to Britain. Desirous 

of effecting an overall Balkan settlement in the Balkans that would facilitate Bulgaria's 

adhesion to the Entente, Britain had been in the forefront of advocating a compromise 

based on the cession of Serbian Macedonia to Bulgaria and the compensation of Serbia 

with Bosnia-Hercegovina, sections of the Adriatic littorai. and parts of the ~anat." Now. 

" Initially, Bratianu wantcd to negoriate wiih ihe Entente through London in the vain hopt that 
Britain, because of its alleged disinterest in the Bdkans, would be much mon sympathetic to Romanian 
territorial daims han Russia. However, Sazonav was adamant ihat the Romanians must ncgotiate rhrough 
him rather han through ihe British. See Rieber, p. 255; and Fat, p. 35. 
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Btatianu's claim to the 1s t  the these was threatening to aggravate the Serbs and perhaps 

even derail Britain's efforts to work out a Serbo-Bulgarian temtorial compromise. 

Edward Grey, the British Foreign Secretary. played only a secondary role in the 

negotiations with Romania in 1915, albwing the Russians to take the lead and generaily 

giving them a free hand in the conduct of the ialks with Bratianu. But in the matter of the 

Banat, he took a firm stance against Romanian aspirations. Discussing the subject with 

the Roinanian Minister to London, Grey made no secret of his belief in "the absolute 

necessity of securing some territory to the North of Belgrade to give Serbia a strategic 

fr~ntier."*~ Grey was equaily critical of Bfitianuls determination to daim a region the 

majority of whose inhabitants were not even Romanians and argued that he "could not 

urge that she [Serbia] should agree to the handing over to someone else of people of 

Serbian nationdity who were living ai the very doon of hu capital."" All in dl, Grey 

thought, yielding to Romania's claims to the Banat was a course of action the Entente 

could not sanction: 

1 am of the opinion that Allies mut  adhere to their attitude about the Banat. 
Serbian feeling is very excited and resendul over offer of Macedonia to Bulgaria, 
and very suspicious of what has been arranged as regards Adriatic coast with 
Italy. 1 think that it would be neither fair nor prudent to sacrifice Serbian interests 
in the ~anat? '  

Both Russia and Britain also had Little patience with the last of Briltianu's 

territorial claims - the Crigaaa region of Hungary. Specifically, Btatianu demanded that 

Romania's western frontier be pushed as far the line stretching from the city of Szeged to 
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confluence of the Tisza and Szamos  river^.'^ As most of the inbabitants of this area were 

Hungarian, Romania's claim to it could not be justified on the basis of ethnicity and 

Sazonov rejected this demand as vigorously as he had rejected the othew?' As far as 

Britain was concerned, the Romanian claim to the Criqana was a sensitive issue because 

its acceptance could conceivably lead to the dismemberment and destruction of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire as a separate political entity - an outcome which Britain had 

not yet adopted as one of its war aims. For these reasons, Arthur Nicholson, the 

Permanent Undersecretary of State for Foreign Affairs urged extreme caution in any 

considerations deaiing with Romania's claims to the Crigam: 

We should be careful as to meeting these exorbitant demands. We cannot blot 
Austria and Hungary out of the map and convert them into larger Swiberlands 
with no sea access. Promises hastily made now for an immediate object will be 
most embarrassing to realize when peace terms come to be discussed." 

The spectacular success of the Central Powers' exploitation of the breakhmugh at 

Gorlice compelled Sazonov and the other Allies to gradually soften their opposition to 

Briltianu's extreme demands?' Pressured by Great Britain and France, whose leaders 

demanded that he do the utmost to compensate for Russia' ment military defeats by 

securing a diplomatic victory, Sazonov eventually caved in.% On 21 July, he accepted ail 

of BrBtianufs claims?' By now. however, in light of the deteriorating military situation 

facing the Entente in the East, Bratianu began to have doubts about the advisability of 
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intervention. In light of the ment Allied defeats in Poland and at Gallipoli, Brsitianu 

retracted his offer of interventionP8 However, when examined in isolation, these defeats 

may hardly be regarded as the reai reason for Romania's decision to abstain from the war 

for the time being. The underlying causes of this decision must instead be sought in the 

delays that accompanied the negotiations carried out between Romania and the Entente 

that summer conceming the extent of territorial compensation Romania was to receive as 

an inducement for its intervention. 

The Entente's second failure to bting Romania into the war on their side in 1915 

may also be best understood in the context of Romania's irredentist aspirations. In 

October, in a desperate bid to compensate for their own powerlessness to save Serbia 

from king cmshed by the Central Powers, the Allies' attempted to persuade Romania 

(aiong with Greece) to come to the rescue of its neighbor. As an inducement, the British 

offered to commit 250,ûûû troops to the Balkans by 1 January 1916." Once again, the 

Allied efforts foundered. BHtianu made Romania's CO-operation dependent on the Allies' 

willingness to provide a Russian army of 500,000 troops to ptotect Romania from 

Bulgaria -an extravagant demand the Entente could hardly fu~fill. '~ 

It is highly unlikely, however, that it was the Allies' inability to supply Romania 

with hdf a million Russian soldiers that convinced Bdtianu to cling to neutrality. 

instead, given the nature of Romania's war aims, it is plausible to speculate that BriItianu 

decided against intervention in October 1915 because entering the war to Save Serbia 

would not have contributed to the fulfillment of Romania's national aspirations. After dl,  

if Romania had intervened in the conflict solely for the purpose of succoring Serbia, the 

Allies would most likely have required the Romanian army to launch an offensive against 

Bulgaria, the bulk of whose armed forces was then deployed away from the Romanian 

border and dong the Serbo-Bulgarian hntier. But Romania's iwedentas were tocated 

across that its northem, rather than southern frontiers, and mounting an offensive against 

* Toney. "Rumania and the Beiiigerents," pp. 183 - 184; Vinogradov, p. 456; Rieber, p. 262. 
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Bulgaria would do little or nothing to put the Romanians in physical possession of their 

territorial claims. In the end, therefore, Briltianu may have made his decision to keep 

Romania neutral in October 1915 because he realized that intervention at that point in 

time, would not have allowed Romania to gain tangible controi of the temtories whose 

acquisition it sought. 

The validity of this assumption is confimed by the prominence which Romanian 

rnilitary planners accorded to their country's temtorial ambitions. The war plans that the 

Romanian General Staff began to draft at Bditianu's behest in January 1915 to replace the 

outdated schemes for a war with Russia emphasized operations against Austria-Hungary 

in ~rans~lvania.'~' Transylvania's importance in the context of Romanian strategic 

planning suggests that in Btatianu's rnind, a direct and strong CO-relation may have 

existed between the actual occupation of a territory during a war and the likelihood of its 

permanent acquisition after a peace settlement. 

At the very k t ,  there can be little doubt that Briltianu was aware of the degree to 

which Bulgaria's experiences during the Balkan Wars of 1912 - 1913 demonstrated the 

importance of that relationship. During the First Balkan War, the main object of 

Bulgaria's strategic policy was the acquisition of Macedonia However. considerations of 

military docmne, combined with the specific nature of Bulgaria's actual strategic location 

dictated that the overwhelming majority of Bulgaria's military resources had to be 

concentrated in Eastern ~ h r a c e . ' ~  Given this state of affairs, Bulgarian leaders were abIe 

to deploy only relatively small forces in the Macedonian theater of operations.'" As far 

as their claims to parts of Macedonia was concemed, the Bulgarians could do little aside 

fiom cesigning themselves to trust that after the war their Greek and the Serb allies - who 

directed their main point of effort against Macedonia proper - would prove willing to 

accord to the Bulgarians the portions of Macedonia which they claimed. 

ID1 Torrey, "Rurnanio ànj the Belligennts," p. 179. 
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In this, they were disappointed. Serbia, having been denied access to the Adriatic 

by the Great Powers'decision to mate an independent Albanian state, sought 

compensation by retaining the portion of Macedonia that the Balkan allies originaily 

agreed to allocate to Bulgaria. For reasons identical to those that left their territorial 

ambitions in Macedonia unfulfilled, the Bulgarians were unable to gain effective control 

of Thessaioniki, the other great prize they sought to procure as a result of the ~ a r . ' ~  

Leading elements of Crown Prince Constantine's Greek Amy of Epims entered 

Thessaloniki only hours before units of the Bulgarian 7th "Rila" Division reached the 

outskirts of the city. Although arrangements for joint administration of Thessaloniki were 

worked out, there could be little doubt that by occupying the city before the Bulgarians 

did, the Greeks effectively ensured that it would remain permanently in their hands.lM 

These blows to Bulgaria's own temtorial aspirations stood as a stem reminder of the 

steep price that that had to be paid by states which failed to effectively co-ordinate their 

policy objectives with their military strategy. Whether Bratianu had the specific example 

of Bulgaria in the Balkan Wars in mind when he decided against intervention in October 

1915 cannot be determined. However, it was an example with which he was certainly 

farniliar, and which may have confirmed him in his decision not to commit his country to 

war except in circumstances that guaranteed the immediate gain of Romania's principal 

territorial demands. 

The circumstances surrounding the events that led to Romania's intervention in 

the summer of 1916 may also be best understood with reference to Romania's irredentist 

objectives in Austria-Hungary. In the summer of 1916, Bratianu decided to re-open the 

negotiations with the Entente. The Romanian Prime Minister was aware that to abstain 

from the war any longer cmied the risk of completely exhausting the patience of the 

Ailied powers and putting at risk the realization of Romania's goal of national 

-- - - - -- 
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unification.IM Already, there were signs that the Entente w u  losing patience with 

Romania's attitude in general and Bratianu's diplornatic methods of hesitation and delay 

in particular. Throughout June 1916, Allied representatives at Bucharest had been 

exerting pressure upon Briltianu to induce him to intervene. These diplomatic initiatives 

were spearheaded by the French, for whom the losses sustained at Verdun made 

Romanian intervention seem a matter of particular urgency.lm Unable to make any 

significant headway, the Allies' patience began to Wear thin. Their warnings culminated 

on 1 July, General Alexeyev sent a telegram to Bucharest in which he stated that the time 

for Romania's intervention was "now or ne~er . " '~~  While not an ultimatum, the wording 

of Alexeyev's message was an accurate reflection of the Entente's exasperation with 

~rat ianu. '~  

The success of the Brusilov Offensive W y  convinced Bristianu to inform the 

Allies once again of his readiness to commit Romania to their cause. On 4 July, he 

announced his willingness to conclude a military convention with the ~ntente."' 

However, it would not be until 17 August that the final agreement would be signed 

between Romania and the ~ntente." l As had been the case in the summer of the previous 

year, Briltianu's insistence that the Aliies agree to conditions necessary for the fultilhnent 

of Romania's irredentist ambitions prolonged the negotiations and delayed the attainment 

of a mutually acceptable accommodation. This time, however, the consequences of the 

delay would be disastrous for Romania. 

To begin with, when Bràtianu leamed that Sazonov wanted Romania to intervene 

immediately or forfeit al1 the territorial guarantees made by the Entente since the start of 

the war, he temporady hesitnted, creating a delay of a few daYs!" Fucther delays 
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occumd at the beginning of August, when Bratianu announcecl that Romania would not 

declare war on ~ u l ~ a r i a . " ~  His rehisal to do so created new delays because the British, in 

tum, refused to sanction an offensive fiom Thessaloniki, which Btatianu demanded as 

one of the requisites for Romanian intervention, unless Romania attacked ~ u l ~ a r i a . " ~  

Apparently, the Romanian Prime Minister wanted to intervene only in conjunction with a 

general Ailied offensive, that would divert the Bulgarian army's attention while Romania 

mobilized and claimed that an Allied offensive h m  Thessaloniki would be most 

effective in attaining that ~bjective."~ 

On the surface, Briltianu's arguments were strategically sound. However, in light 

of Romanis's national ambitions, it is possible to conjecture that purely strategic 

considerations played only a part in Bratianu's insistence that the Allies mount an 

offensive in Macedonia. insteaâ, it is plausible to assume that Btatianu's search for 

security against a Bulgarian attack was in reality motivated by a desire to create 

conditions that would permit Romania to pursue its irredentist ambitions by ailowing its 

army to direct its main effort against Transylvania without the fear of a Bulgarian attack 

from the south. 

The Romanian desire to keep Bulgaria neutrai - an objective whose attainment 

was necessary to facilitate the Fulfilimene of Romanian irredentist ambitions - was also 

evident in the context of the diplomatic efforts undertaken by Batianu shortiy in an 

attempt to ensure Bulgarian neutrality. To achieve this a h ,  Btatianu offered Romanian 

support for Bulgarian clairns to Serbian Macedonia after the war, and for the maintenance 

of Ferdinand's dynasty on the Bulgarian thmne.lI6 

As subsequent events wouid show, Br$itianuts beiief that he couid realistically 

ensure Bulgarian neutrality clearly ignored the realities of the current international 

situation ands failed to take into account the escaiating totality of warfare. For al1 the 
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political and diplomatic shrewdness with which he has been often credited, the Romanian 

Prime Minister appeared ignorant of the fact that the tangle of international alliances that 

had contributed so much to transforming a Limited, regional quarrel between Ausrria- 

Hungary and Serbia into a world war had also made the concept of limited wars an 

anachmism. Furthemore, he seemed to forget that Bulgaria still deeply resented 

Romania's annexation of 3,OOO square miles of the Bulgarian Dobnija in 1913, and that 

Bulgarian public opinion was favorably inclined to a war with ~omania."' Bulgarians 

saw war with their northem neighbor as an opportunity to extrûct revenge from the "stab 

in the back administered to Bulgaria by Romania during the Second Balkan ~ a r . ' "  

Once Romania openly declared itself in favor of the Entente on 28 August, the 

Bulgarians did not hesitate for long and declared war on 1 September 1916. 

None of the points of contention that arose in the course of the negotiations 

between Romania and the Allies in the surnmer of 1916 took more than a few days to 

iron out. Cumulatively, however, they delayed Romania's intervention by nearly six 

weeks. It was only on 17 August that Romania and the Entente signed the Treaty of 

Bucharest that committed Romania to an attack against Austria-Hungary by 28 ~ugust."~ 

By that time, however, the Bmsiiov Offensive had lost rnuch of its rnomentum and 

decreased whatever chances existed for Romania's positive contribution to the Aüied war 

e f f ~ n . ' ~ ~  As had been the case the previous year, Br&tianuls resolve to ensure that 

Romania entered the war only in conditions that guaranteed the fulfiiiment of its 

irredentist ambitions at their maximum extent contributed to protracting the negotiations 

between Romania and the Allies. This time, however, the delay was crucial, as it allowed 

the Central Powers' military planners a grace period in which to take measures designed 

to meet the contingency of Romanian intervention. In the last ten days of July and in the 

first week of August, for example, the Germans initiated the transfer of reinforcements 
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fram the West to ~rans~lvania. '~~ in addition, construction of railroads in southern 

Hungary and northem Bulgaria also commenced in an efiort to facilitate the deployment 

of forces wbich wen to take part in the counterattack against  ornan nia'^ 
The desire to ensure the aüainment of Romania's territorial aspirations was also 

evident in the context of the strategic plan implemented by the Romanian high command 

in the summer of 1916. At the time, Romania's military strategy was governed by a plan 

called "Hypothesis z " ~ ~  In its fmsl fom, the plan was hlly in keeping with B~Itimu's 

determination to co-ordinate, as closely as possible, Romania's military strategy with the 

aims of its national policy.'u The plan provided for the concentration of thra &es (the 

lst, 2nd and 4th) for an offensive against Tmsylvania, and the deployment of one m y  

(the 3rd) in a defensive posture dong ihe Danube. In addition a sbategic reserve of two 

divisions was to be stationed around ~ucharest. '~~ The Romanians left only one division 

to protect the Dobruja. Instead, they chose to rely on the Russian 47th Corps to act as 

the mainstay of that region's defen~e.'~' 

"Hypothesis i!" was by no means unanimously accepted among Romania's senior 

military leaders. The most prominent dissenting voice raised in opposition to the plan was 

that of General Averescu, commander of the 2nd A m y ,  who became the Chief of the 

Romanian Gened Siaff later in the war. Averescu oppsed the provisions of îhe plan, 

prefemng to adopt a defensive posture dong the Transylvanian AIps and the Carparhians, 

and advocated an attack against Bulgaria in an effort to effect a junction with îhe Allies 

from ~hessdoniki. '~~ Averescu's proposai for a southward, rather than a northward 
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advance was viewed with favor by the French high command. In Joffre's view, a 

Romanian offensive against Bulgaria would make it possible for the Romanian to effect a 

junction with the Allied amies in Macedonia, and open an alternative line of 

communications and supply between the Western Allies on the one hand, and Romania 

and Russian on the other. After eliminating the Bulgarian threat to Romania's rear, the 

united Allied forces would mm advance to the north against Austria-Hungary. This plan, 

however, was unacceptable to the Romanian govemment, and Joffre eventually had to 

agree to a Romanian offensive against ~ r a n s ~ l v a n i a ' ~ ~  

While it is debatable whether a Romanian offensive directed against Bulgaria 

would have been more successful than a t h t  into Transylvania, there is little doubt that 

"Hypothesis Z - a war plan based on the political cequirements of Romanian irredentism 

- allowed the Central Powers to prepare for Romania's entry into the war and facilitated 

their response to the invasion of Transylvania The German high command was well 

aware that Transylania was the focai point of Romania's territorial ambitions.'" By 

implication, therefore, it was only natural for the Central Powers' strategists to assume 

that the Romanian army to deploy most of its forces in the north against Austria- 

Hungary, leaving the Danubian border with Bulgaria relatively weak. In mm, this 

assumption allowed the representatives of the Centrai Powers' military high comrnand 

establishments to hanuner out the detaiis of their response to Romania's intervention at 

the Pless Conference of 28 July - a full month before Romania actually entered the 

war. 13 1 

The Central Powers' plan had three principal eiements. In Transylvania, the 

Austro-Hungarîan 1st Amy was to &lay the Romanian advance as long as possible, 

buying time for the acrival of Gennan reinforcements from the  est.'^^ At the sarne time, 

a composite Geman-Bulgarian-Ottoman army group under the command of Field- 

Marshal August von Mackensen was to advance into the Dobruja, captute the fortresses 
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of Turtukaia and Silistria and march northward, halting its advance only after occupying 

the shortest line from the Danube to the Black seala Upon d n g  that line, 

Mackensen was to leave enough tmps to ensure the integrity of the new front and 

transfer the rest of his forces to the south for the purpose of crossing the Danube near 

Svistov and marching ont0 ~ucharest . '~ Lastly, once the German 9th Army had 

assembled in southem Tran~ylva~a, it was to launch a counterattack aimed at breaking 

into the Wallachian Plain and join Mackensen in his drive toward ~ucharest.'~' 

The Romanians would pay a heavy price for adopting a strategic plan that was 

based on considerations of national ambition rathcr than sound military principles. 

Advancing through the passes, the Romanians had to move in a number of widely 

separated columns, making mutual support and coadination of effort difficult, if not 

downright impossible.lM For latecal communications, they had to nly on r d  lines 

iocated as much as 80 miles south of the passes. Once amss the mountains, the situation 

of the Romanians should have improved, since the superior Austro-Hungarian railroads 

should have allowed thern to close the yawning gaps existing between the three d e s  

and their individual formations. Unfortuniiiely for the Romanians, their ability to do so 

depended on their success in capturing some of the transportation centers located north of 

the Transylvanian Alps, This the Romanians failed to actiieve, and their northward 

advance eventually stalled in September after making modest advances into 

~rans~lvania.'" 

That, however, was only the beginning of the disaster. Initially, the Austro- 

Hungarian 1st Army delayed the Romanian advance northward, and bought sufficient 

time to enable the German 9th Army to concentrate in southem Tcansylvania Once the 

Romanian offensive had been contained, the 9th Army launched a counterattack that 
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brctke into the Wallachian plain in ~ o v a n b e r . ' ~ ~  Simultatpeously, the composite 

Bulgarian-Geman-Ottoman Army Group Mackensen entered the Dobmja from the 

south, captured the railway connecting centrai Rornania with Constanza, and then moved 

westward across the Danube to assist in the operations of ihe 9th 

Having combined their forces and thwarted a Rumanian countemffensive at the 

Battle of the Arges in early December, both formations concluded the campaign by 

capturing Bucharest and driving the remnants of the Romanian army across the Sereth 

river into Moldavia, where the front stabilized and remained unchanged until the summer 

of 1917.'~ Although it would remain an active participant in ihe war until the summer of 

19 18, Romania had ceased, for ail intents and puiposes, to be a factor in the conflict. 

M i l e  it would be simplistic to argue its leaders' insistence on the adoption of a strategy 

that gave pnority to îhe hlfillment of national aspirations was the only cause of this 

development, there is little doubt that it contributed heavily to Romania's defeat. In the 

end, Romania's intervention did little to help the Entente, aside from diverting sizable 

Central Powers' forces h m  other theaters. Altogether, between August and December 

19 16, the Central Powets'deployed to Romania thirty-three infanüy divisions (of which 

17 were German) in addition to 8 cavdry divisions (of which 3.5 were Onrnan)."' 

Unfortunately, whatever advantages the Allies rnay have derived from bis diversion of 

their enemies' forces to a subsidiary theater were outweighed by ihe sizable forces the 

Russian high command was compelled to divert to Romania to Save its hapless ally. In 

addition to the 47th Coqs, the Russians committed thirty-six infantry divisions and 

eleven cavalry divisions to Romania -or 23% of Russian infantry and 3756 of cavalry 

serving on the Eastern Front from the Baltic to the Black se rM2 
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In retrospect, keeping Romania neutrai would probably have been a much more 

effective means of depriving the Central Powers of the country's resources. in the long 

run, Romania's entry into the war proved a diplornatic and military blunder for the Allies. 

For Germany and Austria-Hungacy, Bucharest's decision to throw its lot in with the 

Entente actually tumed out to be a blessing in disguise, After defeating its army without 

tw many complications, the Central Powers were able to exploit Romania's resources to 

a far greater degree than it would have been possible had the country's government 

decided to stay neutrai. The retceating Romanians, had, it is me, tried to destroy some of 

their grain stores and blow up many of the oil we11s.l~~ But the damage was superficial, 

and over a period of eighteen months between January 1917 and November 1918, 

Romania's natural wealth would provide 1,000,000 tons of oil, 2,000,000 tons of grain, 

200,000 tons of timber, 100,000 head of cattie, and 200,000 goats and pigs to fuel the 

Centrai Powers' war machine. Thus, far from hastening the end of the war, Romania's 

decision to join the fray may actuaily have pmlonged the conflict by enabling the Centrai 

Powers to obtain access to some of resources they needed to continue k i r  stmggle 

against the ~ntente.'" 

WhiIe it is quite tempting to censure Briltianu for his tendency to subordiite 

military planning to nationalist and inedentist aims to the extent that he did, such 

criticisms are not entirely justified. In al1 fahess to Bratianu, he had littie choice but to 

sanction an offensive into Transylvania given the specific circumstances and conditions 

he faced both domesticaily and in the sphere of foreign policy. The force of Romanian 

public opinion demanded the immediate liberation of that region. The majority of 

educated Romanians sympathized with the Entente, with support for the Allies king 

particularly pronounced among the officer corps of the Romanian army.14s However, that 

support was subordinated to the nationai aspiration of "liberating" Traosylvania, which 

the force of public opinion vehementiy demanded.'16 Btatianu couid hardly ignore such 
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demands. A number of patciotic organizations devoted to the ideal of national unification, 

including those led by Také Ionescu and Nicolae Filipescu, two of BriStianu's political 

opponents, increased their pro-interventionist activities to fever pitch in June 19 16, 

criticizing Btatianu for his hesitation and cailing for his rern~val.'~' Nationaiist societies 

such as the "League for the Cultural Unity of al1 Romanians," "Unionist Federation," and 

Patciotic Action," called for war specificaily against ~ustcia-~ungary.'~* Although none 

of these organizations could threaten the govemment directly without gaining the active 

support of the police forces and the army, they were nevertheless capable of chailenging 

Briltianu's power and would certainly have been very critical of the Prime Minister if 

Romania were to enter the war for reason other than the liberation of ~ r a n s ~ l v a n i a ' ~ ~  

Moreover, Bciltianu's decision to order the Romanian anny to adopt a war plan 

that aimed at an immediate occupation of Transylvania may have been influenced by a 

fear that the Allies were not entirely committed to the satisfying of Romanian clairns. His 

feus were more than justified, as none of the Entente powers was particularly eager to 

M l 1  the territorial promises made to Batianu in exchange for Romania's intervention. 

Already in August, prior to the signing of the Treaty of Bucharest, Aristide Briand, in 

response to BaM ~rürmer~s '~~  inquiries as to how the extensive Romanian demands could 

be satisfied, stated that anything could be promised on paper but only the futun would 

nveal what is p~ssible.'~' Briand then proposed a secret Franco-Russian treaty in which 

the signatories pledged themselves to re-examine Romanian claims after the war.In in 
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addition, Bratianu was susceptible to fears, especialiy pronounced in June 1916 at the 

height of Russian military victories over the asmies of the Dual Monarchy, that the 

Russians might take Transylvania for themselves!" Giwn al1 these factors, Brlltianu's 

decision to direct the Romanian rnilitary effort to the north may well have been motivated 

by the belief that Romania's chances of retaining Transylvania after the war and fuifilling 

its irredentist ambitions would be greater if the region actually came into Romania's 

possession during the conflict itself. 

Briitianu has also corne under heavy fire h m  contemporaries and historians for 

the hesitations and delays that his insistence on the fulfillment of Romania's maximum 

territorial claims imposed upon that country's enhy into the war, These hesitations had an 

unfortunate effect on the manner in which he was perceived by Entente diplomats and 

statesmen. In their eyes, the Romanian Prime Minister's tendency to make offers of 

intervention at times when the militq situation favored the Entente, and then suddenly 

retract them when the war took a course unfavorable to the Allies, made Bratianu appear 

as an insincere, and perhaps even a hypocritical teader.'" This judgment hints an 

opportunistic element in Bratianu's diplomacy, and implies that the Romanian leader's 

hesitations might have been rooted in an uncertainty regarding which of the two 

belligerent camps would ultimately win. 

However, the inability to choose sides was hardly the reason for Briitianu's 

reluctance to enter the war.Is5 His sympathies -and those of the majority of politically 

articulate Romanians - lay h l y  with the Entente. Bratianu was a Francophile to begin 

with, and it is likely that by the end of the First Battie of the Marne in September 1914, 

he had already made up his mind that it w d d  be the Entente, rather than the Central 

Powers, that would emerge victonais." Ultimately, Bdtimu's reluctance to commit 

Romania to the Allied cause in the f i t  two years of the war had M e  to do with any 

doubts regarding the final outcome of the conflicî. Instead, it was rooted in BtBtianu's 

determination to ensure that when Romania fmally did intervene in the confiict, it would 
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do so in circumstances and on terms that offered the best possible prospects for the 

fulfillment of Romania's strategic policy goals at their maximum extent. 

However, the Allies disapproved of many of the goals in question, and were 

unwilling, unable or reluctant to meet many of the conditions whose fiiltillment Bratianu 

demanded as a requisite for his country's intervention. Eventually, Bratianu and the 

Entente were able to reach an acceptable accommodation, but only after overcoming 

difficulties that highlighted the fundamental contcasts between the strategic aims of the 

Allies and those of Romania. Briitimu regarded the Great War as a war of national 

unification. Consequently, the goal of creating a Greater Romania had unquestionable 

priority over Romania's obligations as a member of a coalition. By contrast, the Entente's 

sought Romanian intervention in order to facilitate the fulfillment of strategic designs of 

a completely different character. These could be meaninfi to Bditianu only if they 

offered the prospect of contributing io the fultïilment of Romania's own national 

aspirations. Ultimately, the disparity between these two strategic visions created frictions 

that led to the disastrous demise of both. 
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Chripter FIve 

TBE MACEDOMAN FRONT, 1917 - 1918 

Romania's defeat at the hands of the Central Powers was a fitting finale to a yem 

that had brought little but disappointment and fnistration to the Entente in al1 of the war's 

principal theatres. When Romania intewened in the conflict in late August 1916, the 

overall strategic sibation appeared to favor the Entente. in early June, the Russian 7th. 

Bth, 9th. and 1 1 th Armies of General Alenei Bnisilov's South-Western Front tore into the 

positions held by Austro-Hungarian amies betwwn the Pripet Marshes and the Dniester. 

The impact of the Brusilov Offensive ripped a gaping hole in the front line and shmk the 

Austro-Hungarian war effort to its very foundationa' On the Western Front, less than a 

month later, the British 4th Army began a series of attacks against the German 2nd Amy, 

thus initiating what would eventually becorne known as the Battle of the S~mrne.~ The 

cumulative effect of al1 these operations subjected Germany and its allies to the worst 

military crisis they had yet had to face dunng the war, and seemingly allowed the Entente 

to firmly seize the strategic initiative for the first time since the beginning of the conflict. 

In late August, the British Foreign Wke optimistically began to make preparations for 

peace negotiations, while Grey confidently predicted that the Gennans would be suing 

for peace by October? 

By the end of December, the overall strategic situation had undergone a reversal 

so drastic as to make Grey's earlier optimism appear farcical. While the rnilitary 

endeavors undertaken by the Entente during the sumer  placed a severe strain upon the 

human and material resources of the Centrai Powers, they proved incapable of bringing 

Germany and its allies to the negotiating table. The Brusilov Offensive, though 

spectacularly successful in its initial stages, swn lost its momentum as the Russian 

army's supply services failed to keep up with tbe advance and the OHL nished 

reinforcements to stiffen the resistance of the retreating Habsburg forces. The Russian 

' For the Bnisilov Offensive see Bmilov, Soldier's Notebopk, pp. 235 - 275; Stone, 
pp. 232 - 263; and Liddell-Hart, pp. 262 - 264. 
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offensive sputtered on with ever diminishing intensity, untü it finally came to a halt in 

late September - but not before Brusilov himself had i n c u d  nearly 1,000,000 

casualties.' The outcome of the fighting on the Somme was equally deptessing. 

Undeterred by the frightening casualties suffered by his mps on the fmt day of the 

fighting, General Sir Douglas Haig, the commander-inçhief of the British Expeditionary 

Force, continued to hammer away at the Gennan defenses until 13 November when he 

finally suspended the attacb.' L four and a hdf months of combat, Britain's "New 

Armies" had advanced approximately 13 kilometers in exchange for a butcher's bill of 

420,000 casua1ties.d 

The disastrous conclusion of the principal campaigns of 1916 prompted the Allies 

to set out once more on a search for a viable strategy for the following year. Jnitial steps 

in this direction were taken even before the full extent of Romanis's defeat cwld be 

comprehended. On 15 and 16 November, a conference of senior Entente military leaders 

convened at Chantilly, with Robertson, Haig and Joffre among the delegates. The 

Serbian, Romanian, Italian and Russian representatives urged their British and French 

counte'parts to dispatch more tmops to the Balkans, but these ap@s had no tangible 

effect in the face of Joffre's stiff opposition ta any such suggestions? The meeting's final 

resolutions emphatically and unmistakably designated the Westem Front as the principal 

theatre of operations. The Allies were to complete preparations for another major push in 

France by mid-Febniq 1917, at which time the precise date of the actual offensive was 

to be determinecl? As far as South-Eastern Europe was concemed, the conclusions of the 

military conference stipulated the desirability of knocking Bulgaria out of the war by 

' Anthony H. Farrar-Hockley, The Sonmg (London, 1976), pp. 203 - 212. 

ri Edmonds, A Short Histow of World War L p. 194, 
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means of a massive offensive that would involve a Russo-Romanian cirive h m  the noah 

with an alliiut advance by the Allied forces at Thessaloniki fiom the south. To enable 

Sarrail's command to cany out this task, the Allied expeditionary force in Macedonia was 

to be increased to a grand total of twenty-three divisions? In reality, the provision for a 

major offensive against Bulgaria was anything but a concession to the advocates of a 

Balkan-oriented strategy. In drafting it, Joffre was perfectly aware that the reinforcement 

of a kind specified in the resolution would not be feasible due to a shortage of cesources 

and the poor state of Macedonia's transportation network.I0 

The resolutions hammered out at Chantilly were presented to Allied political 

representatives, who had been meeting at Paris at the same time. Believing th& the 

generals were responsible for the fiasco of the preceding months, the politicians had 

corne to Paris intent on venting their frustration with the military chiefs'tight grip on the 

strategy-making process.ll Nevertheless, although Lloyd George easily grasped the 

hollow nature of the provision for a Balkan offensive, both Briand and Asquith 

eventually accepteci the conclusions of the military conference without demur.12 

Less than a month after the ParidChantilly conferences, Mackensen's troops 

entered Bucharest. Even if Robertson and Joffre had been sincere in their endorsement of 

a combined Balkan offensive, the strategic situation was now hardly conducive to an 

enterprise of this type. The Romidan contingents that had managed to reach the line of 

the Sereth were utterly incapable of undertaking any offensive operations, much less of a 

grandiose endeavor sanctioned at Chantilly. More than three months of campaigning had 

reduced the Romanian army to less than 100,000 troops, with less than 30,000 in the front 

line.I3 Some of the six divisions into which these pitiful remnants were organized had 

Specifically, the British contingent was to be r a i d  to seven divisions, the French to six, and the 
Italian to three. See Lloyd George, p. 567. 
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been reduced to a strength of 2,000 rifles. Exhaustion and low morale were manifest. 

Subordinated to the headquarters of General Averescu's 2nd Amy, the depleted 

Romanian units took over 35 kilometers of the front between the Russian 9th and 4th 

Arrnie~.'~ During the winter, 500 officers of General Henri Berthelot's French Military 

Mission, assisted by British and Russian advisors began the task of reorganizing the 

Romanian army, but it would be months before it became a battle-worthy formation 

again." 

In Britain, the defeat of Romania furnished a stimulus for the resumption of the 

debate conceming the strategic utility of the Macedonian Front. For the second time in its 

short, but controversid history, the Entente's foothold in Macedonia appeared to have 

been completely deprived of its raison d'être, once again casting into doubt the wisdom 

of maintaining a large British contingent in the region. After dl, in late 1915, the British 

govemment had agreed to retain a foothold in the Balkans only because of the French 

govemment's convictions that the presence of a large Allied force in the region would 

induce Romania to enter the war. By December, however, Romania had been beaten, and 

the remnants of its army were too weak to be counted upon to carry out the role assigned 

to them by the Chantilly plan. 

Moreover, the Central Powers' triumph over Romania had substantially increased 

the dangers confronting the Allied contingents at Thessaloniki. Even prior to Romanis's 

defeat, their position had ken  precarious enough. The Amy of the Orient occupied a 

front approximately 150 miles in length and serviced by completely inadquate lateral 

communications. It drew the majority of its provisions fiom a single port whose 

processing capacity was barely sufficient to cope with the anny's logistical requirements. 

Supplies destined for the Allied forces in Macedonia had to be transpoaed nearly 2,ûûû 

miles from French and British ports over maritime routes infested with German and 

Austro-Hungarian s~bmarines.'~ 

14 T o w ,  "The Redemption," p. 27 1; Clark, p. 159. 
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Adding to the risks faced by the Ailies forces on the Macedonian Front was the 

Entente's increasingly deteriorating diplornatic relations with Greece. The Allies' 

presence in Greece, a neutral state until July 1917, was based on a very liberal 

interpretation of the 1863 Treaty of London which accorded Britain, France, and Russia, 

in their capacity of Greece's "Protective Powers," the right to intewene in the country's 

domestic and foreign affairs, and charged them with safeguarding the sovereignty of the 

Kingdom. When the first Allied contingents set foot on the Thessaioniki waterfront in 

October 1915, they did so in the face of officiai protests from Constantine, who opposed 

Venizelos'decision to permit the Allies to disembark troops in ~acedonia." For several 

months after the Iandings, the tensions and mistrust between Greece and the Entente 

steadily mounted, only awaiting a triggering incident to produce a crisis. Such an incident 

finaily occurred on 26 May 1916, when the Greek commander of Fort Rupel, a defensive 

work blocking the most direct road fiom Bulgaria into eastern Macedonia, surrendered 

his p s t  to the Bulgarian 7th Division,'' 

The Allies regarded the surrenùer of the fort as incontrovertible evidence that 

Greece was actively collaborating with the Centrai Powers. In reality, the Greek 

government decided to hand the fort over to the Buigarians not only because of the 

conviction that the fort could not be defended successfully, but also because of fears any 

opposition to a Bulgarian assault against the installation would compromise Greek 

neutrality.I9 As fat as the Allies were conwrned, this was not a valid justification. The 

Entente's retaliatory measures were swift. Empowered to take whatever rneasures were 

l7 Fmm the point of view of international law, the Entente's actions toward Greece. a ncua;il state, 
were little different fiom those of Gennany in Bel- in 1914. However, the Great War was by no means 
the tint instance of foreign intervention in Greekdomestic affiairs. In 1850, in the course of the so-called 
"Don Pacifico Affair," a British naval squadron blockaded Pius in order to enforce ptoperty claims ihat 
severai British subjecîs, including the historian George Finlay and the Gibraltar-boni merchant David 
Pacüïco were advancing against the Greek goverment. A financial senlement was eventually reached, but 
the eposide accually proved advaniageous to King Othon 1 of Gnece, whose decision to confront a Gnat 
Power with calm and dignity inmasecl the monarch's popularity among his subjects. Several years lata; 
during the Crimean War, Briiain and France imposed a naval blockade of G m k  ports and landed troops in 
P i i u s  in order to prevent Greece h m  taking dvantage of lhe war io fuither iîs imdentist aspirations. 
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necessary to ensure the safety and security of his forces, General Maurice Sarrail, the 

commander of the Army of the Orient, proclaimed a state of siege in Thessaloniki on 3 

June 1915.20 French military authorities took over the administration of railway 

installations, and postal and telegraph services in the region. Tight censorship was 

imposed over local newspapers.'' At the same time, Allied naval units initiated a 

blockade of Greek ports. When Constantine a p e d  to replace the allegedly pro-German 

govemment of Stephanos Skoulodis with a more impartial cabinet and demobilize the 

Greek army, the Allies eventually lifted the blockade. However, they maintained a watch 

over the port of Kavalla, whose proximity to the Bulgacian border necessitated the 

maintenance of a naval force in the ares.= 
Ironically, Kavalla provided the setting for the next crisis between Greece and the 

Allies. In late August, the Bulgarian high command launched a major offensive against 

Allied positions in Macedonia in an effort to pre-empt the offensive Sarrail himself 

planned to undertake in conjunction with Romania's entry into the war. As part of their 

offensive, the Bulgarian 2nd Army advanced into eastem Macedonia, at the time 

unoccupied by the Allies, and captured Kavalla. At the time, the Gceek army's 

demobilization was already well underway in accordance with the stipulations made by 

the Allies themselves in J ~ n e . ~  As a result, Kavalla's garrison - 8,000 men of the 4th 

Corps - could not offer any effective resistance, and sumndered without a fight, to be 

interned in Germany for the rest of the The Allies' reaction to the surtender of 

Kavalla closely resembled their response to the Fort Rupel incident. Interpreting the 

action of the Greek officers of the 4th Coqs as evidence of treachery on the part of the 

Greeks, the Allies dispatched a naval squadmn to Pirsa. and seized the Greek flet.* 
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Simultaneously, the Entente gave limited backing - though not official recognition - to a 

provisional govemment established which Venizelos established in Thessaloniki in 

September in opposition to the govemment in ~ t h e n s . ~  

Allied watships remained at anchor off the Greek capital for several months. On 1 

December 1916, amidst mounting tension, the French admiral commanding the Entente 

fleet ordered 3,000 British and French sailors and marines to seize a quantity of war 

material which the Allies demanded Greece forfeit as proof of its good will toward the 

Entente. Shortly after the landing force reached Athens, fighting broke out in the city 

between Constantine's supporters and the FrancocBritish contingent. Shortly after, the 

Vice-Admiral Dartige du Fournet, the French admiral commanding the Allied naval 

squadron off Athens ordered his ships to open fire on the Greek positions in the city. This 

action prompted Constantine to open negotiations with the French commander. The 

Greeks eventually agreed to surrender six batteries of artillery, and the landing parties re- 

embarked on their ships after sustaining over 200 casualties. Nevertheless, in spite of the 

Greek decision to bow down to the Allied demands, the so-called "Zappeion Incident" 

completely discredited Constantine in the eyes of even the few supporters he had left in 

Allied States and paved the way for the Entente's recognition of Venizelos' Thessaloniki 

regime as the legitimate government of Greece on 19 De~ernber.~ 

The fallout from the street battle in Athens, and the resultant deterioration of 

Greek-Allied relations, had a direct impact on the debates waged by Allied military 

leaders conceming the Entente's Balkan strategy and the advisability of maintainhg a 

large expeditionary force in Macedonia. The perception of the Entente was that Greece 

was adopting an increasingly hostile attitude toward the Allies. Furthemore, the forces 

that the Central Powers had committed to the subjugation of Romania had accomplished 

their task, and were now free for deployment to other theatres. Robertson found this 

combination of circumstances deeply disnirbing. He envisioned a scenacio whose 

realization could prove fatal to the Amy of the Orient. Writing to Joffre on 2 December, 

26 Alastos, Venizelos, pp. 171 - 173. 
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the C.1.G.S envisioned the possibility of a massive attack against Allied forces in 

Macedonia delivered from the north by thirty-five Gennan, Austro-Hungarian, Bulgarian 

and Ottoman divisions just released from the Romanian campaign, and h m  the south by 

Greek Royalist forces. in Robertson's view, the oniy feasible countermeasure to this 

frightening contingency was ihe-creation of a reserve behind the Mied front and the 

withdrawal of the Amy of the Orient to a shorîer line of defense." 

Joffre was as concemed as Robertson about a combined attack against Sarrail's 

forces. However, Joffre pmposed to remedy the dire situation faced by the h y  of the 

Orient by sending even more troop to Greece to reinforce the Ailied contingents already 

there. In his reply of 7 December, Joffre requested the British to dispatch two more 

divisions to the Macedonian Front, thus increasing their forces there to a grand total of 

nine divisions. At the same time, he proposed to ask the Italians to send four more 

divisions to the Baîkans, and pledged bat France would send two more. Aitogether, these 

reinforcements would boost the strength of the Army of the Orient to twenty-three 

 division^.^^ 

Joffre's recommendations ran completely against the grain of Robertson's fervent 

opposition to any increases in the size of the British Salonika Force. in October, he had 

resigned himseif to the necessity of sending to Macedonia the 60th (London) Division, 

but only for the sake of maintaining cordial relations with France. Now, however, with 

the Macedonian Front threatened with a potentially overwhelming offensive from front 

and rear, Robertson adarnantly refuscd to consider his French counterpart's proposal. 

Throughout December, he continued to oppose outright Joffre's request that two more 

British divisions be sent to Thessaloniki. Even if the two formations were dispatched to 

Greece, Robertson argued, the lengthy sea voyage they would have to make in order to 

mach Thessaloniki meant that they would arrive only sometime in late March - tw  late 

to affect the present military situation in the regi~n.~ 
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Furthemore, in Robertson's view, the front line held by the Allies in Macedonia 

was so long that two additional divisions would not contribute substantiaiiy to 

strengthening the Allied line against the anticipated German attack. In light of the 

prevailing circumstances, the Allies would do best to contract their front by withdrawing 

to a shorter line that would facilitate defense against an offensive from the north, as well 

as provide security h m  a possible attack by Greek Royalist forces fiom the south. 

Ideally, Robertson would have liked to pull British troops out of Greece altogether - 
given Romania's defeat, the Chantilly scheme for a combined offensive against Bulgaria 

was no longer feasible. However, "political reasons" -the desire to maintain go& 

relations with Britain's French and Serb allies - negated this course of action, and 

Robertson had to settle for the adoption of a purely defensive stance focused on covering 

Thessaloniki and protecting the vulnerable left flank of the Army of the Orient?' The 

Allies should abandon Monastir and retire to a secondary position in the vicinity of Lake 

Ostrovo. While such a retrograde movement would open an avenue for a German 

advance into Greece, Robertson thought that ultimately it would prove to the Allies' 

advantage since no large German force would dam move south with twenty-three enemy 

divisions hoverhg off the flank of its advance?* Overall, Robertson believed that the 

Gennan and Greek Royalist threats faced by the Entente amies in Macedonia, combined 

with the strained shipping arrangements, meant that the Entente forces in Macedonia 

should adopt a purely defensive stance." 

The possibility of a Central Powers' offensive on the Macedonian Front was 

progressiveiy discounted by British military authonties beginning in late December and 

early January when it became clear that the Germans' were far more interested in dealing 

a coup de grace to the Romanians than they were in striking a blow against the Amy of 

the Orient." By late January, concerns about an enemy offensive in Macedonia had 
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practically vanishedU By contrast, Robertson's objections to îürther British commitment 

in the Balkans, as well as the grounds upon which he based his arguments, did not tecede 

into the background. On the contrary, they continued to fonn the core of his views 

regarding the Macedonian Front for the remainder of his tenure as Chief of the Imperia1 

General Staff. 

Throughout 1917, Robertson's views regarding the general conduct of British 

strategy in Souih-Eastern Europe received support h m  an unlikely source. Mer  

becoming Prime Minister in succession to Asquith in December 1916, Lloyd George 

began to gradually 10% much of his earlier enthusiasm for major military ventures in the 

~a lkans?~ Admittedly, his belief in the utility of military operations in peripheral theatres 

and his criticisms of Robertson's insistence on concenirating Britain's military tesources 

continued unabated. Far from losing any of its intensity, the ninning quarrel which the 

new Lloyd George had ban waging with the C.1.G.S over matters of strategy since late 

19 15 became even more fierce and eventually led to Robertson's dismissal from his p s t  

in February 19 18. Nevertheless, the new Prime Minister was skeptical about the 

possibility of attaining any positive military results in the Balkans. With Lloyd George's 

cabinet dominated by "High Imperialists" like Milnet and Curzon, considerations of 

Britain's long-tenn imperial interests assumed a leading role in the formulation of 

Britain's strategic conduct of the war. These considerations ensured that the new 

govemment and its leader wouId put a premium on military operations in theatres such as 

Palestine and Mesopotamia to the exclusion of other peripheral theatres, including South- 

Eastern ~ u r n ~ e ? '  

Lloyd George changing attitude t o w d  British military presence in the Balkans 

first manifested itself at the inter-Allied conference in Rome on 5 - 7 January 1917. 

There, Lloyd George made it unmistakably clear to the French repriesentatives that the 

already high demands placed on British shipping precluded the dispatch of more British 
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divisions to the Balkans.J8 More evidence of Uoyd George's growing impatience with the 

Entente's lack of progress in South-Eastern Europe came to light at the St. Jean-de- 

Maurienne conference (19 April 1917). At this meeting, the French delegates were 

informed that while the British govemment would agree to the new offensive that Sarrail 

intended to launch in Macedonia the end of April, the upcoming operation would be the 

"lm chance" for the A m y  of the Orient to prove its worth. If the offensive did not 

achieve any tangible results, Sarrail's troops would have to withhw to a shorier line of 

defense, while Britain would be compelled to pull its troops out of the Balkans to 

alleviate the shipping shortage.)' 

When the Entente's senior political leaders met again in Paris on 4 - 5 May 1917, 

the main offensive had not even began. Bad weather conditions had forced Sarrail to 

postpone it repeatedly, but the diversionary attacks that the British 12th Corps was to 

mount against the Bulgarian defenses between the Vardar and Lake Doiran went ahead 

on schedule. Delivered on 24 May, the attack made virtiially no progress, and produced 

nothing but high casualtieslO It failure may well have been the factor that convinced 

Lloyd George not to wait for the results of the main offensive before carrying out the 

threat of pulling British tmps out of Greece. When the War Council met on 1 May to 

discuss the upcoming inter-Allied meeting in Paris, Robertson recornmended informing 

the French that one infantry division and two cavalry brigades be withdrawn from 

la For the Rome Conference sec PRO CAB 23/1/27, War Cabinet, 4 January 1917, Appendix 1: 
Statement of the Rime Minister wiih reference io the Conference of the Allies held at the Consuita, Romc, 
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Thessaloniki as soon as possible, "to be followed by the whole or greater part of the 

remainder as soon as shipping could be made available."" Robertson's suggestions were 

incorporated directly into the resolutions Lloyd George placed before the French 

govemment at the Paris Conference and reiterated at the London Conference? The 

British 60th (London) Division, together with the 7th and 8th Mounted Brigades would 

be withdrawn from Thessaloniki and transferred to Egypt, to strengthen Edmund 

Aiienby's 8th Army, then preparing to launch an offensive into Palestine -an operation 

favored by both Lloyd George and Robertson on the grounds that its success would 

significantly advance Britain's imperid interests in the Middle East aiter the war.O in 

time, the remainder of the Salonika Army would also be pulled out of Macedonia, while 

its place in the Allied front at Thessaloniki would be filled by Gceek divisions.# 

British proposais for the abandonment of Monastir and the reduction of the forces 

at Thessaloniki were militarily sound, but their significance transcended the 

considerations of strategy. The issue of the proposed withdrawal was made complicated 

by the necessity to adjust Britain's own strategic and military priorities to those of the 

Britain's Balkan allies. With military operations in Macedonia effectively stalled afier the 

Mure of the spring offensive of 1917, the transfet of Britain's Salonika Army to 

Palestine would undoubtedly have been much more beneficiai to Britain's own strategic 

and imperial interests than keeping that force in the Balkans?' But Britain's wider 

strategic and policy concems had little meaning to the govemments of the Balkan States 

fighting the war on the side of the Entente. To them, the presence of British troops in the 

Balkans was a guarantee of Britain's comrnitment to hlfilling their own national 

aspirations and territorial ambitions. Consequently, British proposais for the reduction of 
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its forces in Macedonia and for a contraction of the Allied Front encountered vehement 

opposition not only h m  France, but also h m  the Serb, Romanian, and Venizelist Greek 

g~vemments.~ The capture of Monastir in November 1916 after a gntehg. two-and-a- 

half month-long offensive represented the first tangibie success attained by the 

Thessaloniki expedition since its initiation more than a year previously." Sarrail even 

claimed that its conquest by his forces represented the Entente's first real victory of the 

entire waca For these reasons, the town had a substantial symbolic value. Abandoning it 

without a fight, after it had been won at such it high cos4 would potentially lead to a loss 

of prestige. More importantly, however, it would have a potentially disastrous effect on 

the delicately balanced morale of the Serbian army whose exertions during the 1916 

offensive contributed so much to the town's capture. On 23 December, Gened George 

Milne, commander of the British forces at Thessaloniki, informed Robertson chat if an 

evacuation of Monastir were to ôe orâered, many Serbian tmps  might simply refuse to 

do so, while others might simply cross over to the Bulgarian lines and request that they 

be allowed tu go back to their homes in Serbiaa9 

As far as the withdrawal of British troops was concerned, the Sehs regaded any 

attempts to reduce the strength of the Army of the Orient as a betrayd. h May, when 

Sarrail announced his intention of detaching a force of appmximately two divisions to 

monitor the withdrawal of Greek Roydist forces from Thessaly, the Serb High Command 

urged the British War Office to pressure the French into reversing Sarrail's deci~ion.~ 

The British decision to transfer troops to Egypt drew even stronger protests In late July 

1917, the Foreign Ofice received a memorandum fmm the Serbian Govemment. The 

a PRO CAB 2313t204, Waf Cabinet, 3 August 1917. The Allies m g n i d  Venizclos' regime at 
Thessaloniki as the iegitimaie govcrnmcnt of Greece on 19 ûeccmber 1916. In June of the following year, 
ihe Allies succeeded in pressUrhg Constantine lo l e m  Greccc for Switzerland. He was succeded by his 
second son, Alexander. Venizelos bec- Rime Minister of 'Wied" Gnece on 27 Jnne 19 17, and Grcece 
entend ihe war on the si& of the Allies two days laler. See Alastos, pp. 176 - 178; and Pestalis-Diomidis, 
p. 48. 
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document, after asserting that a reinforcement of 100,000 troops would assure victory in 

Macedonia, went on to state menacingly that in any subtraction of force from the A m y  

of the Orient would cause the Serbs to lose "[mloral [sic] and trust in a sincere help of the 

Allies?' A few days later, the Serbs repeated their demands for reinforcements, pointing 

out in emphatic terms the alleged numerical inferiority of Allied forces at Thessaloniki as 

compared to the enemy contingents facing hem.% Their allies' protests did little to 

encourage the British to reconsider their decision, and the withdrawal of the one division 

and two mounted brigades went ahead as ~lanned.~ 

However, the British did promise not to withdraw any further troops from the 

Balkans, except in the event of unexpected military contingency and to submit and such 

matters for discussion among the  allie^.^ In addition, at least for the time king, the 

policy of abandoning Monastir and retreating to the "bird cage" was st~elved?~ While 

these pledges might seem like only a small victory for the Serbs, it demonstrated the 

extent to which Britain's Balkan allies were capable of influencing major strategic and 

operationd decisions. It would be unwise to suggest that the Serbian govemment's 

opposition to the withdrawal of British troops from Thessaloniki was the sole factor 

responsible for Britain's willingness to back down on the issue of pulling out even more 

troops and abandoning Monastir. Without doubt, the opposition from the French 

government received as much if not more consideration in Britain than the protests of a 

Balkan state. Moreover, the British govemment did not consider itself bound to any of 

the territorial promises made to Serbia in 1914 and 1915, British baders were unwilling 

to give official sanction to Serbia's temtorial ambitions at ttieir wi&st extent because of 

the realization that the fulfillment of such ambitions would necessitate the 

" PRO CAB 23I31205, War Cabinet, Appendu IV, 7 August 19 17. 
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dismemberment of the Austro-Hungacian Empire, a war-aim to which Great Britain was 

still not ~ommitted.~ 

Moreover, the endorsement of Serbia's national aspirations had the potential to 

jeopardize seriously British designs to conclude a separate peace with Bulgaria To 

facilitate the conclusion of such a deal, Bulgaria was to be left in possession of aii, or 

parts of Serbian Macedonia, the territory that stood at the heart of its irredentist 

ambitions, and this was unlikely to be favored by the Serbsen 

Nevertheless, throughout the course of the war, British leaders acknowledged 

repeatedly that Britain had a moral obligation toward the Serbs for the sacrifices they 

made during the conflict?* For this reason, the British could not afford to alienate the 

Serbs completely. To do so, would entai1 running the risk of demoralizing the Serbian 

government and army to such an extent as to furnish them with reasons for concluding a 

separate peace with the Central Powers. Such a contingency was by no means impossible. 

With the prospects for an Entente victory in 1917 more distant than ever, the Serbian 

government in exile became receptive to the idea of arriving at an agreement with the 

Central Powers. To what extent the Corh govemment was prepared to embark on such a 

course is not clear, circumstantiai evidence suggests that the Serbs may have atîempted to 

establish contact with Charles 1 of Austria-Hungary shortly after the latter became 

Emperor in November 19 16." Clearly, the warnings issued by the Serbs in August to the 

effect that fucther reductions of the Entente's forces in the Bdkans would erode the 

Serbs' trust in the Allies were anything but empty rhetoric. On the contrary, in light of the 

extensive demoralization that had set in the ranks of the Serbian army after the 

conclusion of the Monastir offensive and continued to escalate throughout 1917, such 

admonitions had to be taken very seriously by British leaders. 

Fest, passim. 
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Low morale ôegan to affect the Serbs shortly ahet the end of the 1916 offensive 

in November. Although the capture of Monastir was a si-cant mod victory for the 

Serbs, the euphoria soon vanished. Most of Serbia was occupied by the Central Powers, 

and the Serbian high command found it virtuaiiy impossible to procure replacements for 

ihe heavy casualties sustained in during the offensivePo So severe was the manpower 

shortage that in January, the entire Serb army was subjected to a diastic reorganization: 

the 3rd A m y  was disbanded, and its units incorporated into the 1st and 2nd Armies; at 

the same time, each Serbian division was red& fmm twelve to nine battaiionsP1 None 

of these measures proved effective in alleviating the Serbs'manpower problems. In 

February 19 17, the Serbian army containecl only 23,000  effective^;^ a month later that 

figure had risen to bareiy 30,tMLQ During the failed offensive of May 1917, the Serb 

high command deliberately refused to commit its 2nd Amy to battle for fw that if 

Serbian troops were subjected once again to a prolonged period of intensive combat, the 

Serb army as a wtiole would cease to exist as an effective fighting formation Even so, 

by August, none of the six Serb divisions could muster more than one-third of their paper 

~trength.~ Howevet, numbers and changing tables of organization did not teIf the whole 

story, however. The most important consequence of the Serbs' lack of replacements and 

reserves implied that the Serbian high command could not afford to rotate units of out the 

front line for rest and recuperation. 

The impact on the morale of the Serbian troops was predictable. Lieutenant- 

Colonel E. A. Plunkett, reporting to the War Office in May 1917 on the results of one his 

The Serbs had incutred between 25,000 to 29,000 casualties between Scpiember and December 
1916. See Falls, Vol, 1, p. 240. 
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frequent fact-finding missions to Macedonia, described the condition of the Serbian army 

in bleak terms. B a d  on a conversation with General Bojevie, the Serb Chief of Staff, 

Plunkett stated that the Serbian army might preserve its cohesion for three or four more 

months. After that, if it became clear to the Serbs that their prospects for liberating their 

homeland were slim, and that they would have to remain in k i r  current positions for the 

rest of the war, they would defect to the enemy in the hope of king allowed to retum to 

their homes and families. Already, Austcian peace propaganda was circulating among the 

Serb rank-and-file who were becoming increasingly disillusioned with their ofticers' 

daims that the Allies would assist them in liberating their country. While Plunkett 

discounted the possibility that Serb officers would be willing to go over to ihe Austrians, 

he was convinced that the cank-and-file, many of whom had been on active service since 

the First Balkan War, would find it difticult to resist the temptation of crossing the lines 

and going home if permitted to do so by the enemyo6 

When Plunkett visited the Macedonian Front two months later, the situation had 

improved, but only marginally. Serb commanders were now confident of king able to 

hold their army together until fall, but there was no telling what the onset of winter would 

bring. The line held by the Serbs ran dong the peaks of the Moglena Mountains, and it 

was possible that the sufferings that the Serbs would have to endure due to the weather 

would seriously sap their morale again?' General George Milne entertained similar 

views. Writing to Robertson in August, the commander of the British Sdonika Amy 

presented the Serbs as tired, demoralized and depressed by the British government's 

decisions to withdraw a number of units fmm Macedonia. According to Crown fnnce 

Alexander, Milne stated, the Serbs were barely prepared to withstand a major attack 

should the Central Powers decide to launch, especially if one were to be delivered in 

winter months." Plunkett's and Milne's views were comborated by a memorandum 

submitted to the British Cabinet by Pdid in September 1917. The Serbian Prime Minister 

66 PRO CAB 24115lG.T. 924, Report of Lieut.-Colonel E. A. Plunlrtn, Liaison OKcer, akr lhM 
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painted an alarming picture. The ranks of Serbian combat units was fded with men 

whose age normally should have disqualified them h m  active service but who continued 

to serve at the fiont due to a lack of replacements. Many Serb divisions, PaSid claimed, 

had ken  in the line since their arriva1 at the front in the spring of 1916, and had not had 

so much as a day's rest. The Serbs' physical condition and health were rapidly eroding 

their fitness; cases of heart disease and fwt trouble, the scourge of infantrymen, were 

becorning more frequent. As a result, despairing of their chances to ever retum home, or 

be relieved from the strain of continuous combat duty, some Serb soldiers were 

succumbing to demoralization and depression that ail too often manifested itself in the 

tragic form of suicide." 

Making matters worse were the difficulties inherent in finding the reinforcements 

upon whose procurement the morale of the Serbian army depended. Since replacements 

could not be levied in Serbia itself for obvious reasons, the Serbs had to look elsewhere. 

The most obvious source of replacement were the two divisions of the Serbian Volunteer 

Corps that fought alongside the Russian forces on the Eastern Front. This fonnation was 

composed of Serbs and other South Slavs who originally served in the Austro-Hungarian 

army, and after king taken prisoner, or deserting to the Russians, elected to fight against 

the Central Powers?" The corps had distinguished itself dunng the Romanian campaign, 

when it fought against Mackensen's forces in the Dobmja. In mid-1917, the Corfu regime 

began to express the desire to have the corps transferred to Macedonia, but the Russians 

proved reluctant to release the fonnation to duty on the Macedonian Front?' The Serb 

Volunteer Corps was among the few units whose discipline and reliability proved strong 

enough to withstand the corroding effects of the political ferment into which Russia was 

sinking at the tirneSn In Septemkr, the Russians' reluctance to part with this excellent 

" PRO CAB 24125lG.T. 1958, Mernorandun, Nikola PaSiC, 2 Septcmber 1917. 
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formation finally forced the British government to bring pressure to bear on the Russians 

in order to expedite the bansfer of the coqs to the Balkans." 

Even so, the transfer proceeded slowly, and the advance elements of the corps 

began disembarking in Thessaloniki only in Ianuary 1918:' By March, nearly 8,000 men 

had arrived, providing much needed encouragement for the disheartened Serbs.7' 

Nevertheless, the Serbs recovered their spirits slowly. As late as May, General Guillamat, 

who succeeded Sarrail in command of the Allied Asmies of the Orient in December 1917, 

informed the Supreme Allied War Council that the morale of the Serbs was so low and 

their Ioyalty so suspect as to create the danger that they would turn against the Allies and 

join the Central Powers, a contingency that held out the prospect of dire consequences for 

the security of Entente forces at The~saloniki?~ 

Even more importantly, however, the elimination of the Serbian army from Allied 

order of battle would probably put an end to al1 hopes of inflicting a decisive rnilitary 

defeat on Bulgaria. During the 1916 offensive, Serb forces demonstrated considerable 

operational and tactical ability, and displayed an impressive aptitude for mountain 

~ a r f a r e . ~  As the one Allied army most adept at waging war in the difficult terrain of the 

Balkans, the Serbs represented were an irrepiaceable asset for the Entente. British 

observers were convinced that Western European tmps were naturally inferior in 

physical endurance and stamina to the peasant-soldiers of the Balkans, and that only the 

Serbian army could match the Bulgarians' own proficiency at waging war in the difficult 

terrain of the Balkans." in short, neither the ~ntente in general not Britain in pPnieular 

-- 
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could afford to lose the support of the Serbs, even if the maintenance of that support 

necessitated the abandonment or modification of strategic designs that served Britain's 

wider strategic and imperial interests. 

The proposais for a gradud disengagement from the Balkans were only one 

element of the strategic policy adopted by British leaders toward South-Eastern Europe in 

1917. Another, equally important eIement of the same policy involved the desire to 

conclude a separate peace with Bulgaria This project had intrigued British teaders since 

Bulgaria's entry into the war in October 1915 and becarne even more attractive in 1917, 

when the prospects of attaining a military victory over Germany appeared particularly 

bleal~?~ Virtually al1 of the principal military initiatives undertaken by the Allies that year 

had ended in failure. In April, French forces attacked German positions in Champagne in 

accordance with the plan fonnulated by General Robert Nivelle, the ofEicer who, in mid- 

December 1916, had succeeded Joffre in command of French annies on the Western 

~ront?' Nivelle was confident that the offensive that was to bar his name would break 

through the German front in a matter of days. The thirty divisions that participated in the 

attack captured 150 guns and took 20,000 prisoners, but the bceakthrough predicted by 

Nivelle did not materialize. Instead, the French sustained another 118,000 csisualties - a 

demoralizing loss that dealt a severe blow to French morale and contributed directly to 

the wave of mutinies that began to sweep through select units of the French army in May 

and continued until lune?' Haig's Flanders offensive, launched on 3 1 July, fared no 

better. Although it continued until6 November, the operation's only tangible result 

amounted to the capture of a few square miles of water-logged ground east of Ypres, and 

the loss of almost 300,000 ca~ualties.8~ 

performance of the Serbs in the 1916 offensive, Milne neatly summarized such views by suiiing thai "[nlo 
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in these circumstances, the pmpect of a separate peace with Germany's alliance 

partners appeared to offer an opportunity to weaken the Ieading of the Centrai Powers by 

the indirect expedient of detaching its allies." If successful, this policy would allow 

Britain and the Allies to terminate military operations in penpheral theatres of the war, 

and concentrate its military forces on the Western Front." It is only in this context that 

the clichéd classification of states like Ausbna-Hungary, Bulgaria and the Ottoman 

Empire as Germany's "props" makes sense. In materiai terms, ail three were dependent 

upon Gennany for credit, military supplies and reinforcements and technical expertise. In 

this circurnstance, thetefore, it was Germany that "propped them up, not the other way 

around. However, it may be argued that in exchange, Gmany's junior alliance partnets 

provided a much less tangible, but equaliy vaiuable commodity. Specificaily, their 

continued participation in the conflict provided Gemany with a guarantee of security 

from the twin nightmares of German strategic thought since the early 1870s - the 

contingencies of a two-front war (Zwe@ontenkneg) and encirclement (Einkreis~ng).~ If 

this perception of security were to vanish - as it finally did in late 1918 -the potential 

effects on Gennan morale could be grave. It was these calculations - the possibility that a 

maximum concentration of forces in France and Flanders could finally be effected, and 

that Gennany might suffer a severe moral blow - that encouraged British leaders to 

pursue the policy of detaching Gemany's allies. By this stage in the war, even the most 

ardent of the so-called "Eastemers" had corne to the realization that a finai military 

conflict with Germany could take place only on the Western Front, as illustrated by 

Lloyd George's support for the policy outlined above. 

In addition to perrnitting the Entente to effect a rnilitary disengagement from the 

Balkans and inflicting a grave moral and psychological blow upon Germany, a separate 
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Pace with Bulgaria was also expected to lead, almost be default, to the collapse of the 

Ottoman war e f f ~ r t . ~  British attempts to negotiate a separate peace with the ûttomans 

had never made any progress due to the Ottomans' insistence on the retention of Istanbul 

which France and Britain promised to Russia in April 1915 in the context of the so-cailed 

Siiaia ~greement?' A settlement with Bulgaria could lead to the collapse of the ûttoman 

war effort by default and would dlow the Entente to citcumvent that complication by 

creating conditions where the Allies could dictate what terms they saw fit to the 

 ottoman^.'^ 

British leaders were able to even consider concluding a negotiated peace with 

Bulgaria on favorable terms. This was due to the continued prevalence in Britain of 

Bulgarophile sentiments that had been so pronounced among many influentid segments 

of educated British opinion since the mid-I870~.~ Bulgaria's decision to side with 

Britain's enemies, while it undoubtedly discredited the British Bulgarophiles to some 

d e ~ e , ~  was not sufficient to discredit completely its territorial ambitions. On the 

contrary, many Britons, including a number of leading political and military figures 

remained favorable toward Bulgaria's national aspirations. The few criticisms that were 

leveled at Bulgaria at al1 had more to do with the country's monarch, rather than with the 

extent of its territorial ambitions?' Although a separate peace with Bulgaria could most 

likely be concluded only on terms detrimental to Britain's Balkan allies, including the 

cession of portions or al1 of Greek and Serbian Macedonia to Bulgaria, the pro-Bulgarian 

sympathies hatbored by many Britons ensured that the possibility of such an arrangement 
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could be contemplated at the highest levels without the fear of incurring any moral odium 

or attracting public censure." 

Among the f i t  proposais for detaching for Bulgacia from the Centrai Powets by 

means of temtocial concessions was that advanced by Robertson as early as Febniary 

1916. The C.LG.S suggested that Bulgaria be bribed out of the war with offers of some of 

its' neighbors' temtories, especially those of Greece which had not yet joined the Allies.* 

Grey opposition to Robertson's scheme ensured that the proposal would not be taken 

serioudy, but it did set the pattern for similar projects in the futu~.  Tn August of the same 

year, Robertson and Lloyd George argued in favor of a negotiated settlement with 

Bulgacia. Once again, Grey's opposition thwarted the plan.% But within a few months, 

Grey had left office, and the overall strategic situation had changed from the optimism of 

August 1916 to the gloom of early 1917. As a result, between Febniary 1917 and 

September 1918, the British Foreign Office repeatedly gave consideration to various 

"peace feelers" extended by individuals with direct links to the Bulgarian goveniment as 

weil as by Bulgacian opposition gro~ps?~ The repeated failure of such attempts did not 

substantidly dirninish the British leaders'desire to convince Bulgaria that its territorial 

aspirations would be fulfilled even if it finished the war on the losing side.% 

British enthusiasm and desire for a separate peace with Bulgaria was tempered by 

one major consideration: the anxiety that the achievement of that goal, or even the 

See Rothwell, pp. 120 - 121; and Leontaritis, p. 253. 
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endeavors to attain it, might itenate Britain's Balkan allies and complicate British plans 

for a disengagement fiom South-Eastern Europe. Although a separate peace with 

Bulgaria would have been fully in keeping with Britain's wider strategic interests, it was 

incompatible with the national and temtorial aspirations of the Balkan states fighting on 

the side of the Entente. Because the success of British designs to detach Bulgaria from 

the Central Power was conditional on allowing that country portions of temtories it had 

conquered from its neighbors in 1915 - 1916, attempts to conclude a separate Face with 

Bulgaria could not be expected to engender much enîhusiasm from Britain's Balkan 

allies. 

An examination of available evidence suggests that the negative effects such a 

deal would have had on Britain and the Entente's relations with their allies in South- 

Eastern Europe were an important consideration in the minds of British statesmen and 

diplomats. In July 1917 Nael Buxton, îhe best known of the British Bulgarophiles, 

submitted to the Cabinet yet another proposal for a territorial settlement in the Balkans. 

Buxton was a finn advocate of the plan to conclude a separate peace with Bulgaria on the 

basis of temtorial concessions from Greece, Serbia, and Romania. In a devastating 

critique of Buxton's proposals prepared for the benefit of the War Cabinet, Leo Amery, 

one of the Assistant Secretaries of that body, stated that to the Serbs, Greeks and 

Romanians, a deal with Bulgaria dong lines proposed by Buxton would be nothing short 

of a betrayal by the Entente and would probably lead them to side with the Central 

Powe~s.~ Arnery's views were echoed by George Clerk, a senior clerk in the war 

department of the Foreign ûffice+ Clerk acknowledged that "peace with Bulgaria means a 

very serious break with Greece and Serbia," but also pointed out that attempts to provide 

the latter with compensation would mate other problems. Serbia, after ail, would only be 

satisfied with the South Slav provinces of the Ausüo-Hungarian Empire. Any promises 

of these territories to Serbia would require the Mies to adopt the dismembennent of the 

Habsburg state as a war aimP To this goal, however, neither Britain nor the Entente was 
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yet committed, given that attempts for a separate peace with Austria-Hungary were in 

progress simuItaneously with efforts to detach Bulgaria from Germany.* 

Amery and Clerk were not decision-makers, but suficient evidence exists to 

suggest that their opinions were infiuential with British leaders. For example, in June 

1918, the War Cabinet met to deliberate the merits of a plan whose author, an Austro- 

Polish aristocrat in the pay of the British secret service, proposed to hasten the end of the 

war by inciting a revolution in Galicia and Bohemia and at the same time detaching 

Bulgaria from the Centrai P o ~ e r s . ' ~  Curzon, who took the lead in criticizing the plan, 

asserted that its provision for a separate peace with Bulgaria wodd be "dificult to 

reconcile with the desiderata of our Allies."'O' 

British leaders concem with the possible fallout from a separate peace with 

Bulgaria is il1ustrated by the caution with which Arthur Balfour, the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs, approached the issue of a separate peace with Bulgaria. in September 

1917 Lord Hardinge, the Permanent Undersecretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 

informed Balfour of the plan worked out by the Bulgarian "Conunittee of National 

Defense - a Switzerland-based dissident group - for the conclusion of a separate peace 

between Bulgaria and the Entente. Though Hardinge was enthusiastic about the scheme, 

Balfour ordered him to suspend the talks with the Bulgarians and focus the energies of 

99 For ialks between ihe Entente and Austria-Hungary, see Gary W. Shanafelt, The Secret 
Austria-- and the German Alliance. 1914 - 1918 (Boulder, Colorado, 1985), passim, esp. ch. 5 - 8; 
Edward P. Keleher, "Emperor Karl and the Sixtus Affair*. Polilico-Nationalist Reprecussions in Reich 
German and Awiro-Hungarian Camps and the Disintegration of Habsburg Ausiria. 1916 - 1918," 
Eumwan ou art el^, 26, No. 2 (June 1992), pp. 163 - 184; and De Manteyer, cd., &ma s Peace Off - I et, 
passim. 

The individual in question was Count Jan Horodyski, a Habsburg subject and a banker by trade 
with connections in AustrizHungary and the United States. Recmited by the British secret service in early 
1915, his activities during the war included attempts to influence American opinion in favor of the Entente, 
and gathering politid intelligence on the Centrai Powers h m  his extensive contacts on both sides of the 
Atlantic. His plan to incite m a s  uprisings among the Slav populations of ihe Centrai Powers was among 
the few proposais of ics kind to be given consideration by British leaders during the F i t  World War. As 
such, it may be considered a foremnner of Churchill's determination to use indigenou nsistance 
movements in Axis-occupied couniries to "set Europe ablaze" during ihe Second. See Paul Latawski, 
"Count Horodyski's Plan To Set Europe Ablaze': June 1918," Slavic and Easm F-viewJ 
Vol, 65, No. 3 (Juiy 1987). pp. 391 - 398. 

'O' PRO CAB W14/429(a), War Cabinet. 11 Junc 1918. 



the Foreign Office on exploring the peace ovectures which Baron Richard von Kühlmaan, 

Germany's newly appointed Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, was advancing to 

Britain through the Spanish government.lm 

In a memorandum written for Lloyd George's benefit, Balfour ostensibly justified 

his decision on the grounds that because the Committee of National Defense did not 

include any legitimate representatives of the Bulgarian govemment, its "peace feelers" 

could not be taken seri~usly.'~ However, given the concems Balfour was to express later, 

it is quite likely that his negative assessrnent of the peace proposais advanced by the 

Cornmittee of National Defense were in fact motivated by an anxiety that the acceptance 

of such overtures would have a negative impact on the Entente's relations with the Balkan 

states. Until the end of the war, Balfour prsisted in harboring serious mervations with 

regards to the advisability of concluding a separate peace with Bulgaria. In December 

1917, he bluntly informed his cabinet colleagues that such a peace, requiring as it would 

the cession to Bulgaria of Greek, Serbian, and Romanian temtories would be regarded by 

those three states as a betrayal. in Balfour's opinion: 

Even the mere rumor that such questions were under discussion would send a 
tremor of fear and indignation h m  Jassy to Athens. Roumania, Serbia, and 
Greece know perfectly well that Bulgarian support can never be purchased except 
at their expense.lw 

The Foreign Secretary was especialty apprehensive about the effects that a Balkan 

temtorial settlement dong lines favorable to Bulgaria would have on Greece's allegiance 

to the cause of the Entente. Addressing tbe War Cabinet in August 1918, Balfour 

reminded his colleagues that the Allies were indebted to their Balkan friends, and wamed 

that, 

... if you suggest to Venizelos, for example, that some of the temtory which the 
Bulgarians now occupy is reaily Bulgarian, and thecefore in a settlement should 
be handed back to Bulgaria or left to Bulgaria, he would say to you: 'You 

lm Rothwell, p. 141. 

'* Balfour, Peace Negotiaîions, 19 September 1917, as quoted in Lloyd George, pp. 1237 - 1240. 

Iw PRO 24i35iG.T- 2957, Ahur Balfour, Som Notes on Peace Arrangements: The Balkans, 
December 1917. 



absolutely min me, and you min my party, because the Emperor of Gemiany did 
promise King Constantine that the limits of Greece should, if Greece behaved 
well, be respected. Now you proposed that 1 should go out of the war after 
fighting, after al1 the cost in men and money, with smaller tercitory than Greece 
could have had without fighting.'That, he would tell you, is absolute min to the 
cause of Venizelos, to the cause of Gceek liberaiism, and to the cause of Greece 
remaining on the side of the  allie^,'^ 

Balfour's detennination not to alienate Britain's Balkan allies with talk of a 

separate peace with Bulgaria was also evident in the skeptical attitude he adopted toward 

the activities of Lord NorthclHe's Crewe House Cornmittee which proposed to 

implement a propaganda campaign with a view of inducing Bulgaria to leave the war. In 

May 19 18, Northcliffe wrote to Balfour to advocate the adoption of a well-defined 

propaganda policy toward Bulgacia that would emphasize a temtorial settiement based on 

the creation of a Greater Bulgacia and the compensation of Serbia with the South Slav 

provinces of the Habsburg Empire. Writing back, Balfour stated implicitly that instead of 

trying to lure Bulgaria out of the war with promises of temtorial rewards, Northcliffe 

would do ktter to focus on frightening it with the prospects of the punishments that the 

Allies would inflict upon the country if it continued to fight against the Entente.lo6 Once 

again, the prospect of offending the Entente's Balkan fiiends figured prominently in 

Balfour's rejection of Northcliffe's propo~al.'~~ 

Balfour's fears that any attempts to conclude a separate peace would provoke an 

adverse reaction among the Balkan States were hlly justified. In mid-October 1917, after 

leaming that the British Foreign ûffice was flirting with the Bulgacian Cornmittee of 

National Defense, the Romanian government, supported by Russia, officially protested 

against Britain's consideration of such ove mue^.'^ A few weeks later, Greek, Serbian and 

Romanian ministew to London issued a joint protest to the same effect.Im 

'" PRO CAB Zl43/4Sl, War Cabinet, 13 August 19 t 8. 

'" For the exchange between Bdfour and NoruiciBe, see Henry W. Stced, Yeats, 
1892 - 1 9 2  A Personal N- (Garden City, New Y o h  1925). pp. 227 - 229; CampbeU Stewa~, 
Secrets of Crewe House: The Stow of a Famous C e  (London, 1920), pp. 134 - 141; ad Doreen 
Collins, Amcts of British Poli-9 (Oxford, 1965), pp. 245 - 247. 



British assurances that the Balkan states would be consulted in any future 

decisions regarding a territorial settlement in the Baikans could do Iittle to assuage theY 

fears. If anything, the apprehensions of îhe Balkan states could only grow as the Entente 

moved ever closer to defining tangible war aims. Neither Lloyd George's Caxton speech 

on war aims, nor President Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points made any positive 

references to the national aspirations of the Balkan allies.110 With the Entente persisting in 

its refusal to provide the Balkan states with binding guarankm of their territorial 

ambitions, the apprehensions of the govenunents of the Balkan states could only escalate. 

By June 1918, Venizelos was warning that if the Mies continued to agitate for a separate 

peace with Bulgaria, the Greeks would overthrow his government and invite Constantine 

to return."' Shortly a b ,  the Greek statesman appealed to Lloyd George to put an end to 

Bulgarophile propaganda in Britainen2 

Less than four months after Venizelos' cornplaint, the Allies finally succeeded in 

compelling Bulgaria to leave the war. However, the did so in a manner which ensured 

that no mitonal awards would accrue to Gennany's Balkan ally for making an early exit 

from the conflict. The Bulgarians did not quit the war by means of a negotiated peace. 

Instead, they capitulated as a result of the defeat inf'cied upon their army by the 

"Gaideners of ~alonika""' who, in mid-Septembcr 1918 finaily brok out of their 

Macedonian "intemment camp" and put the Bulgarian forces opposing them to 

'O4 Rothwell. p. 142. 

"O Leontaritis, pp. 277 - 279. On the contrary, at Caxton Lloyd George went as far as to state that 
he supported the mainienance of ûttoman sovereignty in Thrace and Asia Minor. Sce Leontaritis, 
pp. 277 - 279. 

I l2  ibid., p. 304 

'13 The Aiiied forces in Macedonia were branded wiih this epithet in June 1916, wkn Georges 
Clemenceau, an opponent o f h  Balkan venture, poured s c m  on the alleged inacuvity of Sarrail's tmp 
by poiating out that white Gennan armies were only a few hours' distuice h m  Paris, thousands of Aiiied 
soldiers were locked up in a distant iheacre, supposedly doing nothiag more produciive than diggllig 
trenches. See Palnaer, The Ciadeners. p. 71; and Paul Cobleiil; Silence of Sarrail (London, 1930). pp. 
108 - 116. 

114 For an exdat ion of the final Alfial offensive in Mdonia,  sec Falls, Vol. II, pp. 147 -246; 
Walter A. Raleigh, Histw of the Great War: The War in ihe Air. Vol- VI (Oxford, 1937), pp. 293 - 313; 
and Palmer, The Gardeners, pp, 199 - 222. 



On 27 September, only two weeks after the commencement of the offensive, the 

Bulgarians asked for armistice terms. Expecting that the Entente would simply allow 

their country to revert to neutral status, the Bulgarian representatives were shocked to 

find out that Franchet d'Esperey, who took charge of the negotiations on behalf of the 

French government, refused to show any clemency. Bulgasia was to be matai for what it 

was - a vanquished enemy.'15 

For Bntain, Bulgaria's surrender was a welcome, if unexpected development. 

Nevertheless, the satisfaction that British leaders felt with regards to d'Esperey's victory 

was tempered by the fact that the Allied success in the Balkans haci corne too late to 

allow Britain to tùlfill its broader strategic aim of disengaging h m  South-Eastern 

Europe and fwusing its military resouices in other theatres of operations! l6 Britain's 

ability to main this goal was conditional upon the withdrawal of the British component 

of îhe Army of the Orient, and the conclusion of a separate peace with Bulgaria These 

goals, however, were incompatible with the national poiicy aims of Britain's Balkan 

allies. Their objections to select elements of British strategy made a significant 

contribution to the hesitation and caution with which the British governtnent approached 

even the prornising of the Bulgarian peace ovemires. In addition, they ensured that the 

issue of withdrawing British trwps from the Balkans could never be contemplated in 

isolation from the potentially drastic political implications that such an action might 

entail. As had been the case on several previous occasions during the war, the relatively 

limited strategic priorities of the Balkan States proved capable of playing an important 

contributory d e  in thwarring Britain's wider strategic designs. 

'IS Palmer, The Garricnets, pp. 225 - 226. 

"6 On the surface, Bulgaria's defeat finally hirnished British strakgists with the oppornurity to 
uansfér th& Saionika Army io the West. But by late September, that was hardy necessary because AUied 
and American forces in France anci FIanders proved perfectiy Eapable of âefeaiing the German army 
without reinforcements h m  other theaires. When ihe Bulgarïan -stice went hto effmt at won on 30 
September, the Gennan anny in the West had been in retreat since 8 August, anci was beingpummeted by a 
series of concentcic offensives unleashtd by the Mies under the direction of  Marshal Ferdinand Fach 
between 26 and 29 September dong ihe entire h n t  h m  Flaiaders to ihe Meuse-Argonne secm- Tbough 
the Aiiied advance lost some of  its morneam in October, ihe Gtmian reaat coatinued until the hostilities 
ceased on 1 1 November. See John Terraine, 30 Win a War: 1918. The Year of V i c t ~ ~ y  (London, 1978). 



Conclusion 

A WAR WlTHIN A WAR 

The outbreak of the First World War found the nations of the Balkan Peninsula in 

the process of recovering from yet another round of militacy conflicts that had been 

waged for the purpose of completing the national unification prograrns espoused by al1 

states of the region. Formulated as far back as the fmt half of the lgh century, these 

irtedentist aspirations were the foci of the foreign policy agendas of the Balkan states by 

1914. By the time of the Sarajevo assassination, the nations of the region had made great 

advances toward the fulfillment of the aims in question. The Balkan Wars of 1912 - 1913 

resulted in the near-complete expulsion of the last vestiges of Ottoman authority from 

Europe, and allowed al1 Balkan states to make significant territorial acquisitions. 

Nevertheless, the full realization of the irredentist ambitions espoused by nations 

of the Balkans remained an elusive goal. No Balkan state possessed the resources 

suficient to attain its aims unilaterally. Likewise, the fragmentation of the Balkan League 

following the First Balkan Wac assured that regional CO-operation for the purpose of 

attaining these aims was no longer an option. At the same time, the opposition of the 

Great Powers placed yet another obstacle in the path of Balkan temtorial expansion. This 

state of affairs ensured that when the First World War enipted in August 1914, Balkan 

statesmen would see the conflict primarily in the context of its potential to advance their 

respective countries' national agendas of imdentism and national unification. For the 

nations of the Balkans, therefore, the Great War was to be the Third Balkan War - a 

conflict that would funiish an opportunity to facilitate the completion of the programs of 

national expansion and territorial aggrandizement. 

This peculiar perception of the nature of the First World War is instrumental to 

the understanding of the course and conduct of British strategy in the Balkans between 

1914 - 1918. For Britain, as well as for the other Great Powers, South-Eastern Europe 

was oniy one of several theattes of operations, and the rnilitary and diplomatic endeavors 

undertaken in the region were subordinated to the wider strategic aims of the war as a 

whole. British leaders' view of the war Balkans as an integrai part of a pater conflict set 

their straîegic priorities at odds with those professed by their Balkan counterparts. For the 



latter, the attainment of the irredentist aspirations that stood at the forefront of their 

foreign policy agendas enjoyed overwhelming priority over the advancement of the 

strategic designs that British military planners proposed to cany out in South-Eastern 

Europe for the purpose of achieving Britain's wi&r strategic aims. As a result, Balkan 

statesmen were prepared to as& Britain in fuifilling its own strategic goals in the region 

only if such co-operation held out the prospect of enhancing the national policy aims of 

their respective countries. ültimately, Balkan leaders could be said to have viewed the 

First World War in the Balkans almost as a self-contained conflict, or a "war within a 

wai'  that was unconnected to the wider stniggle which encompassed Europe. 

The tendency of Balkan leaders to view the Great War in such tems was an 

important influence on the fate of the strategic designs formulated by British leaders with 

regards to South-Eastern Europe throughout the conflict. in spite of this fact, however, 

the influence of the national policy aims of the Balkan states on the course and conduct of 

Britain's Balkan strategy during the First World War has been hitherto neglected by 

existing historical literature. In generai, conventional interpretations of factors that 

shaped British strategy in South-Eastern Europe during the Great War emphasize the 

sarne considerations that influenced formulation of Britain's overall strategy of the war. 

These considerations a~ for the rnost part applicable to the specific case of Britain's 

military involvement in the Balkans between 19 14 and 19 15. Nevertheless, the wide 

disparity between the strategic priorities of Great Britain on the one hand and its Balkan 

allies on the other means that standard explanations of the forces that shaped Britain's 

Balkan strategy must be also be supplemented with an examination of the manner in 

which the national policy aims of the Balkan staies influenced the strategic initiatives 

which Britain sought to implement in the region. 

The disharmony between the smtegic priociîies of Great Britain and the Balkan 

states first became evident in the early stages of the war, when British leaders sought to 

convince the nations of South-Eastern Europe to unite in a regional alliance directed 

against the Ottoman Empire and Austria-Hungary. The creation of such an alliance was 

fully in keeping with the strategic designs British leaders intended to carry out in the 

region at the time. A Balkan alliance was expecteù to assist Great Btitain and the Entente 

in respening the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus, activating an alternative theatre of 



operations that would force Germany to weaken its defenses on the Western Front, and 

protecting Serbia from annihilation. 

The formation of this regional coalition depended on the Entente's ability to 

satisfy the irredentist ambitions of Bulgaria. These, in tum, could be fulfilled only by 

means of a temtorial settlement that jeopardized the fulfillment of the irredentist agendas 

espoused by Greece and Serbia. As a consequence, Balkan leaders approached Allied 

proposais for a Balkan alliance with suspicion at best, and hostility at worst. A successfid 

revival of the Balkan League was in Britain's best strategic interest and could have had a 

significant impact on the course of the war as a whole. Nevertheless, it was not in 

conformity with the national policy goals of the Balkan States, which for this reason 

proved extrernely reluctant to CO-operate in Allied efforts designed to facilitate its 

reaiization. It is difficult to speculate whether Britain's s Balkan strategy in 1915 would 

have been crowned with success if a Balkan alliance had come into being at that time. 

However, there can be little doubt that the failure to create such a coalition was an 

important contributory factor in the dernise of British strategic initiatives in South- 

Eastern Europe that year. 

The Allies' attempts to convince Romania to enter the conflict were susceptible to 

similar frustrations. Ion Btatianu, Romania's leader, was prepared to join the Entente 

only in circumstances that guaranteed the fulfillment of his country's maximum 

irredentist aspirations. His insistence on this point repeatedly hindered the Entente's 

efforts to compel Romania to intervene in 1915 at times when its entry into îhe war may 

have had beneficial results for the Allied - and British - strategic designs in the region. 

Briltianu's desire to obtain guarantees of Romania's territorial ambitions before entering 

the war delayed Romanian intervention until August 19 16. When Romania did intervene, 

its armed forces* contribution to the Entente's war effort consisted of an offensive that 

had, as its main aim, the realization of Romania's temtoriai ambitions, rather than the 

advancement of the Allies* broder strategic goals, 

Romania's defeat contributed to the growing disenchantment that British 

strategists had been feeling toward their militaty cornmitment in the Balkans since the 

failure of the Gallipoli campaign and the fiasco of the attempt to rescue Secbia. By 19 17, 

calls for the reduction, or even the complete termination of the British rnilitary 



cornmitment in South-Eastem Europe were king made with ever-increasing frequency 

not only by those British leaders who had been consistently opposai to any Balkan 

ventures, but also by individuals such as David Lloyd George who, earlier in the war, had 

been among the most enthusiastic dvocates of British military intervention in the region. 

Disengagement h m  South-Eastern Eutope was fully in keeping with 8ritain's overall 

strategic priorities, but not with the national policy aims of the Balkan states fighting on 

the side of the Entente. A complete British withdrawal b m  the Balkans could have been 

accomplished only on the bais of a separate Face with Bulgaria that, in turn, would 

have necessitated Greece and Serbia to reconcile themselves to tfie loss of portions of 

territories they had won at a great cost in 1912 - 1913. Mo~over, the withdrawal of 

British troops from Macedonia, where they had been present since late 1915, could 

conceivably diminish the Balkan states' chances of realizing their national ambitions 

after the war. Britain's Balkan allies could not be expected to respond enthusiastically to 

proposais of this kind. 

Available evidence indicates that the opposition that Balkan statesmen expressed 

to plans Cor the withdrawal British tmps from the region or for a separate understanding 

with Bulgaria was a significant factor in dissuading British leaders b m  pursuing their 

new Balkan strategy with vigor and determination. To have done so would have entailed 

antagonizing the Balkan allies to an extent that might have had potentially calamitous 

repercussions for the security of the Allied military position on the Macedonian Front. 

When Bulgaria finally surrendered in September 1918, over 100,000 British ûwps wem 

still present in the Balkans - evidence of the degree to which the national aspirations of a 

handful ofsmall states were capable of affecting the sweeping strategic designs of the 

foremost of the Great Powers. 

Britain's miIitary and diplornatic experiences in South-Eastern Europe during the 

FUst World War left a deep imprint on that country's policy toward the Balkans in the 

1920s and 1930s. The anticlimactic confrontation with Mustafa Kemal's Nationaiist 

Turkish forces in the course of the Chanak Crisis of 1922 was Britain's last direct 

intervention in the region during the turbulent period that foUowed the end of the war. 

For the next decade and a half, Britain's interest in South-Eastern Europe was minimal, 

focusing chiefly on the status of the Straits. This particular focus was indicative of an 



even wider trend that characterized European diplomacy in the inter-war period -the 

Great Powers' temporary loss of interest in the Balkan affairs. With Germany defeated, 

Austria-Hungary no longer extant, and Russia recovering from the effects of war and 

revolution, South-Eastern Europe had ceased to be the focal point of Great Power rivalry 

for the first time in a century. Only two states retained a preoccupation with South- 

Eastern Europe. My, its hopes of obtaining temtory on the eastern shores of the Adriatic 

unfulfilled, continued to regard the region as an important arena of diplomatic endeavor. 

France also lwked to South-Eastern Europe, seeking to enlist the support of its wartirne 

allies for the so-called Little Entente. This diplornatic arrangement bound Romania, 

Czechoslovakia and the newly-created Yugoslav state into a political partnership that 

aimed at preserving the new, post-war international order in the Danubian basin and 

stooci at the heart of France's Eastern European alliance system in the 1920s. 

French and Italian ambitions with regards to the Balkans were faciiitated by the 

specific character of the territorial settlement imposed on the region by the provisions of 

the treaties of Neuilly, St.Germain, and Lausanne. These treaties reinforced the tendency, 

prevalent since the conclusion of the wars of 1912 - 1913, to categorize Balkan countries 

either as satisfied or revisionist states. The former included Romania and 

SerbidYugoslavia, both of which emerged from the First World War with significant 

temtorial increases that, for the most part, encompassed most of their irredentist 

ambitions. Anxious to protect their gains, both states proved willing to co-operate in 

French-sponsored diplomatic initiatives such as the Little Entente, and later, in the 1930s, 

in the soçalled Balkan Entente - a regional security pact whose creation was the result of 

the initiative of the Balkan states themselves. 

While the Little Entente sought to contain Hungarian revisionism, the Balkan 

Entente was directed primarily against Bulgaria, a state whose temtorial losses after the 

First World War exacerbated the revisionist tendencies that had been at the forefront of 

its foreign policy agenda since the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913. The same revisionist 

inclinations made Bulgaria susceptible first to Italian, and then, in the 1 %Os, to German 

diplornatic influence and determined Bulgaria's loyalties during the Second World War. 

Greece represented a special case. Although it had fought in the F i t  World War 

on the side of the Entente, its intemal affairs and international standing in the post-war 



period were not entirely consistent with its ostensible stms as a junior partner of a 

victorious alliance. The disastrous Anatolian venhue discredited the ambitious scope of 

the "Great Idea" as a redistic aim of Greek foreign policy and introduced a new element 

of strife and dissention in Greek dornestic politics. The meager gain of Western Thrace 

up to the valley of the Evros could hardly compensate Greece for the loss of national 

dignity incurred as a consequence of the campaign in Asia Minor. Nonetheless, in the 

diplornatic disputes that mse in the region in the next two decades, Greece always sided 

f i d y  with the status quo powers of Romania and Yugoslavia against Bulgarian 

revisionism. 

The Anatolian venture had an additional significance that transcended the 

considerations of Greek foreign policy. Greece's incursion into Asia Minor following the 

First World War was carried out with the acquiescence of Great Britain, which looked 

favorably on Greek ambitions in the region as a means of countering the aspirations that 

Italy, dissatisfied with its share in the pst-war settlement, entertained toward Asia 

Minor. Britain's attitude toward Greek expansionism in Asia Minor did not meet with 

French approvai. This disagreement reflected graduai breakdown of the Entente 

following the Great War - a process that first manifested itself during the war itself in the 

context of Franco-British disagreements conceming the conduct of the Allies' Balkan 

strategy and the extent to which Britain was prepared to provide diplomatic and military 

support for the irredentist ambitions of its Balkan allies. 

Britain's involvement in South-Eastern Europe during the First World War 

remains a contentious issue for historians of the conflict. Nevertheless, although there 

exists an extensive body of scholarly literature that seeks to analyze the feasibility and 

wisdom of a"Balkanl* strategy, the subject in question continues to fumish the researcher 

with opportunities for further inquiry. Among these, the final Balkan offensive of 

September 19 18 awaits a definitive account and examination in the wider context of the 

Great War as a whole. Only when the precise extent of the offensive's contribution to the 

final Allied victory is determined will it become possible to pronounce whether the 

military and diplomatic efforts carried out by Britain and the Entente in Souîh-Eastern 

Europe between 1914 and 1918 had served a useful stmtegic purpose. 
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